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1985) PROFESSIONAL WRITING AWARD 

PROFESSIONAL WRITING A W A R D  FOR 1984 

Each year, the  Alumni Association of The Judge Advocate 
General's School pre5ents an award to  the author of the best article 
published in the Mzlitary LawRevieu.during the preceding calendar 
year. The purposes of the award are to recognize outstanding 
scholarly achievements in military legal writing and to encourage 
further writing. 

The award was first given in 1963, the sixth year of the Reuiezc's 
existence The award consists of a citation signed by The Judge Ad- 
vocate General and an engraved plaque. Selection of the winning 
award is based upon the article's long-term value as an addition to 
military legal literature, Its usefulness to judge advocates m the 
fieid, and the  quality of its writing, organization, analysis, and re- 
search. 

The award for 1984 was presented to Major Thomas Frank 
England, JAGC, U.S Army, for his article entitled, "The Active 
GuardjReserve Program: A Kew Military Personnel Status," which 
appeared in volume 106, the fall 1984 issue of the Milztnry Lnu, 
Revzew. Major England, currently serving as the Officer-in-Charge of 
the Hedbronn Branch Office of the Office of the Staff Judge Ad- 
vocate, VI1 Corps, Federal Republic of Germany, prepared the a n k l e  
as a thesis in partial fulfillment of the requirements of the 32d Judge 
Advocate Officer Graduate Course, 1983.84. 

In the award-winning article, Major England first surveyed the 
history and purpose of the creation of the  Active Guard Reserve Pro- 
gram. In an exhaustive analysis a €  the personnel s t a t u  of the AGR 
service member, Major England studied the  administrative and 
criminal law implications of the creation of the  program. In conclu- 
s o n ,  Major England proposed specific changes to the Manual for 
Cautts-Martial that wauid fully implement the criminal law juris- 
diction over the AGR service member afforded by Ar t r le  3(a) of the 
Uniform Code of Military Justice 

With deep satisfaction, the Military Lnu' Revtrzc, congratulates 
Major England in his achievement His excellent work has helped 
earn the respect of the military legal community for the R P N C ~ ~ . ,  The 
Judge Advocate General's School. and the  Judge Advocate General's 
Carps. it i s  hoped that others will be encouraged to  emulate his ef- 
forts in producing this fine work of legal scholarship. 
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THE GRENADA INTERVENTION: 
A LEGAL ANALYSIS 

by Major Ronald M. Rlggs' 

I. FACTS 
A .  INTRODUCTION 

On the morning of October26, 1983, elements of acombinedCanb- 
bean and United States security force landed on the beaches south of 
Pearls Airport and parachuted onto the Point Salines Airport of the 
island of Grenada. The force was comprised of units from the United 
States, Barbados, Jamaica, and four member States of the Organiza- 
tion af Eastern Caribbean States (OECS).' 

By October 28, all significant military objectives had been secured 
with minimal casualties to all parties, this was a primam goal of che 
security force. Umted States' casualties were 18 killed in action and 
116 wounded in action. Grenadian casualties were 45 killed and 337 
wounded Twenty-four of the Grenadian dead were civihans, 21 of 
whom were killed in an unfortunate bombing of a mental hospital 
located adpcent to an  anti-aircraft mstallation. Twenty-four Cubans 
were killed and 69 wounded of the approximately 800 Cuban "con- 
struction workers'' an the island. Rve hundred ninety-five 
American citizens were, at their request, evacuated from the island.2 

By November 9, all Cubans (except two diplomats), 17 Libyans, 16 
North Koreans, 49 Soviets, 10 East Germans, and 3 Bulganans had 

degree cn International Law at The George Washington Cnn;erar) 

lhrrelnalter riled a i  UUS DUD] 
'Dep'f n f  SLare Dep't of  D ~ f e m e  Grenada & i'rrliminary Krpml 1 I I U X O  

a,,, 
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left the island One of the two Cuban diplomats wm declared per-  
sona non grata on November 23 and also departed Grenada 

By December 16. all American combat forces had withdrawn, lea\ 
mg behind only training, military police, medical, and support per- 
sonnel 4 

President Reagan's decision in favor of United States participation 
m this action was based on three grounds. First. the Governor 
General af Grenada. Sir Paul Scoon, through a confidential channel, 
had transmitted an appeal to the OECS and other regional states to 
restore order on Grenada. United States assistance was sought in thls 
request Second, the OECS concluded that the situation ln Grenada 
was a threat to peace in the region, and, under t hex  collectwe 
defense treat?, action was needed. United States assistance, 
together with assistance from Barbados and Jamaica, was requested. 
Finally. there were on the isiand approximately 1,000 United States 
nanonais, ahose security was thought to be m such jeopardy that 
immediate action was required.s 

This article will examine the facts leading up to the Grenada a c ~  
tion, analyze the appiicable international law, and compare thls ac- 
tion to the 1979 Soviet intervention m Afghanistan 

B. BACKGROUND 
Grenada 1s a small island nation, about twice the size of the District 

of Columbia It has a populatlon of about 110 OO0.6 

On February 7 ,  1974 Grenada became an independent member of 
the British Commomwealth.' At Independence. Grenada adopted a 
Constitution on the model of the Bntlsh Commonwealth System. pro- 
$iding for,  among other things. a Governor-General. .Lrncle 6 7  of the 
Constitution pro\ ides 

(1) The executive authority of Grmada IS tested m Her 
MaJesty 

2 
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(2) Subject t o  the provisions of this Constitution, the ex- 
ecutive authonty of Grenada may be exercised on 
behalf of Her Majesty by the Governor-General either 
directly or through officers subordinate to him a 

Like Great Britain, the functionary responsibilities of government 
rest with the Prime Minister Eric Gairy was the first Prime Minister 
of Grenada.0 

After Grenada became independent, a coalition of opposition par- 
ties, including the New Jewel Movement of Maurice Bishop, 
mounted a serious challenge to  Eric Ga in ,  receiving forty-eight per- 
cent of the vote in the 1976 elections. However, the eccentric Gary. 
popular with the lower income people in Grenada, remained m can- 
tTOl.'O 

On March 13, 1979, elements of the h e w  Jewel Movement took ad- 
vantage of Gairy's absence from the country and carried out a coup 
d'etat. Fifty to sixty New Jewel Movement supporters seized the 
defense force barracks and the Island's radio station. There was iittie 
resistance to the coup. Maurice Bishop was named Prime Minister of 
the new "Peoples Revolutionary Government.' '  On March 25, 1979, 
Bishop suspended the 1974 Constitution, declaring that it would be 
replaced pending revision with a senes of "Peapie's laws.''11 
Grenada maintained Its membership in the British Commonwealth 
and retained the Governor-General, although his functions were 
more narrowly 

The h e w  Jewel movement started as an eclectic mixture of West 
Indian. Tanzanian, Marxist and nationalist ideology It emphasized 
village assemblies and grassroots agncuiture de~e lapmen t s . ' ~  As 
such. It enjoyed an initial base of popular suppon.~4 

Once in power, however, the government was, through its ties 
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with the Soviet Union and Cuba transformed. LViLhin three days of 
the coup, a Cuban ship carrying Soviet weapons and ammunition ar- 
rived in Grenada.lj By 1983, Grenada had 

--A Marxist-Leninist ruling party, complete with Central 
Committee and Politburo; 

--An army and militia that outstripp?d the combined 
forces of ail of 11s OECS neighbors and provided an ~ m -  
portant vehicle for indacrrinating youth: 

-A highly developed propaganda machine that relied on 
government-monopaiized media, and party-contrailed 
entilies throughout the society. 

--An array of mass organizations designed to compel sup- 
port for the regime in all sectors of the society. and 

-An internal security apparatus that dealt harshly with 
critics 

C. HUMAN RIGHTS UNDER BISHOP 
Human nghts began to deteriorate with the suspension of the 1974 

Constitution after the  coup Public reaction to government abuses 
was muted because of the government's control over the mass media 
and because of the ruthless imprisonment or exile of political op- 
ponents Elections were indefinitely suspended Grenada refused to 
permit inspection of its prisons by the lnternationai Committee of 
the Red Cross.l8 

A 1982 report of the U.S State Department related 
The overthrow of the  Gairy regime established Grenada as 
having the f i n t  nonconstilutional change of government 
m the commonwealth Caribbean Prime Minister 
Bishop has justified the continued detention of political 
prisoners by arguing that "every reroiutlon Creates dido 
c a t m s "  There 1s physical evidence that prisoners 
have been abused during detention Physical scarring 
would appear to substantiate their claim nf having been 
burned by cLgarettes and tortured with electric cattle 
prod4 . I s  
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When the 1974 Constitution was suspended, the People's Revolu~ 
tionary Government empowered itself to arrest persons w i t h w t  
warrant for suspected counter-reroiutionary activities. A 1980 lau 
established a tribunal to review preventive detention cases: 
however, the tribunal did not meet as scheduled Additionally, 
because the law did not compel the government to initiate charges, 
political detainees could be held indefinitely without formal 
charges. Preventne detention orders were issued m lieu of arrest 
warrants2" The justification for detention was provided in a 
preprinted ciause which stated simply that the accused was 
"reaaonably suspected of counseling and conspiring with other per- 
sons to take action of such a nature that was likely to endanger 
public safety. public order or the defense of Grenada or to subvert or 
sabotage the People's Revolutionary Government " Z 1  The orders 
also contained a nebulous protision prmiding that the accused "be 
detained in such place and under such conditions as I may from time 
to time direct" and often were signed by Bishop as "Minister of Ka- 
tl"nal Securlty."22 

As of July 1983, the People's Revolutionary Government was 
holding 103 Grenadians. or roughly one out of ever) 1,000 members 
of the populare. as politicai prisoners One of those was Jerry Ro 
mame. a former manager of Radio Grenada. He spent four years ~n 
Richmond Hill Prison before his release by the combined security 
forces. He estimated that 1,000 Grenadians were held as political 
prisoners at  one time or another during the four years of the Bishop 
regime "Their ranks included politicians, journalists, labor UIIMII 
leaders, government offmals, a surprisingly large number of disen- 
chanted members of the  ruling New Jewel Movement, and anyone 
else considered a threat '" 

Antonio Langdon is a Grenadian with permanent legal residence in 
the United States He was arrested by the Bishop regime while on a 
w i t  to Grenada Following his release, again by the  combined 
security forces, he stated that it was over a year before he was given 
a reason for his arrest. The reason given was that he had made 
remarks critical of the " r e v ~ l u t i ~ n ' '  while still in Brooklyn On May 
7 ,  1980, a prison guard shot Langdon three times at close range with 
a Soviet AK-47 assault rifle. AS a result. Langdon LS badly scarred 
and his left arm 1s paralyzed Mr Langdon also stated that he was 

5 
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beaten and tortured. at  least once by insertion of steel rods mto hli 
upper back This operation was carried out under the superr~sion of 
d Cuban ' neurologist ' 2 5  

These talec of abuses of human rights uere t 
regime Folloa-lng Bishop's murder the  
deteriorated Reaction to the murder included the closing d o x n  of 
the airport. interference with telephone and telex lines. a 24-hour 
shoot-on-sight curfew, and rhe arrest of Alister Hughes, th? only  in^ 

dependent Grenadian journalist with international standing.zb 

D. THE MILITARY BUILDUP 
When the Kew Jewel Movement seized power in 19i9,  Grenada 

was maintaining a British-style constabulary and m a l l  lightly- 
armed defQns? forre 91. October 25, 1983. Grenada possessed a 
regular arm). of 600 Cuban-trained soldiers. supplemented with a 
reserve of berween 2,500 and 2.800 mihtiamen.~' 

Although Its forces were larger than the combined forces of the 
OECS, Grenada was planning to field three more active battalions 
and nine more reserve battalions. The proposal would have given 
Grenada an 18 battalion force of between 7.200 and 10,000 soldiers 
Per capita. this would have given Grenada one of the largest military 
forcea of an? country m the norld ZR 

Equipping and training these forces was to be accomplished with 
the aid of the communist bloc countries. Documents found in the 
joint security mission show that in the last three years Grenada 
signed at  least five military assistance agreements, three with the 
Soviet Union, one with Cuba. and one with Yorth Korea All were, 
by their terms. to be kept secret from the  rest of the world 

Taken together, the agreements provide for deliver> by 1986 of' 

-About 10,000 assault and other rifles. including Soviet 

--More than 450 submachine and machine guns; 
-More than 11.6 million rounds of 7.62mm ammunition. 
-294 porrable rocket launchers with more than 16.000 

AK-475, Czech M-62 67s. sniper rifles and carbines. 

rockers, 
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-84 82mm mortars a i t h  more than 4,800 mortar shells, 
-12 75mm cannon with some 600 cannon shells. 
-60 crewserved anti aircraft guns of various sizes, with 

-15.000 hand grenades. 
-7.000 land mines, 
-30 76 mm ZIS-3 field guns with almost 11.000 rounds of 

-30 57mm ZIS-2 anti-tank guns with about 10,000 rounds 

-50 GRAD-P launchers with 1,800 122mm projectiles; 
-60 armored personnel carriers and patrol ~eh ic i e s ;  
-86 other vehicles and earthmovers; 
-4 coastal patrol boats: 
- 1 j 6  r ad io  s t a t ions  [mili tary communica t ions  

--Yore than 20.000 sets of uniforms, and 
-Tents capable of sheltering more than 6,000 persons 30 

This list includes enough armament to outfit a force of 10.000, haif 
of whom are in the field 

Training was pnmanig the responsibihty of the Cubans. By agree- 
ment, they were to provide permanent cadre and ternporarg 
specialists to  assist the Grenadian farces. The Soviets were also by 
agreement committed to provide training in tactics and military in- 

These agreements were being implemented at the time of thejoint 
security mission. Cuban construction workers, other paramilitary 
personnel, and regular military forces in Grenada outnumbered the 
total active strength of the Grenadian Army Cuban advisors heid 
positions m all key government 

almost 600,000 rounds of ammunition: 

ammunition, 

of ammunition, 

equipment]; 

telilgence for Senlor offlcers.s2 

E. GRENADA'S RELATIONSHIP WITH THE 
UNITED STATES 

After the 1979 N e w  Jewel Movement coup. President Jimmy 
Carter warned Pnme Minister Bishop that his government could ex- 
pect no more economic aid from the United States If it aligned itself 

7 
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with Cuba Bishop protested this "interference" by the United 
States Covert action to dislodge Bishop was considered, but the 
President instead decided to treat Bishop w'lth what was termed 
"hands-off hostility.'13* 

When Bishop announced in November 1579 that Fidei Castro 
would help Grenada build a new international airport at Port 
Salines, relations with the United States further derenorated. In 
December 1975, a Cuban construction brigade with 86 pieces of 
Soviet hear-) construction equipment arrived to start work on the 
new 10,000-foot runway. compatible for both tourist jumbo jets and 
long-range miiitaw aircrafts.35 

In 1581, Bishop was told bg the new Reagan Administration that 
his ties with Cuba posed a threat to peace in the region. Grenada's 
links with the Kremlin grew more open as relations with the United 
States worsened. Deputy Pnme Minister Bernard Coard visited 
Moscow in May 1580 and signed a treaty giving the Soviets permis- 
m n  to land long range reconnaissance planes on the yet-to- he^ 
completed runway.B6 

In April 1582, President Reagan visited Barbados. While there, he  
complamed to Prime Minister Tam Adams of Barbados and Prime 
Minister Edward Seaga of Jamaica about the "spread of the virus" 
of communism from Grenada. The concern of the President was 
shared by the two Pnme Mmisteri. That concern grew when, m July 
1582, Prime Minister Bishop stated that the Soviet Union had 
granted Grenada iong-term financial credits to construct a land sta- 
tion linked to a Soviet communications satellite 

In March 1983, President Reagan commented on the situation ~n 
Grenada, the warid's leading producer of nutmeg He stated' "It 
isn't nutmeg that 's  at stake in the Caribbean and Central America. It 
is the U.S. national security." Two weeks later, m a speech for 
television, the President showed a previously classified photograph 
of Cuban barracks and the growing air strip at Point Salines 
Grenada. The President commented that "Grenada doesn't even 
hare an air force Who is this intended forQ The Sowet~Cuhan 
militarization of Grenada can only be seen as power projection into 
the region.''3s 

In the summer of 1983, Prime Minister Bishop became Increasingly 

8 
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concerned about his growing dependence on the Soviet Union and 
Cuba. In June, Bishop made an uninvited trip to Washington to  im- 
prove After a week of cool reception from the ad- 
ministration, Bishop met with National Security Advisor William 
Clark and Deputy Secretary of State Kenneth W. Dam.4o They told 
Bishop that the first step to improve relations wouid be to stop 
"what was quite a campaign of attacks on the United  state^."^' 

Upon his return to  Grenada, Bishop toid colleagues in the New 
Jewel Movement that he  wanted to test Washington's intentions. He 
toned down the "campaign of attacks" and spoke of opening a 
dialogue with the United S t a t e ~ . 4 ~  

F. FINAL BREAKDOWN OF AUTHORITY 
The turn toward the United States created sharp conflict between 

Bishop and more leftist elements in the government of Grenada. In 
the months of August and September, Deputy Prime Minister Ber- 
nard Caard led an attack on Bishop's authority in the go~ernmen t . ' ~  
These attacks culminated on October 12, 1983, when the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of Grenada apparently voted to 
place Bishop under house arrest." An announcement was made that 
Coard, who on October 12 resigned from the post of Deputy Prime 
Minister, would succeed Bishop as Pnme Minister. Coard, however, 
neither made a public statement nor was seen until he was 
discovered in hiding by the p i n t  security 

On October 14, 1983, Bishop was informed that he  was expelled 
from the Party and was taken into c ~ s t o d y . ' ~  On October 18, after 
five days of efforts to achieve a compromise, five ministen loyal to 
Bishop resigned from the government. One of them, Unison 
Whiteman, stated that "Comrade Coard, who IS now running in 
Grenada, has refused to  engage in serious talks to resolve the 
C ~ S I S  . . . it became clear to us that they did not want a Settlement 

Wtalernenf by Deputy Seciefaiy of Stale Kenneth W Dam Before the Comrn on 
Foreign Relarlans. K 5 Senate. 3Sth Cong , 1st Sesi 12 (1983) [heremafter cited 85 
"*".I 

T ~ l r n e .  mpra note 15, ai 27 
"Dam. mpro note 39. st 12 
"hme, mpra nore 15, at 27 
"DOSDOD. supmnole1,a,31,Time,rupronote I5 a t27 .Dam.mprnno le3O.a f  

l a  
"DOS DOD. 'upm note 1. at 34-35 

'Ild at 35 
'Warn, mprn note 30 at 3 
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and seemed determined to use force and provoke violence to  a v h w  P 

their objective "6i That day there were demonstrations b) arhool 
children for Bishop's return to office I" 

On October 19, stores were rlmed A c iond  of s e v ~ r d  thou5and. 
apparantiy led by Unison Rhiteman freed Bishop and forinrr 
Education Minister Jacqueline Creft from Bishop's home They pro- 
ceeded to the Grenadian Army'\ headquarter,. Fort Rupert. where 
other Bishop loyalists were believed to be held The crowd disarmed 
the garrison and Bishop took mer the fort's central tiffice '9 fra 
hour3 later, troops of the People's Revolutionar? Arm? wme in dr 
mared personnel cairiera. arriied at  the fort They opened fire kill- 
ing at  least 18 and rounding at l eas  30 mor?. including h m m n  and 
children Bichop, Creft Whiternan. and three other5 W P ~ P  rakrn Inti, 
the fort's courtyard and executed Creft was reportedIE heaten t o  
dear h .Is 

The People's Revolutionaw Arm? announced Blshop's death and 
declared the dissolution of the government They further declared 
the formation of a 16-member military revolutionary counc11. of 
which army commander General Hudson Austin was the "nominal 

10 
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head ' 'SL i  The term nominal head was used by U.S Deput) Secretary 
of State Kenneth W Dam because 

it was never clear that Austin or any other coherent group 
was in fact in charge The RMC [revolutionary military 
council] indicated no intention to function as a new 
government. RMC members indicated only that a new 
government would be announced in 10 days or 2 weeks. 

It cannot be said whether or when some governmental 
authority would have been instituted Former Deputy 
Prime Minister Coard. a h o  had resigned on October 12, 
was reported under army protection, whether for his own 
safety or as a kind of detention was not clear 

On th? night of October 19, an officiai proclamation announced a 
shoot-on-sight. 24-hour-a-day curfew. to last until October 24 at 6:OO 
a m Pearls Airport was closed to all flights Another Bishop  sup^ 

porter. Agriculture Minister George Louison, was arrested. Interna- 
tional journahcs were forced to immediately depart the country. 
Allster Hughes, a Grenadian journalist and the only independent 
reporter filing ondhe~spot  reports of Bishop's rescue from house ar- 
rest and later of his execution. aas immediately arrested after 
Bishop's murder.52 

On October 21. the curfew was lifted from 10 00 a m .  untii 2:00 
p.m. to allow people to  obtain food Looting and rioting occurred j3 

Our of concern for the approximately 1,000 United States citizens 
on the Island. diplomats from the United States Embassy in Barbados 
attempted to travel to Grenada an  October 19 Because of the closing 
of the axpart. they were turned back. On October 22, two diplomats 
were finallg permitted to land on Grenada. They were met by 
teenage youths carrying machine guns The next day, they met with 
a Grenadian representative, hut proposals far evacuation of 
American and British nationals were rejected as unnecessary That 
dag, two more United States diplomats arrived After further 
discussions with the  Grenadians, the  diplomats concluded that 
evacuation was being stalled and that the  American ci~izens on 
Grenada were in \cry real danger They also concluded that the only 
way t o  guarantee the security of American citizens on Grenada was 

11 
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through a military rescue operation.j6 A subsequent bipartisan 
fourteen-member U.S.  Congressional fact-finding mission to 
Grenada, confirmed the conclusion of the One member 
of the fact-finding mission, representative William S. Broomfield, 
ranking mmarity member of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, 
later wrote. 

I am absoiuteiy convinced that had the United States not 
intervened, inaction would have been comparable to play- 
ing Russian roulette with the lives of more than 1,000 
Americans on the island As Rep Tom Foley. chairman of 
the delegation has said, the President did not have the lux- 
ury of waiting a week to  see how things developed before 
making a decision. "Waiting a week was a decision,'' he 
said. There is no doubt in my mind that the President 
would have been irresponsible had he risked so many 
Amencan lives by delay. 

Every student, every Amencan and every Grenadian ex- 
cept two farmer ministers of the Maurice Bishop Cabinet 
confirmed the danger faced by the students. There were 
gun emplacements around their campus. There w a  anar- 
chy. There were revoiuntimary soldiers firing weapons in 
the streets. There was anger, hatred and fear everywhere 

Second, it 1s clear from what the embassy officials told the 
delegation that every attempt was made to extract the 
students prior to the intervention, but those attempts 
were met by a persistently hardening opposition on the 
part of the revolutionaries The State Department was 
prepared to bring in a commercial cruise ship, Pan 
American aircraft, military aircraft, charter aircraft. 
civilian boats and military boats to get the students out. 
but all of these avenues were rejected by Rwdutvmary 
Military Council official Leon C ~ r n w e i l . ~ ~  

In addition, documents that were found by thejoint security force 
indicated that some consideration had been @"en by the Grenadians 
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in power, in coflunction with their Cuban advisors, to seizing 
Americans as hostages.68 

G. THE OECS REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE 
Grenada and SIX other Caribbean island nations had enjoyed close 

cultural and admmstrative ties Antigua, Dominica, Grenada, 
Manserrat, St. Kitts-News, Saint Lucia and Saint Vincent, and the 
Grenadines are all former British colonies. Because of their common 
political and cultural background and because of their small size, 
these nations have a common market, a common currency, a com- 
mon judicial system, and some common diplomatic represen- 
tatims.so They are also state parties to the Organization of Eastern 
Caribbean States Charter which established the OECS on June 4, 
1981.60 Among the purposes of the organization is "Mutuai Defense 
and Security."n1 In a meeting on October 21, 1983, the OECS re- 
solved unanimously that the deterioration of conditions in Grenada 
required action under the Charter. Grenada, without an apparent 
government, was not invited to participate. Because of the small 
armed forces that the OECS possessed, smaller collectively than 
Grenada's, on the same day, the OECS nations requested assistance 
from the United States, Jamaica, and Barbados. The formal request 
was transmitted to  the State Department on October 23, 1083 and in 
part cited "the current anarchic conditions, the serious violations of 
human rights and bloodshed that have occured and the consequent 
unprecedented threat to the peace and security of the region created 
by the vacuum of authority in Grenada."6z 

After consideration of the developments in Grenada and the OECS 
request, President Reagan concluded that to wait passively would 
probabiy entail even greater n s k ~ . ~ ~  Before acting on the OECS re- 
quest, the President sent Ambassador Frank McN'eil to consult with 
the OECS and ather regional leaden. On October 23, Ambassador 
McNeii met m Barbados with OECS Chairperson Eugenia Charles, 
Prime Minister John A d a m  of Barbados, and Prim? Minister Edward 
Seaga of Jamaica. These Caribbean leaders were ''unanimous in 
their conviction that the deteriorating conditions an Grenada were a 

" L  S Reporis Ei rdmce ollsiond Hoslnge Plat8 U Y Tlrner Ocf 28. 1883. at A14, 
CDI 6 

'%oore "tyro note I 2  at 146 
L"20 I C  Y 1166 119811 
"Id art 3 para 3 
"">lofie). Jan 24 nrprn note 3, a t  3 
"Dam. No\ 4 rupnr note 5 ,  at 6 
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threat to the entire region that required immediate and forceful ac- 
tion They strongly reiterated their appeal for U.S assistance.' j4 

Additionaily, on October 23.  1983, the Governor-General of 
Grenada, Sir Paul Scoon addressed a letter to Prime Minisser A d a m  
of Barbados requesting assistance. That letter provided: 

Government House, St. Georges, Grenada. 

October 24, 1983 

Dear Prime Mmister, 

You are aware rhat there is a vacuum of authority in 
Grenada following the killing of the prime minister and 
the subsequent serious violations of human rights and 
bloodshed. I am. therefore, S ~ I L O U E I S  concerned aver the 
lack of internal security in Grenada. Consequently 1 am  re^ 

questing your help to assist me in establishing this grave 
and dangerous situation. It is my desire that a peace- 
keeping force should be established in Grenada 10 
facilitate a rapid return to peace and tranquility and also a 
return to democraac rule. In this connection I am also 
seeking assistance from the United States, from Jamaica. 
and from the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States 
through its current charman. the Han Eugenia Charles. 
in the spirit of the treat] establishing that organisation to  
which my country is a signatory 

I have rhe honour to be 

(Signed) 

Sir Paul Scoon, Governor-Generales 

Ambassador Mclieil's report on the consensus of the Caribbean 
leaders and Governor~General Scoan's request were conveyed to 
President Reagan and hi? advisor? On the evening of October 24. 
after informing the British Government and the congressional 
leadership that immediate military action was necessarg , President 
Reagan finally approved United Starea participation ~n the opera 
tlon.06 

In norking with the OECS. the United States was of the opinion 
that they were coordinating with the appropriate regional organlza- 
tion. Because of r o n c ~ r n  for the security of American citizens and 
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for success of the operation, the government refrained from inform- 
ing the Organization of Amencan States and the United Nations of 
the decision to take action. The Soviet Union and Cuba were not 
notified until the morning of the operation to prevent their in- 
terference with its success 0' 

The Grenadian peapie were ovemheimingly in support of thejoint 
security mission. The New York T i m s  reported the following results 
of a public opinion poll conducted by CBS News: 

Ninety-one percent of those polled said they were "glad 
the United States troops came to Grenada," while only 8 
percent said they wished they had never come. A similar 
majority of 85 percent said they felt they or their family 
were in danger while General Austin was in power, while 
11 percent said they were not . . . . 
The Grenadians' attitudes toward the Cubam were strong. 
ly hostile. Seventy-six percent said they believed Cuba 
wanted to take control of the Grenadian Government, and 
65 percent said they believed the airport was being built 
for Cuban and Soviet military purposes. 

Eightydve percent said they felt the American purpose in 
invading was to "free the people of Grenada from the 
Cubans," and 81 percent said American troops were 
' ' C O U ~ ~ ~ O U S  and considerate." 

A smaller share of those interviewed, 62 percent, said 
they felt the American troops had come "to save the lives 
of Americans living here." But oniy 21 percent said they 
believed that the troops had been sent "for the United 
States own military purposes rather than to help the peo- 
pie of Grenada."6B 

. . 

11. LEGAL THEORIES 
Intervention into the affairs of another state i s p r i m  facie illegal 

under international There are, however, certain exceptions to 
this basic rule of international order. Four recognized theories will 

"Id 
"Grmadinns Weicmed  bias ion .  4 Poll Finds 1 Y Times. N o r  6. 1983. at 21. 

cols I 6 
Brlerh.  The La- of Yafmni 402 (6th ed 19631, G YonGlahn. Law Among Xa- 

fmns 162!3ded 1876). Donnelb. HumonilorionIn(~oifian. 375  ln f ' lAf fnm3l l  
311 n a (1984) 
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be analyzed in this article and related to the Grenada mtervention. 
The first is intervention to protect nationals of the intervening state, 
when the state in which these nationals are located is unwilling or 
unable to protect the first state's As stated in the facts, 
this was one of the three legal bases given by the United States 
government for Its participation in the Grenada intervention A s e c ~  
ond related theory IS humanitarian mterventmn, 01 intervention to 
protect nationals of other states than those nationals of the Inten'en- 
ing state. The third theory examined IS often not considered in- 
tervention a t  all It, too, forms a part of the United States govern- 
ment's justification for participation in the Grenada intervention." 
That themy IS that the purpose of the joint peacekeeping force was 
that of regional peacekeeping authorized under the United Nations 
Charter provisions dealing with Regional Organizations. The iast 
theory analyzed is that of collective self-defense. More specificalls, 
the doctrine of anticipatory self-defense will be examined as I t  
related to the factual context of the Grenada intervention 

111. INTERVENTION TO PROTECT 
NATIONALS 

A .  INTRODUCTION 
The focus of this section 1s an the legality of intervention bg a state 

to protect its nationals in another state, when the latter state i i  
unable or unwilling to protect them. This theory is often considered 
as a sub-theory of humanitarian which will be 
discussed more thoroughly in the following section 

Prior to the United Nations Charter of 1946, customan interna- 
tional law generally recognized a right of intervention to protect na- 
tionals The current state of the law and its applicability to the 
Grenada intervention will be examined by discussing examples of 
post-Charter intervention cases and by anal>zlng the maor theories 
of the law of intervention to protect nationals. 

16 
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B. THE CORFU CHANNEL CASE 
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that the international Court of Justice has put its approval upon this 
practice (In the Corfu Channel Case] 

Since the adoption of the U N Charter. there have been several 
major interventions by states to protect their nationals The United 
States has participated in some of these interventions. including 
asmtance in the Stanleyville rescue operation in the Conga in 1964 
bg Belgium. the Dominican Republic intervention in 1965, the.Waaya- 
g u e  rescue in 1975, and the unsuccessful attempt to free the 
American hostages held by Iran m 1980 I' 

The Congo Intervention in 1964 1s particularly relevant to the 
Grenada intervention because of the similar factual situation 

C. THE CONGO INTERVENTION OF I964 
The 1964 intervention in the Congo by Belgium and the United 

States wa5 Lhe result of more than four years of political mtability 
On Jul) 30, 1960, Beigium granted the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo its independence Because Belgium had not prepared the 
farmer colony for independence. the new government had i m ~  
mediate difficulties. Prime Minister Patrice Lumumba sought both 
administrative and military assistance from the United Nations, the 
United Nations agreed t o  provide both.'n 

By the end of 1962, a certain degree of stability had been attamed 
but that period was foliowed by political repression in 1963 The 
chaotic political situation, coupled with a deteriorating economy, 
culminated in open rebellion m January 1964. By April, most of the 
countryside was controlled by guerillas. Because of financial dif- 
ficulties, the United Nations forces present in the  Congo were 
withdrawn on June 30, 1964, and, on that day, the ruling govern- 
ment resigned. Nine days later, Maurice Tshombe, at  the request of 
President Kasamubu, formed a new government As the rebellion in- 
tensified, Tshombe was provided suppiles and ar transport support 
from the United States. The government army was aided bg 

T!ii I 7 R 
1 I", I L 
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mercenaries from South Africa. Rhodesia, and the Portugese pro- 
i.lnCeb.el' 

In early August, the rebel Popular Liberation Army captured 
Stanleyriile and Pauiis. On September 5 .  Gbenye was proclaimed 
president of the Papular Revolutionan. Government in Stanieyviile. 
On that day, the Organization of African Unity met to discuss the 
growing crisis in the Congo and established a committee to help the 
government of the Democratic Republic of the Congo.B1 

On September 26, Gbenye announced that foreigners in 
Stanleyvilie would not be permitted to leave His ,"tent was to  use 
them as hostages for poimcal bargaming Negotiations conducted by 
the United States, Belgium, and representatives of the OAU proved 
unsuccessful. On Kovember 17, Gbenye announced that Dr. Paul 
Carlson, an American missionary, had been sentenced to death far 
espionage At that time there were 63 Americans, 525 Belgians. 33 
Canadians, 25 Britons, and about 200 Greeks and Italians in territory 
controlled by the rebeis. The rebeis "were truculently killing any 
Congolese beionging to civil political parties."8z 

On Sovember 21, Tshombe sent a letter to U S.  Ambassador 
Godley in Kenya, authorizing the Belgian government to mount a 
rescue effort supported by United States transport aircraft The mis- 
smn commenced on November 24 and. by the end of Norember. all 
but 60 of the nearly 1,300 foreigners had been rescued 53 

The significance of this example of intervention to protect na- 
tionals is that even the most conservative scholars da not condemn 
the Congo intervention as The exceptional fact identical to 
the mterventmn in Grenada is that the intervention was at the 
behest of the government that was unable to protect the nationals of 
the intervening state. 

D. THE IRANIAN HOSTAGE RESCUE 
MISSION 

The most recent instance of intervention to  protect nationals. prior 
to  the Grenada intervention. was the United States' failed effort in 

note 7 8  mt Ah1 t i 1  

i i , ,r l , l  
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April 1980 to rescue American hostages held at the American  em^ 
bassy in Tehran.b6 

On A'ovember 4 ,  1979. severai hundred armed Iranian students 
seized the U S. Embassy in Tehran. Iranian government security 
forces had made no effort to prevent this seizure. The students 
demanded the return to Iran of the farmer Shah in exchange for the 
hostages' freedom The United States government refused this de- 
mand and protested to Iranian Pnme Minister Mehdi Bazargan 
However. on November 6 .  the Bazargan government fell Since the 
Ayatollah Khomem had endorsed the militant's actions and 
demands. the acts af the militants became acts of the Iranian state.Bs 

President Carter sent former Attorney General Ramsey Clark to 
Iran to negotiate, however, Khomeini refused to meet with Clark 
Khomemi stated that Iran would not negotiate with the United 
States until the Shah was returned and until the United States gale 
up "espionage' against the Islamic movement.8' 

On A'ovember 9,  the United States requested aid from the L! li 
Security Council. which. in a resolution of December 0,  called for 
the immediate release of the Amencan hostages In the meantime, 
the United States instituted legal action in the International Coun of 
Justice seeking interim measures of protection for the hostages On 
December 15. the I C J issued a provisional order to that effect. The 
Iranian government, however, refused to comply with the court's 
order.sb 

The United States undertook additional measures, both through 
the Security Council and independently to no avail. On April 11. 
1980, President Carter approxed the rescue mission which was at- 
tempted on April 24.  Due to equipment failure, the mission was not 
successful Though Iran denounced the mmion as an "act of war" 
and an invasion of their territory. it did not request a Security Coun 
cil meeting to consider the legality of the rescue mission 

The I C.J. in its final opimon on the hostage cns1sn0 was mildly 
critical of the disruptive effect of the rescue mission on the function 
mg of the court  but declined to rule on the legality of the mission 
The maJority opinion termed the rescue mission as an ' 'incursion'' 
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into Iranian tenitory, rather than an invasion or even an Interven- 
tion, terms used by Judge Morozov in his dissenting opinion. The 
absence of a characterization of the rescue mission as illegal has 
caused =me commentaton to conclude that the I C J has not 
adopted the stnct interpretation of the U.N. Charter, condemning all 
interventions by force, to which a majority of current legal scholars 
subscnbe.02This conclusion, however, is probably premature in light 
of the court's failure to even address the legality of the mission 

There are two additional points that should be made with regard to  
the Iranian hostage incident. The first is that the crisis served to 
heighten the consciousness of the world community to the increase 
of state terrorism and, more specifically, hostage-taking as a method 
of coercion. The full effect of this turn of events an the current doc- 
trine of intervention to protect nationals remains to be seen. The 
second related point is that the Iranian hostage incident served to 
underscore the inability of the U.N. Security Council to deal with 
emergency situations of this nature, a topic that will be discussed in 
more detail below.83 

E. THEORIES ON THE LEGALITY OF 
INTER VENTION TO PROTECT NATIONALS 
Theorists are in disagreement as to the legality of intervention to 

protect nationals when the state in which the nationals are located is 
unable or unwilling to protect them. There are three broad 
categories of theolieb which, for the scope of this section, are useful 
in presenting the claims. First is the argument which can be labeied 
as the restrictive theory; the second argument may be called the 
realist approach, last 1s the self-defense 

F. THE RESTRICTIVE THEORY 
Under the restrictive theon.,  forcible internention to protect na- 

tionals 1s unlawful under the C.K. Charter. This theory is the pow 
tmn of a rnqority of the mernben of the United Nationss6 and 1s 

"'United hfarei, Iran. I080 IC 1 ai 13. 55 Note Iraii. ' i ~ p r o  note 77 at 617 
"as?? l",,R note3 117-35 a BCCDrnDanYInP text . .  
"Note Iran $wpm note 77 
T. Higginr The Derelopmenl of International Lax Through the Polllical Organs oI 

the Cnlied hatlon, 167 230 (1963). Note Iran 5 w m  note 77 at 487 
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shared bg many legal scholars.g6 The theor? derives from threr 
premises. First, the primarb goal of the United Sations IS the 
maintenance of peare. Second, only the United Kations ma?. use 
force, except in clear cases of self-defense Third. permitting the use 
of farce by states for any other reason wuuld onl) pro\ ide an excuie 

The restrictive theory Interprets Articles 2(4)'* and 51qQ of the L' S 
Charter jointly. as the exclusive rule on the legal uie of force hy 
states. Under this SEW, Article 2(4) a ab meant to prohibit the  use of 
farce by individual states. This "piam meaning interpretation of the 
prohibition on the use of force LS said to be buttressed by the tyai ai( t 

prepamtones of the Charter and by the reaffirmation of the prohibi 
tion in the concluding phrase of Art& 2(4) stating "or in any other 
manner mconsment with the purposes of the United Uatians """' 

Article 51 IS viexed as a narrow exception for self-defense in case 
of an "armed attack" on a itate An attack on nationals of a state 
outside the state does not fall within the n a r r o ~  exception according 
to the restnctii-e theory l o l  

To suppart this interpretation of hrtlcles 2(4) and 61 of thr  
Charter, the restrictive theory cites the principle of noninterren- 
tion. buttressed by two resolutions of the U N General Assembly 
and by positions taken by U N member states ln2 

for geogoiltlcai lnterventlo" *. 
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G. THE REALIST APPROACH 
The realistic theory of the right LO L I W  force to protect nationalr is 

based on the belief that there are two major purposes of the U S 
Charter.'03 As stated by Professor Lilhch. "Exammng the  United 
liations Charter 'as a whole'. it IS apparent that its two major pur- 
poses are the maintenance of peace and the protection of human 
rights Under this approach, the protection of human rights i s  
eqiiaily as important as the maintenance of peace. As such. 
humanitarian reasons may justify unilateral use of force by a state 
Protecting a state's awn nationals IS a corollan. of this argument lob 

Under pre-Charter curromary international lax', states had a nght 
to intervene to protect their nationals in another state.1oB The realist 
approach to Article 2(4) links the customary law right to protect na- 
tionals to the rights and duties of states under the U 5.  Charter 
Under this interpretation. when the U.N does not act, the 
customary law right t o  protect nationals revives and states ma>- in- 
tervene as they cnuid before the L1.N Charter.1o7 

The theorg 13 not based upon Article 61 of the Charter dealing with 
self-defense. It claims tha t ,  under certain circumstances. 
humamtarian mtervension. whether to protect a state's own na- 
tionals or those of another state, LS mcmsment  with the U h' 
Charter A self-defense rationale could not be employed ~n a situa- 
tion in which nationals of another state were invalved. Further. 
there is no need to use Article 5 1  as an exception to Article 2(4) 
because Article 2(4) IS not viewed as a prohibition on the use of force 
to protrct human rights A right to use forcible self-help does not ex- 
ist because it IS permitted by Article 51, but because it IS not pro- 
hibited by Article 2(4) m 

The realist theory does not advocate unlimited intervennon to pro- 
tect nationals The strictness of analyzing models vary, but all center 
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around two fundamental principles, necessity and prop or^ 

t1"nallty.'Og 

H. THE SELF-DEFENSE THEORY 
The self-defense t h e o n  postulates that an ~ n j u r y  to a state's na- 

nonal ~n another state, which IS unable or unwilling to protect that 
national. LS an qjury  to the narional's state.I'OThe injury is therefore 
a breach of duty to the national's state that justifies protecti\-e in- 
terVe"tlOn.'L1 

Under pre-Charter customary international law. a right to protect 
nationals exmted.'LZ This right survived the  Charter m Article 51'5 
excepnan to the prohibition on the use of force in Article Z(4): "Ac- 
tion undertaken far the  purpose of. and limited to,  the defense of a 
state's political independence, territorial independence, territorial 
integrity. [or] the lives . . cannot by definition 
involve a threat or  use of farce 'against the territorial integrity or 
political independence' of any ather state."'13 

of 11s nationals 

The United States, Great Britain. Belgium. and Israel are State3 
that adhere to the self-defense theory of protecting nationals 11* 

During the  Iranian hostage CT~SIS.  the United States specifically in- 
voked a theory of self-defense to justify its rescue attempt. calling 
the hostages "victims af the Iranian armed attack on our  
Embassy "'I5 

Like the realist theory  the self-defense theory has threshold 
criteria to justify intervention to  protect nationals. Profe-ssor Bowett 
expressed the limitations on the self-defense theory as fallows 

Its exerc~se must be subject to the normal requirements of 
self-defense. that 1s to say. there must exist a failure In the 
territorial state to accord the protection for aliens 
demanded by international law there must be an actual or  
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imminent  danger requiring urgent action,  and t h e  act ion 
must be proportionate and l imited to t h e  necessit ies  of ex- 
tricating the nationals  from t h e  danger."6 

I. AN ANALYSIS OF THE THEORIES ON 
INTERVENTION TO PROTECT NATIONALS 
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scribes "the threat or use of force against the territorial mtegmy or  
political independence of any state . . . . "120  

The iestnctive theory of protection of nationals argues that the 
plain language of the Charter and Its accompanying negotiating 
hiqtory indicate the drafters' clear intent that ~ a l u e  of the protection 
of nationals is subservient to the values of territorial and political in- 
dependence. The historicsl context of the Charter must be examined 
to  arrive a t  a reasonable current comparison of these competing 
values 

The Charrer was drafted at The end of the Second U'orld War Nazi 
and militarist Japanese aggression had been stopped by the allies at 
great cost to the entire world There was then, relative to today, a 
consensus of values among the allies. Because of This consensus, coi- 
iective enforcement of the peace was deemed a feasible and 
reasonable alternative to unilateral self-help 

In his noted treatise. written shortly after the Charter came into 
force, Judge Phiilip Jessup expressed this optimistic paint of r i e w  
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The landing of armed forces of one state in another state is 
a 'breach of the peace' or 'threat to the peace' even 
though under traditional international law, it is a lawful 
act It is a measure of forcible self-help, legalized by inter- 
national law because there has been no international 
organization competent to act in an emergency The 
organizational defeat has now been at least partially 
remedied through the adoption of the Charter, and a 
modernized law af nations should insist that the collective 
measures envisaged by Articie I af the Charter shall sup- 
plant the individual measures approved by traditional in- 
ternational 

Unfortunately, the optimism of early post-Charter years has not 
proved justifiable. The Military Staff Committee and the contingen- 
cy U.N. forces described in Chapter VI1 of the Charter, have never 
come into existence.'s2 There currentlv is no standing force to aid 

"IP Jesiup A Modern Law of \ations 169-70 (19621 
"'Chaoter 1'11 of the United Nations Charter conilsf\ of hrtielei 39 thrOULh 611 and 

probider as folio-s 

lrtlcle 38 

The Security Council shall determine the existence of an\ threat tr) rhr 
peace. breach of the peace or act of aggreision and rhall make recom 
mendations cor decide what measure3 shall be taken in accordance ailh 
Arficlei 41 and 42. to maintain or restore ~nternafmnal mace  and src~iri  

Article 10 
I 

In order t o  prevent an aggraialion of the rituarlan the Security Coun 
C I I  may before making the recommendations or deciding upon the 
rnearurer pmiided for I" Article 30 call upon the paitlei concerned to  
compli *ah  such pro\dional ineas~res as if deems neeerian or de- 
rirable Such pmvsional measures rhall be K i t h m f  prejudice to the 
rights. cla~me 01 poelfion of the parlie3 concerned The Security Coun<il 
shall duly fake account of failure to compli r i t h  m i h  prorlrianal 
,Tleasures 

Arflcle 41 

The Serunry Council ma) decide ahaf measures not in, oI\ ing the use 
of armed force are I o  be emplobed to glre effect to > t i  drclrionr and I I  
ma) (al l  upon the Xembers of the Cnlted Nallonll 1 0  Bpph rueh 
measures There may include complete or partial interruption of 
economic relatlon~ and of call nea. air, postal relesaphic,  radio. and 
other mean? of ~ u m m u n ~ a f l o n  and the se\erance of dlplomatlc rela- 
f m n l  

*rrlcle 42 

Should the Securrrg Councll conrlder Lhal meamre3 pro% lded fa r  In Ar- 
ticle 41 would be inadequate or have pmwd Lo be inadequate. if ma) 
fake such a~f lon h) an  lea. 01 land forcer as may be "Pceiisry to maln- 
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the Security Council in 11s responsibiliiies of peacekeeping In the 
world More Importantly. the Security Council irself has proven 
unable to reach the necesbar) consensus to effectnely deal witv 
threats to peace in the  world community: five years after the adop- 
tion of the Charter, the Security Council failed the first major test of 
its ability to deal with a threat to  world peace 

1. Tke Korean Coqllzct 

On June 2 5 ,  1950. Forth Korean forces invaded the territory of the 
Republic of Korea. A meeting of the Security Council was held the  
same day and, in the absence of the Soviet representative, who had 
walked out of the Security Council m January 1960 over a dispute 
concerning Chinese representation in the Security Counc~l,  a resolu- 
tion was adopted declaring that the  Sor th  Korean action constituted 
a breach of the peace and callingfor the withdrawal of North Korean 
forces.l23 On June 2 7 .  1950, the Security Council recommended that 
members furnish assistance to the Republic of Korea, and, on July 7 ,  
1950, the Council established a unified command under the United 

T 
P 
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States. Finally, the Council derided on Jul?  31. 1950 to give the 
Unified Command responsibility for the relief and support of the 
civilian population of Korea 

The Soviet Union returned to the Security Council in August 1960 
and, by their veto, prevented the SecuntS Council from taking fur- 
ther enforcement measures under the Charter.'25 Because of the 
deadlock in the Security Council the Korean problem was. over 
itrong Soviet objectmn, referred to the General Assembly for 
action ' 2 6  

On %\'orember 3. 1960, the General Assembly, by an  overwheimmg 
maJorit) adopted the "Umnng for Peace" Resolution.2z' The Resolu- 
tion recognizes the Security Cauncil's priman. responsibility under 
the Charter for the maintenance of international peace and security, 
but also recognizes the duty of the permanent members to seek 
unanimity and to exercise restraint in the use of the veto The 
Resolution recognized that a failure of the Security Council to 
discharge Lts responsibilities did not relieve the member states of 
their obligations or the United Kiations of Its responsibility under the 
Charter to maintain international peace and security Thus, the 
General Assembly resolved that, If the Security Council. because af a 
permanent member veto. failed to exercise its primary responsibility 
for the maintenance of internationai peace and security, the General 
Assembly could then consider the matter immediately with a view to 
making appropriate recommendations to the members for collective 
measures. including, in the case of a breach of the peace or act of ag- 
gression, the use of armed force when necessary to maintain or 
restore international peace and s e c u r ~ t y . ' ~ ~  

Professor McDougal has aptly summarized the effects of the 
Llniting for Peace Resolution on interpretation of the Charter in iighr 
of changed circumstances and in order to give efficacy to  the fun- 
damental purposes of the Charter 

The almost unanimous adoptions by the General Assembly 
of the 'United Action for Peace' resolutions represents an 
encouraging example of interpretation of this Charter in 
twms of Its maJm purposes This interpretation does in- 
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deed reflect a change in emphasis regarding the pro- 
cedures by which the United Nations will deal with 
threats IO international peace and security It was 
onginally hoped that there would be sufficient unanimity 
among the great powers to enable the organization to  re^ 

quire the mandatory action of all the members to repel a g ~  
gression. In the absence of that unanimity resort has been 
made to other provisions of the Charter enabling the 
United Kations to achieve security by recommending the 
voluntary action of its members. There is nothing 'illegal' 
about this change. It 1s simply a rational evolution, well 
within the words of the charter, to meet new and man-  
tiripaced contingencies 130 

2. A Realtstic Approach to Interpreting the Charfei 

Even in the optimism of the early pos t cha r t en  years, Judge 
Jessup recognized that the collective measure mandate of the 
Charter may not be a compiese panacea. In the section of his book 
dealing with protection of nationals. after making the previously 
quoted pronouncement on the collective enforcement measures of 
the Charter. Jessup added the following caveat 

It would seem that the only possible argument against the 
substitution of collective measures under the Security 
Council for individual measures by a single state would be 
the inability of the international organhasion to act with 
the speed requisite to preserve life. It may take some time 
before the Security Council, with its Military Staff Com- 
mittee, and the pledged national contingents are in a state 
of readiness to act in such cases, but the Charter con- 
templates that international action shall be timely as well 
as ponerful '3' 

4 lack of effective collective enforcement through the Security 
Council of the United Nations i s m  fact the state of the world com- 
munity today This deviation from the Charrer's projected course 
has caused many member states and leading international legal 
scholars to reassess their views on interpreting the minimum world 
order system of the Charter.131 Professor YcDougal's remarks m a 
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lecture a t  the United States Naval War College are illustrative of this 
point' 

I'm ashamed to confess that a t  one time, I lent my support 
to the suggestion that article 2(4) and the related articles 
did preclude the use of self~help less than self-defense On 
reflection. I think that this wm a very grave mistake. that 
article 2(4) and article 51 must be interpreted differently. 

Professor McDaugal conceded that a stnct interpretation of the 
Charter was probably the original intent of the framers, but added: 

There are other principles of interpretatmn. One princi- 
ple, perhaps the most honored among states, is that of in- 
terpretation in accordance n i t h  the major purposes of the 
parties, sometimes called the principle of effectiveness 
Another principle is that of interpretation in accordance 
with subsequent conduct of the parties. It LS not the 
preliminary negotiations, and not the wards of the 
Charter only that create contemporary expectations about 
the prescriptions of the Charter, the words that preceded 
It, and the whole subsequent flaw of wards and inter- 
pretation by conduct which are relevant to the interpreta- 
tion af what law is today.133 

As in the correlative duty of a state to protect its nationals who 
have transferred the exercise of their rights to  the state, the United 
Nations has a duty to  properly function as designed 01 the customary 
law rights of States to self-help revive. The alternative restrictive 
vieu of reading the Charter would, in addition to failing to secure 
world peace, reward and encourage the outlaws of the world com- 
munity for aggressive beharoir. Such reward has a far more destruc- 
tire effect on world order than a reasonable allowance of unilateral 
or regional collectiw self-help when the collective measures of the 
Charter are not timely available. 

The conclusion that the realist and self-defense theories present 
lawful and workable theories for self-help does not mean that the 
use of force for self-help is without imuts. "Such use of force must 
be subject to limitations comparable t o  those that self-defense 1s sub- 
ject to, with due allowance for the difference in  ont text."'^^ The 
customary law requirements of necessity and proportionality are. as 
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in  self-defense, applicable to self-help measures. These re- 
quirements, in the context of protecting nationals, may be stated as 
three criteria: First, there must be an imminent threat of injury to 
the nationals of the intervening state; second, the territorial 
sovereign of the state in which the nationals are iocated must be 
unabie or unwilling to protect the nationals of the intervening state; 
and third, the use of force must be confined to  the object of protec- 
ting the nationals of the intervening state 13E 

J. THE GRENADA INTERVENTION UNDER 
THE REQUISITE CRITERIA FOR 
PROTECTION OF NATIONALS 

1 .  The Threat to Nationals of the Umted States 

The increasingly chaotic conditions in Grenada from the arrest of 
Prime Minister Bishop until the intervention of the joint security 
farce have been detailed above. The period was one of a breakdown 
of order, indiscriminate shootings, closing of tmvei to  or from the 
island, a news blackout, and a 24-hour shoot-on-sight curfew. Initial 
attempts to reach Grenada by American diplomats were unsuc- 
cessful When the diplomats did meet with representatives a i  
General Austin's faction, an orderly evacuation cauid not be ar- 
ranged. The conclusion a i  the diplomats was that the American 
citizens were in imminent danger. That conclusion was shared by Dr. 
Geoffrey Bourne, the Vice Chancellor of the St. George's University 
School of Medicine. Dr. Bourne had been an Grenada since 1978 and 
was actively involved in the medical school's relations with 
Grenada. He met with General Austin after Bishop's assassination 
and participated in the negotiations to evacuate the Amencan 
citizens. In his testimony before congressional hearings on the 
military action in Grenada, Dr. Bourne expressed his assessment of 
the threat to the American medical students on Grenada: 

The critical question after i had worked with General 
Austin. pretty well continuously through the 4 days of the 
24-hour curfew, the cnticai question then was were the 
students safe. And when General Austin thought the 
group from the U.S. Embassy was going to take ail the 
students out, he reacted vew strongly to me and 85 a 
result of that, 1 actually had grave doubts if they could 
have been gotten out. 
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Under these crcumstances It was better for me to tell the 
students they should remain rather than give the iilusion 
that they could get out. which could have been 
psychologically disastrous had they subsequently hem 
prevented from doing 

Dr Bourne further described the assurances that General Austin 
had given him for the safety of the students. hut questioned ii hat 
thew assurances meant in practical terms. The students %ere 
frightened that anti-Aiustm groups would itart rni1 riots and "that a 
dangerous and turbulent situation might develop.' IJi Dr Bourne 
also pointed out that there was apossibility thai General Au%in, like 
Bishop, might be assassinated and replaced by someone h i t h  no ron- 
cern for the medical school and its students 

Dr. Bourne concluded that,  because Austin had executed his c l o s ~  
friends and colleagues. his reassurances of Safety were those of "a 
dangerous man whose ward could not be trusted."'38 

In concluding his remarks on the threat to the studenti In Grenada. 
Dr. Bourne rtated that he would hare  preferred the  situation t o  hare  
been resolved by diplomatic means; however. he questioned the 
feasibility of this course of action. 

Would Austin have suffered the same face as Bishop if he 
had tried to make a deal with the Americans? To what ex- 
tent would Austin have simply used negotiations to buy 
time? 

Would Bernard Coard, whom I knew reasonably well. 
have ordered such negotiations stopped7 Would the Rus- 
sians and Cubans have taken the  opportunity to pour evcn 
more arms and troops into Grenada while diplomatic 
negotiations were going on? The whole situation with the 
students may have suddenly gone into rererse and the 
school h a l e  found itself in a hostage ~ 1 L ~ a t i o n  

Finally, Dr. Bourne stated. 

There IS no doubt we had a volatile and highly dangerous 
situation as far as the students were concerned. which 
could have become disastrous at  any minute, and one can 
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only conclude that the so-called invasion which it looks 
now was certainly a rescue mission was amply justified 
from the point of VET+ of the students, apart from the 
political and strategic gains which I believe It made for the 
United States and in fact for the Western democracies.140 

It should also be noted that the medical %"dents were not the only 
U.S nationals on Grenada Retirees and missionaries scattered 
throughout the island brought the total of United States nationals on 
the island to approximately l ,OOO. lA1 

2. The Abi l i ty  and Will tngn~ss qf Frrriadinn Aii thwit ies  To Protect 
Cnited Stnips .\iational.v 

The situation on Grenada pnor to the intervenion was one of in- 
creasing anarchy, characterized by the inability of any one group to 
take effective control and give reasonable assurances for the safety 
of United States nationals on the Island. General Austin claimed that 
the medical students were safe, yet, an orderly evacuation could not 
be arranged Austin's assertion of control and his ward were bath in 
question. There was no guarantee that General Austin could stabilize 
the situation or, even I f  h e  could, that he  would keep his word. 
moreover, Governor General Scoan, while under house arrest by the 
Austin faction. sent a request for assistance which pointed to the 
"vacuum of authority in Grenada following the killing of the prime 
minister and the subsequent SBIOUS violations of human nghts and 
bloodshed." Sir Paul was, "therefore, seriously concerned over the 
lack of internal security in Grenada."14z 

Thus. both the ability and willingness of Grenadian authorities to 
protect United States nationals was in serious question at the time 
the inten'entmn occurred Watchful waiting could have produced a 
number of posslble outcomes. some favorable, but most unaccep- 
table 

.9 The Objeetrw of tkelntenxntion 

To meet the last criteria for lawful intervention to protect na- 
tionals. the use of force must be confined to the object of protecting 
the nationals At first blush, this reqhrement might seem to require 
that only a surgical-like operation is permitted. Two recent examples 
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of intervention to protect nationals lliustrate that the factual con- 
text of a situation can effect the  scope of a mission wahour affecting 
its limited objectire to protect nationals In the Entehbe raid in 
Uganda in July 1976, Israeli forces were able to limit their operations 
strictly to the airfield at  which the Israeli citizens were being held 
hostage. The opportunity for a surgical-like operation was clear. In 
the 1964 Congo rescue operations, the  Belgian forces chat mtewen- 
ed to protect Belgian and third country nationals faced a different 
situation There, the endangered nationals were spread over a wider 
location Ne\enheless. the Congo intervention 1s widely regarded as 
lawful143 because. like the situation in Grenada, there was an ~nvira- 
tion to intervene to protect nationals spread over the  Stanleyville 
area, an area which the government was unable to assume control 
In Grenada there were large concentrations of Americans on the  
two medical school campuses. hut there were also Americans spread 
all across the small island ETacuating only the medical students 
from the two campuses might have further exacerbated the situation 
for the remainder of the American citizens For this reason, the  
geographical scope of the intervention was not overly broad The ah 
jectives of the mission, however. were broader than the rescue of 
United Stares nationals. After stabilizing the  island to an extent that 
would have permitted the orderly evacuation of those nationals who 
chose to depart Grenada, the joint security force did not depart The 
subsequent actions of the joint security force can therefore not he 
claimed to he legitimized by the doctrine of Intervention to protect 
nationals As such, this ground for Intervention. while presenting a 
compelling moral argument for the joint security force mewent ion .  
ail1 not stand alone as a legal basis for the intervention 

IV. HUMANTARIAN INTERVENTION 
A .  INTRODUCTION 

Of the  four major legal theories dealing with mtervention. the 
theory of humamtarian intervention IS undoubtedly the most con- 
t r o ~ e r s i a l . ~ ~ ~  Though the doctrine of humanitarian inten'ention has 
roots dating hack to the Crusades. it LS largely a creation of the latter 
part of the nineteenth Lauterpachr indicated that there 
has been 
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a substaintial body of opinion and practice in support of 
the view that there are limits to [the] discretion [of States 
in how they treat their nationals] and when a State 
renders itself guilty of cruelties agiunst and persecutions 
of its nationals in such a way as to deny their fundamental 
human rights and to shock the conscience of mankind, in- 
tervention in the interest of humanity 1s legally permissi- 
ble . . . l48 

Fonteyne, after analyzing nineteenth and twentieth century ex- 
amples of humanitarian intervention, concluded that,  despite its in- 
frequent invocation, there does exist a pre-Charter principle of 
customaq law recognizing humanitarian intervention."' He further 
formulated the doctnne of pre-charter scholars as 

disinterestedness of the intervening Power(s), in the sense 
of a non-seeking of particular interests of individual ad- 
vantages; 

restriction of the applicability of the theory to the ex- 
treme cases of atrocity and breakdown of order, 

active participation or passive complicity or condonation 
of the violations by the sovereign; 

general predilection for collective action, by preference a t  
the hands of the Major Powen, who have a particular 
responsibility for ensuring overall respect of minimal in- 
ternational standards of treatment of local populations 14B 

The question remains, has this principle survived the U.N. 
Charter? 

B. THE BANGLADESH INTERVENTION 
Following the passage of the India Independence Act, India and 

Pakistan became independent countries in 1947. The split of the 
former British Crown Colony was primarily based upon religious dif- 
ferences. Pakistan, the Islamic portion of the former colony, was 
further divided into two parts. Other than their common religion, 
there were few bands between the two sections. The Urdu-speaking 
people of West Pakistan were more closely aligned to the countries 
of the Middle East, while the Bengali-speaking inhabitants of East 

'. Ftnl,%,,W \,,,I,<, no,? 14: a,  L.ll 
" I</  
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Pakistan had more in common with India. The majority of the 
population of Pakistan was in the East. The economic and military 
power was m the West. However, the leaders there were insensitive 
to the political aspirations of the East 

In 1958. the Pakistani Army seized control of the government Un- 
tii 1971. despite a new constitution in 1962, the government was 
basically a mili tan dictatorship. The period WBE marked by social 1"- 

equality and growing disorder. In 1969, President, formerly General, 
Ayub Khan attempted to arrive at reform through negotiations with 
opposition leaders and by freeing cenain politicai prisoners The ar- 
my, however. remained adamant in cheir refusal co allow direct elec- 
tions, t o  terminate emergency regulations, and to allow autonomy 
for the East. Law and order broke down and full power was ceded 
back t o  the army.lKO 

General Yahya Khan reimposed marrial iaw. promising to iater 
return the government to civilian control. In December 1970, elec- 
tions were heid on a one-man, one-vote baas.  East Pakistan, with a 
majority of the population, gained a majority of the assembly seats 
There were fundamental differences between the majority n e w  
from East Pakistan and the minority view from West Pakistan over 
the economic autonomy of the East. Both parties considered char 
view to be "on-negotiable. In February, nowPresident Yahya Khan 
dismissed his cabinet, returned fuii control t o  the army, and 
postponed the convening of the Assembly indefinitely 

The period from March I to 25 was one af strikes and sporadic 
vmience. On March 23, East Pakistan declared its independence and 
christened itself Bangladesh.'62 "On March 25 the Paklstanl army 
commenced an orgy of killing, terror, and destructlon in East 
Pakistan. Bengalis were hunted down. prime targets being [majontl 
party] politicians, professors, students and Within two 
days, thousands had been killed, the majority party banned, and all 
political activity forbidden 

Over the next SIX months, millions of refugees fled to Indla. Guer 
rilia activity in East Pakistan was met with increasingly brutal 
repnral. In October 1971, President Yahya Khan, concerned about 
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the buildup of the Indiar. Army, invited the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations to visit India and Pakrstan to discuss troop 
withdrawal from the border areas  India and the provisional govern- 
ment of Bangladesh opposed this pian.'LL 

Incidents on the East Pakistan border increased and, on December 
3, 1971, Pakistan ordered a pre-emptive air strike against Indian air 
bases. India considered this an act of war and, on December 6, in- 
vaded Pakistan in both the East and West. It also formally recog- 
mzed Bangladesh. The war lasted twelve days. ending with the 
Pakistani forces surrender on December 16, 1971. Atrocities were 
committed by both sides in the war's closing days.'le 

The role of the United Nations in this tragedy to this point had 
been limited to  disaster relief and refugee assistance. It was not until 
December 1971 that the Security Council, deadlocked by veto, 
passed the matter to the General Assembly, which called for an im- 
mediate ceasefire and for troop withdrawals. India refused to 
cooperate, considenng the General Assembly recommendation to  be 
unrelated to the problem and therefore unacceptable. The United 
Nations and its compment organs did little else.lS7 

Prompted by this inaction, an international conference of jurists 
asked the International Commission of Jurists to look into the mat- 
ter. In September 1971, a Commission of Enquiry into the Events in 
East Pakistan was formed. India and the provisional government of 
Bangladesh cooperated with the Commission. The government of 
Pakistan did not, arguing that the matter wm solely one of domestic 
~ o n c e r n . ~ ~ a  

The Commission made findings of fact consistent with those 
described above. They examined the pre-Charter customary interna. 
tional law and concluded that  humanitanan intervention was a 
recognized doctrine They addressed those who had denied that the 
doctrine survived the Charter: 

Some authorities have argued that the right of unilateral 
mtervention has been completely supplanted by . . . pro- 
cedures for collective humanitarian intervention under 
the United Nations. But what if vmlatmns of human nghts 
on a musive Scale are not even considered in the United 
Xaoons to see whether they constitute a 'threat to the 

' 3 8 1 , l  
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peace,' and if  international orgamzations offer no redress 
or hope of redress? Must weryone remain impassive in the 
face of acts which revolt the human conscience, paralyzed 
by considerations which are primarily of a procedural 
nature or even - which wome - by procedural obstruc- 
tion? When it 1s clear that the international authorities 
cannot or will not discharge their responsibilities. it would 
seem logical to resort again to customary international 
law. t o  accept its rules and the validity af the doctrine of 
humanitarian intervention lEs 

The Commission recognued the dangers of abuse irnpiicit in the 
doctrine and therefore suggested the fallowing as nonnative re 
quirements for satisfaction prior to mtervention. 

1 The state against which measures are to be taken must 
have shown itself rnamfestiy guilty m respect of it3 
citizens of systematic cruelty and persecution to the point 
at which 

(a) their fundamental human rights are denied them. and 

(b) the conscience ai mankind IS shocked and finds that 

2.  The circumstances must be such that no practicable 
peaceful means of resolving the problem 1s a m h b l e .  such 
as negotiations with the state which LS at fault. in- 
termediation, or submission to a competent international 
organlzatlan. 

The international community must have had the appor- 
tunity within the limits imposed by the circumstances 

(a) to ascertain whether the conditions justifying 
humanitarian intervention do ~n fact exist, and 

(b) itself to solve the problem and change the situation by 
appiying such measures as i t  may deem appropriate 

If the international community does not avail itself of the 
opportunities offered and fails to act in order to prevent 
or  put a stop to  widespread violations of human rights 
which have been called to its attention, thereby leaving 
no choice but intervention. then a state or group of staces 

cruelty and persecution mtolerabie. 

3. 

4 
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wiii be justified in acting in the name of humanity pro 
vided that 

(a) before resorting to force It will deliver a clear ultima- 
tum or 'peremptory demand' to the state concerned 
insisting that positive actions be taken to ameliorate 
the situation, 

(b) it will resori to force only within the strict limits of 
what 1s absolutely necessary in order to prevent fur- 
ther violations of fundamental rights; 

(cj it will submit reports on its actions to the competent 
international agency to enable the latter to  know 
what I S  being done and to mcervene if It sees fit to do 

(d) It will withdraw the troops involved in the interven- 

so. 

tion as soon as 

India's stated grounds for intervention were self-defense and sup- 
port for the new government of Bangladesh. The Commission re- 
jected these grounds, but went on to evaluate India's action under 
the doctrine of humanitarian intervention. stating' 

In conclusion, therefore, we consider that India's armed 
mewen t ion  would h w e  been justified i i  she had acted 
under the doctrine of humanitanan intervention, and fur- 
ther that India would have been entitled to  act unilateral- 
iy under this doctrine in view of the growing and in- 
tolerable burden which the refugees were casting upon In- 
dia and in view of the inability of international organiza- 
tions to take any effective action to bring to an end the 
massive violations of human rights in East Pakisran, 
which were causing the flow of refugees. We also consider 
that the degree of force used was no greater than was 
necessary in order t o  bring to an end these violations of 
human riRhts.L6L 

C. THE LEGAL DOCTRINE 
The doctrine of humanitarian intervention remains quite con- 

troversial. The vast majority of legal scholars and world opinion 
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have not recognized the legality of the doctrine under post-Charter 
international law Professor Brownhe. for example, stated 

Leading modern authorities who either make no mention 
of humanitarian intervention and whose general position 
milmates against Its legality, or expressly deny its ex- 
istence include Brieriy, Castren Jessup, Jirnenez de 
Arechaga, Brigs,  Schwarzenberger, Goodrich. Hamhro 
and Simons. Skubiszewski, Friedman, Waldock, Bishop. 
Sorensen and Keisen in the lengthiy discussion over the 
years in United Nations bodies of the definition of aggres- 
sion and the pnncipies of international law concerning ~n~ 
ternationai relations and cooperation among states. the 
variety of opinions canvassed has not revealed even a 
substantial minority in favor of the iegality of 
humanitarian 

These scholars and world leaders believe that the Charter is 
primarily concerned with keeping peace in the world Humanitarian 
intervention IS therefore prohibited under article 2(4) and the mean- 
ing of that prohibition 1s ahsoiutr.183 

Despite Professor Brownlie's conclusmns, there are a growing 
number of scholars who favor iimited humanitarian intervention 
The consensus of these scholars points out that, in addition to 
peacekeeping, the Charter was designed to protect human rights. 
Thus, humanitanan intervention is consistent with the purposes and 
principles of the Charter and is not directed against "the territorial 
integrity or political independence of any state.' ' '64 

These scholars and those of the International Commission of jurists 
in the case of East Pakistan have recognized the need for norms of 
humanitarian Intervention. In addition to those of the International 
Commission of Junsts, Professors Nanda and Liliich would give 
strong weight to any invitation to intervene by a recognized govern- 
ment.'e6 Professor Moore would also consider the effect on authority 
structures necessary to protect the threatened rights.Ibo 

The value of these normative standards is that they provide 
criteria by which the legality of humanitarian intervention can be 
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measured. Even under the absolutist point of view, the norms 
prescribed can. as Professor Browniie siated, provide "good cntena. 
should humanitarian intementlon become B part of the law, 
and . . [provide] a fine basis for a political plea in mitigation in 
parhaments. U N organs, and regional organnatmns ' ' w  

Moreover. scholars of both schools of thought agree Khat 
humanitarian intervention at the behest of a recognized government 
who 1s unable to protect Its nationals IS a legally justified gound for 
intervennon 'dB 

D. CONCLUSIONS ON HUMANITARIAN 
INTER VENTION 

V. REGIONAL PEACEKEEPING 
A .  INTRODUCTION: THE DOMINICAN 
REPUBLIC INTERVENTION OF 1965 

One justification asserted for the intervention in Grenada was thar 
of peacekeeping under a regional agreement.'Bg The 1965 Interven- 
tion and organization of American SKateS peacekeeping action m the 
Dominican Republic 1s a classic exampie of this fype of action. 

On Mag 30, 1061, Rafael Leonidas Trujiiio Moiina, the dictator of 
the Dominican Republic, was assassinated. President Jaaquin 
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Balaguer took over and was replaced after a coup and countwcoup 
by his Vice President, Rafaei Bonnelly, on January 18, 1962. Juan 
Bosch was elected President on December 20, 1962, inaugurated an 
February 26, 1963, and ousted by a military coup an  September 2 5 .  
1963. The reins of government were placed in the hands of a three- 
man civil ian~unta of which J Donald Reid Cabral became the head 
on December 22, 1963.L70 

The revolt that began on April 24,  1965 arose out of this unstable 
political Situation in the Dominican Republic. The Cabrai govern- 
ment did not have a papuiar mandate Its handling of the unsatmfac- 
tory economic situation in the Republic was cause for further 
political strain. 

Some of the senior military officers who had been removed by the 
Cabral government were resentful Certain junior military officers 
felt that the military reforms had not been broad enough and that 
the government was acting too slowly The Dominican Revolu- 
tionary Party was seeking to restore to power the ousted former 
President Bosch 

A loose association of these elements staged a revolt an Apnl 24, 
1965, occupying a large part of the Capital City of Santa Domingo.172 
The next day. Cabral resigned and v e n t  into hiding Rebeis r w e d  
the naaonai palace and a leader of the Dominican Revolutionary 
Party was named provisional president li3 

On April 26, General Elias Wessin y Wessin led a counter attack."< 
Air attacks were conducted against Santa Domingo 17s Large quan- 
tities of arms were distributed by the rebels to the civilian populace 
Disorder grew rapidly. Efforts by the United States Embassy to e f ~  
fectuate a cease-fire were unsuccessful A large number of 
American citizens assembled at a hotel west of Santa Damingo re- 
questing protection and evacuation 

On April 27, there was a complete breakdown of Ian and order. 
The rebel provisional president abondoned his office of two days and 
took asylum in a Latin American Embassy 

T 
i 

n 
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On Apnl 28, the situation continued to detenorate. Reports of m- 
discriminate shooting increased and the poiice were unable to con- 
m i  armed mobs who were terrorizing the city and firing on homes 
and other buildings."B The United States Embassy was under 
machine gun fire."OThe United States Ambassador to the United Na- 
tions, Adlai Stevenson, described the situation to the Security Coun- 
cil on May 3: 

In the absence of any governmental authority 
Dominican law enforcement and military officials inform- 
ed our Embassy that the situation was completely out of 
controi, that the police and the Government could no 
longer give any gumantee concerning the safety of 
Amencans or of any foreign nationals and that only an im- 
mediate ianding of United States forces could safeguard 
and protect the iives of thousands of Amencan and 
thousands of citizens of same thirty other countries. At 
that moment, the United States Embassy was under fire: 
the death toli in the city according to Red Cross estimates. 
had reached 400; hospitals were unable to  care for the 
wounded; medical supplies were running out: the power 
supply had broken down; and a food shortage 
threatened. lBo 

Responding to these facts and the requests for awistance, Presi- 
dent Johnson sent 400 Marines into the Dominican Republic. submit- 
ted the matter to the Council of the Organization of American States. 
and notified the United Nations.181 United States forces were 
increased to more than 20,000.182 

"'Id 
'?Sohn rupro nore 170, st 354 
'"'20 C N SCOR 1Mfg 11961 13 May 1065) 

'"Vanda. 91ipra note 109 at 468 
"3Meeker ~ w r o  note 171, at 440 
"'Snhn. mprn note 170 at 354 

See also Meeker. s u p n  note 171, st 61 62 Sohn, FI'P~O note 170. at 364 
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On Yay 6, the  Tenth Meeting of Consultation of OAS Foreign 
Ministen resolved: 

To request governments of member states that are willing 
and capable of doing so. to make conngents of their land. 
naval, air or police forces available t o  the Organization of 
American States within their capabilities and to the  extent 
they can do so, to form an mer-American force that will 
operate under the authority of this Tenth Meeting of Con- 
s"ltation.'3j 

The resolution fuRher provided: 

That this Force will have as Its sole purpose in a spirit of 
democratic impartiahty, that of cooperating in the  
restoration of normal conditions in the Dominican 
Republic in maintaming the Security of 11s mhahilants 
and the inviolability of human rights. and in the  establish- 
ment of an atmosphere of peace and conciliation that wi l l  
permit the  functioning of democratic institutions Inn 

Regulations for  setting up  the command were agreed to by the ~ I I  
countries who contributed to  the Force and a General of the 
Brazilian Army took command on May 31. 1965 

Another cease-fire had been negotiated on May 21 and a provi- 
sional government established on September 3. 1965 General eler 
tions were held ~n the Dominican Republic in June 1966. A graduai 
withdrawal of the Inter-Amencan Force began the following 
monthlBS and was completed by September 21. 1966 

There was heated debate m the Security Council of the United  sa^ 
tmns over the  legality of the  OAS Force in the Dominican Republic 
Soviet and Cuban representatives charactenzed the action as an il- 
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legal enforcement action prohibited by Article 53190 of rhe Charter 
because it was without authorization from the Secunty 

Goodnch, Hambro and Simons, in their treatise on the Charte,.. 

The question of the meaning of 'enforcement action' 
came up again during Security Council consideration of 
the Dominican crisis in May and June,  1965. specifically in 
connection with the report received of the establishment 
of an Inter-American Force by the reeoiution of May 6 of 
the Tenth Meeting of Consultation of Ministers of Foreign 
Affairs The resolution provided that the Force shouid 
cooperate in the establishment of normal conditions in the 
Dominican Republic. The Soviet representative took the 
position that this constituted enforcement action in viola- 
tion of Article 59 The United States held that the action 
being taken by the OAS in the  Dominican Republic was 
'most certainly not enforcement action,' any more than 
action taken by the United Nations in Cyprus. Congo. or 
the Middle East In the Council discussion, one represen- 
tative pointed out that the expression 'enforcement a c ~  
tion' presupposed the existence of something to be enforc- 
ed, and that consequently enforcement of a recommenda- 
tion. as contained in the OAS resolution. was a contradic 
tion in terms. He also stressed that the OAS was carrying 
out a conciliatory mission, its forces were not there in sup- 
part of any claim against the state, and Its function was 
that of pacific settlement under Article 52 and not that of 
enforcement under Article 53 ' R i r  a p p e o w  to have heen 
the vzeio of th? mqlority si Cow~ctl  memhen 

summarized the debate as follows: 

Cl1.W 
whrr 
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The legality of the Grenada internention under the doctrine of 
regional peacekeeping will now be examined by reference to the 
pertinent parts of the Charters of the United Nations, Organization 
of American States, and Organization of Eastern Caribbean States 

B. REGIONAL PEACEKEEPING UNDER THE 
UNITED NATIONS CHARTER 

Chapter VI11 of the United Nations Chaner deals with "Regional 
Arrangements." Article 62 of that chapter allows the existenre of 
regional arrangements for "dealing with such matters relating t o  the 
maintenance of international peace and security as are appropriate 
for regional action "1e3  Hornever, the regional arrangements and 
their actiwties must be "consistent with the Purposes and Principles 
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of the United K a t i o n ~ . ' ' ~ ~ '  Article 53 mandates that the Security 
Council "utilize such regional arrangements. . . for enforcement 
action under Its authority," but the enforcement action taken by 
regional arrangements must be authorized by the Security 
Councli. ' 9 5  

Thus, a regional action must be consistent with the purposes and 
principles of the Charter and must not be an "enforcement action" 
unless authorized by the Security Council Restonng order and self- 
determination in a setting of breakdown of authority appears to be 
consistent with the "reahst view" of primary purpose of the Charter 
of maintaining peace in the world under the conservative view and 
at the same time protecting human lights Is6 

The precedent of the Security Council's actions m the Dominican 
Republic Crisis is that an  action such as the Grenada intervention, If 
taken by the appropriate regional organization, is not an "enforce- 
ment action" which requires Security Council authorization. This 
conclusion can be buttressed by the decision of the International 
Court of Justice in the case of Certain E.zpenses of the United ."a- 
tiom.'g7 In that case, the court held that peacekeeping actions, 
which were not directed against a state, but were a t  the invitation of 
the government, were not "enforcement action" under the 
Chador IS8 

2 To develop frimdlg relation, among natmn, haied UII r ~ i p e c t  for 
the principle of equal right5 and wlf-delermmatmn nf people5 and to 
lake Other appropriate measurer to  itrensrhen u n l ~ e n s l  peace 
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I n  addition to the criteria above, to he consistent with the Charter. 
the action must aim be consistent with the Charter of the Organiza~ 
tion of the Amencan States 

C. REGIONAL PEACEKEEPING UNDER THE 
CHARTER OF THE ORGANIZATION OF 

AMERICAN STATES CHARTER 
The OAS Charter contains two articles that specifically prohibit in- 

tervention. Article 18 states that neither a single state nor a group of 
states .'has the right to mtervene. direcrly or indirectly. for any 
reason whatever." in th? affairs of another state. This principle pro- 
hibits ' 'not only armed force but also any other form of interference 
01. attempted thrent' against a state i ~ e  Article 20 proclaims that 
' [rlhe territory of a 1s State mviolable" and adds that "Lt mas not h? 
the object even temporarily, of military occuparion or of other 
measures of force Taken by another state, directly or ondirectly on 
any ground?. whatever."Zoo 

These aeemingly absolute prohihitions are qualified bv t % o  add,- 
tional arrirles on the 0.4s Charter. Article 2 1  states ''Measures 
adopted for the maintenance of peace and \ccunt? in accordance 
with existing treatlei do not ConXitute a violatinn of the principles 
5et forth in Article5 18 and 20."2"1 Article 1 8  of the Charter provideg 
that i f  the ~n, iaiabiiity. territoriai mtegriry iotereignty or political 
independence ' of any American Stat? Thould he affected by an arm- 
ed attack' or an) lesser sma i ion  'that might endanger the peace of 

50 
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America," the American States. either as a measure of solidarity or 
as a measure of collective self-defense, "shall apply the meawres 
and procedures established in the special treaties an the suhject.' 'Zn2 

The phrase "existing treaties" in Article 21 could be construed to 
mean only those treaties that were in existence a t  the time of th? 
1967 revmon of the OAS Treaty. This concluaon, however. would 
not be in accordance with drafting history of the Charter, nor would 
it he consistent with the equally authentic Spanish, Portugese. and 
French texts, all of which translate the phrase as "treaties in farce" 
rather than "existmg treaties."203 

Thus, if the Grenada intervention was in accordance with and 
taken tinder the Orgamzation of Eastern Caribbean States Charter, It 
1s excepted from prohibition on intervention of Articles 18 and 20 of 
the OAS Charter, as maintaining peace and security in accordance 
u i th  a "treaty in force."204 

D. THE ORGANIZATION OF EASTERN 
CARIBBEAN STATES CHARTER 

Article 3 of the OECS Charter sets up the purposes and functions of 
the Organization. In pertinent part it states that a major purpose of 
the Organization is "to promote unity and solidarity among the 
llPmher States and to defend their sovereignty. territorial integrity 
and 

In pursuit of this purpose, the Organization endeavors 'Yo coor- 
dinate, harmonize and pursue joint policies'' for "Mutual Defense 
and Security" and for  "[sluch other activities calculated to further 
the purposes of the Organization as the Member States ma) from 
time to time decide ''Zn6 

5 1  
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Article 4 ,  setting out the powers of mpiementatmn, states: 

Member States shall take all appropriate measures 
whether general or particular, to ensure the carrying out 
of obligations arising out of this Treaty or resulting from 
decisions taken by the institutions of the Organization.20' 

Articie 6 establishes the "Heads of Government of the Member 
States" as "[tlhe Supreme policymaking institution of the Organiza- 
tion," "responsible for. and havjing] the general direction and con- 
trol of the performance of the functions of the Organization, for the 
progressive development of the Organization and the achievement 
of its purposes." These heads of government are d i e d  the 
"Authority."208 

Article 6 further elaborates on the decision making authonty and 
procedures of the Authority: 

The Authority shall have power to make decisions on ail 
matters within its competence All such decisions shall re- 
quire the affirmatwe vote of all Member States present 
and voting at the meeting of the Authority at which such 
decisions shaii have no force and effect until ratified by 
those Member States, If any, which were not present a t  
that meeting, or until such Member States have notified 
the Authority of their decision to abstain Such deciaons 
by the Authority shall be binding an aiiMember Statesand 
on all institutions of the Organization and effect shaii be 
given to any such decisions provided that it IS within the 
sovereign competence of Member States to implement 
them.zag 

Article 6 also allows the Authority to make recommendations and 
give directions deemed "necessary for the achievement of the pur- 
poses of the Organization ' ' z l o  

The Charter also provides for coordinated action with non-member 
countries and grants the Authority final authority to conclude 
"treaties or other international agreements on behalf of the 
Organization and for entering into relationships between the 
Organization and . . third In Article 16, the 

1. (41 
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Organization is further commanded to "seek to establish such rela- 
lions with . . . other countries as mag facilitate the attainment of its 
purposes ' ' 2 1 2  To accomplish this end, "the Organization, may con- 
clude formal agreements or establish effective working relationships 
with . 

Article 8 af the Charter deals with the Defense and Security Com- 
mittee. This committee 1s a subordinate committee of the Authority, 
with responsibilities for advising the Authority on any matter refer- 
red to it by the Authority " 2 1 4  The Defense and Security Committee 
has the power "to make recommendations to the Authority" and LS 
responsible for advice to the Authority ',on matters relating to exter- 
nal defense and on arrangements for collective security against ex- 
ternal aggression."z1s 

Although the thrust of this Article of the Charter IS defense against 
external threats, it IS Lmportant to note that the decision to send a 
peacekeeping farce into Grenada was not based upon a recommen- 
dation of the Defense and Security Committee. Rather, it was a deci- 
slon of the Authority, based upon its broad powers m dealing with 
both internal and external affairs.z10 Additionally, the decision of 
the Authority was in effect ratified by the Governor-General of 
Grenada by his request for assistance from the OECS Finally, the 
memben of the OECS are the most competent to interpret their 
Charter and they saw no authority problem for their collective ac- 
tion in Grenada.z18 

. gaiernments of other countries."113 
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E. CONCLUSIONS ON REGIONAL 
PEA CEKEEPING 

The increasing role played by regional organizations ~n maintaining 
peace xithin their chartered boundaries has resulted from nececsity. 
The United Nations Security Council has demonstrated an inability 
to effectnely deal with localized outbreaks of violence that require 
tim?iy response Until the Security Council acts. the appropriate 
regional organization can and must act to keep peace within the 
region. This action 1s crucial if the  fundamental purposes of th? 
United Nations Charter. promoting peace and human rights, are to 
be effectively pursued. 

The Grenada intervention sen es aa an excellent example of the  ef- 
fectneness of a regional organization in a peacekeeping role. The 
necessity far action was quickly perceived The capabilities of the  
organization were assessed and additional help was requested for a 
proportional response. The decision to intervene was given further 
legal suppart by the request from the Governor-General of Grenada 
The operation occurred with a minimum of casualties and was 
welcomed bg the v a t  majority of the Grenadian people The out- 
come was a restoration of peace, human rights, and the right of self- 
determination from a setting of chaos. violence. and a breakdown of 
governmental authority. As such. the action was consistent with the 
'Purposes and Principle* of the United Nations'' and thereby lawful 

under the Charter. 

VI. SELF-DEFENSE 
A .  INTRODUCTION 

Professor Rostow wrote the following in an opinion editorial in the 

Like the  Cuban missile crisis, the invasion of Grenada 
must be viewed in the broader context of Soviet-Cuban 
Caribbean policy The United States and many other na- 
tions have long perceived the development of the Soviet- 
Cuban base on Grenada with grave concern. Far 
Grenada's island neighbors, the brutal murders of Pnme 
Minister Maurice Bishop and some of his colleagues con- 
verted that concern into panic. They saw the course of 
events in Grenada as an immediate threat, and asked the  
United States to help defend themselves. Theu request 

.\;Fu' York Tzmes. 
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reinforred the independent legal right of the United 
States to eliminiate the impending deployment of a hostile 
force an a large scale on Grenada.218 

Professor Rostow's conclusions raise certain issues of the 
cwtomary law doctrine of self-defense as applied to the Grenada in- 
terYentlOn 

B. THE UNITED NATIONS 
CHARTER FRAME WORK 

Articles 2(3) and (4) and Article 51 of the United Nations Charter 
establish the world legal order by codifying the pre-existing 
customaly law concerning aggression and self-defense 220 Article 
2(3) states that members must settle international disputes through 
"peaceful means in ruch a manner that international peace and 
security are not endangered." Article 2(4) proscnbes "the threat or 
use of force against the territorial mtegnty or political independence 
of any state, or In any other manner inconsistent with the purposes 
of the United Pations Article 61 of the Charter qualified these ar- 
ticles by incorporating the customaly law doctnne of self-defense. 
In part, it states that the Charter does not "impair the inherent nght 
of individual or collective self-defense if an armed attack occurs, 
against a Member of the United Nations, until the Secunty Council 
has taken the measures necessary to  maintain international peace 
and security ' '  

As previously discussed, many legal scholars have given Article 61 
a restrictionist construction.Z2L This view limits the right of self- 
defense to SLtuations where an actual armed attack has occurred on a 
State.zzz The inadequacies of this restrictive construction and ra- 
tional alternatives In interpretation have been thoroughly discussed 
by Professor McDougal and Mr. Fellciano: 

In the first place, neither Article 51 nor any other word 
formula ran have. apart from context, any single 'clear 

, 
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and unambiguous' or  'popular, natural and ordinary' 
meaning that predetPrmine5 decision in infinitely varying 
particular controversiec. The task of treaty interpretation, 
especially the interpretation of constitutional documents 
devised, as *as the United %ations Charter. for the 
developing future IS not one of discovering and extra? 
ting from mla ted  words some mystical pie-existent. 
reifled meaning but rather one of giving that meaning to 
both words and acts. in total Context. which IS requirpd by 
the principal, general purposes and demand? projwted by 
the parties to the agreement Far determining these major 
purposes and demands. a rational process of interpreta- 
tion permits recours~ to all mailahlc indices of shared ex- 
pectatmn . , 2 2 3  

One authoritative source for interpreting the Charter IS it? 
negotiating history at  the San Francisco Conference This history 
reveais that Article 5 1  was intended to incorporate the entire 
customary law or "inherent right" of self-defense. to include the 
dactnne of anticipatory self-defense, which is an integral part of the 
customaly law 225 Addi tmal l i ,  the equally authoritative French 
text of che negotiating history employs the term 'aggression 
armee," which, while encompassing the  conception of "armed at-  
tack," 1s not limited thereto.zz6 

C. THE UNITED NATIONS DEFINITION 
OF AGGRESSION 

On December 14. 1974. the  General Assembly adopted wthout  
negative vote a definition of aggression This definition constituteh 
the  most authoritative formulation of community criteria concern- 
mg the prohibition of aggression The definition also takes into ac- 
count the Charter rights of self defense, incorpnrating the 
customaw law of self-defense. 

'Nothing in thic 
Definition shall be construed a6 m any way enlarging or diminishing 

Article 6 of the Definition of Aggression state3 
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the scape of the Charter, including its provisions concernmg cases in 
which the use of force is lawful."22' 

D. THE LEGAL REQUZREMENTS FOR 
SELF-DEFENSE 

The international law which distingllishes self-defense from ag- 
gression and sets forth principles governing bath has developed over 
a considerable pertod of time.1x8 "The objective of these legal doc- 
trines is to ensure freedom from coercion and to protect the in- 
clusive interests or values of all states and people in promoting 
peaceful settlements of international disputes and deterring acts of 
aggression. "21e 

There are three requirements in customary international law for 
the application of the doctrine of self-defense. The first requires that 
peaceful procedures be used, if available. The second requirement is 
that of a necessity, as opposed t o  a show or pretense, for use of force 
in responding to coercion. The last requirement 1s proportionality; 
the responding coercion must be proportional to the original caer- 

In addition to these three basic requirements, there are a number 
of appraisal crtteria which develop the contextual Setting of the 
basic requirements These factors will be applied to the Grenada 
intervention. 

E. ANTICIPATORY SELF-DEFENSE 

'"28 U U GAOR Supp 31, at 142. U K Doc No .4 0633 (18741 
' 'lMall~son & klallloon. $'"pin naie 220 at 16 
1"l,., 

""McDougal & Fehciano, m p m  note 223 at ch 3 Mallison 8. Malliron ' 2 ~ j r o  note 

'3'McDougal & Felmano. w p m  note 233, at  167-80. .Malliron 81 Malliron m p m  note 

"'Malliion & Malllion I U P ~  nore 220 at 16 

220. at 16. Mali~ron. ' u p m  note 222. 81 62 

220 at 16, Malllmn. mwa note 222 at 63 
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1. The Caroline Incident 

This classic example of anticipatory self-defense involved a United 
States Steamer on the Niagara River dunng the Canadian Insurrec- 
tion of 1837. A large number of Americans and Canadians were 
camped on the Canadian side of the border with the apparent Inten- 
tion of atding the rebels 233 The steamer, the Caroline, WBE being 
used to transport more men and suppiies from the American side to 
Canada. The British government apparently expected that the 
United States government would stop this aid. When this did not oc- 
cur. the British sent troops across the river, who boarded the 
Caroline, set it afire and sent it over Niagara Falls. Two Amencans 
guarding the vessel were killed in the fight Following the attack, 
the troops returned to Canada without any further military 
action 134 

The United States protested the British action The British govern- 
ment replied that the Caroline was acting in a piratical capicity, that 
American law was not being enforced along the border, and that the 
destruction was an act of necessary self-defense.23s 

In 1841, a man boasted that he had taken part ~n the Incident. He 
was arrested and tried for murder in Kew York. Thereupon, the 
British government admitted responsibility for the Caroline's 
destruction and demanded that the man be released. Secretary of 
State Webster and Lord Ashburton finally reached an agreement 
that disposed of the cme in 1842. Secretary Webster admitted that 
the employment of force might have been justified by self-defense, 
but denied that there had been the requisite necessity in the inci- 
dent. Lord Ashburton apologized for the invasion of American ter- 
ritory. but maintained that cw%rnstances did afford a proper ex- 

[Rlespect for the inviolable character o f the  territory of in- 
dependent States IS the most essential foundation of 
civilization . . . Undoubtedly it isjust, that ,  whrie It IS ad- 
mitted that exceptions growing 0°C of the great law Of 
self-defense do e x s t ,  those exceptions should be confined 
to cases in which the 'necessity of that self-defense is in- 
stant, overwhelming, and leaving no choice of means. and 
no moment for deiiberatmn.'a3' 

In his note of August 6. 1842, Webster wrote 

"-I,, 
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As stated by Professor Mallison, this oft quoted formuiation 

war probably unrealistically restrictive when stated . . . 
and [i]n the contemporary era of nuclear and thermo- 
nuclear weapons and rapid mmile delivery techniques, 
Secretary Webiter's formulation could result in national 
suicide if it actually were applied instead of merely 
repeated.z3s 

2. Destruction of a Part sf the French Fleet 

A twentieth century example of anticipatory self-defense 
recognized by international law occured during World War 11. 
Failowing the surrender af the Vichy government of France to Ger. 
many in June 1940, many of the ships of the French Navy took 
refuge in ports in Egypt, North Africa, and Martinique in the West 
Indies. In early July, the British presented three alternatives to the 
French naval commanders The first encouraged the French Navy to 
join forces with the British in the war with Germany. The second 
would allow refitting of the French ships for "on-combative use The 
last, and the alternative which British hoped would not be 
necessary, was that if no other satisfactory way could be obtained to  
insure that the French Navy did not fall into the hands of Germany, 
the ships would be attacked and sunk. The French Navy in Egypt 
and Martinique accepted the second alternative. In North Africa, the 
French naval commander refused to  cooperate and, after further 
negotiations, British naval and air farces attacked and neutralized 
the French fleet in North 

Noted legal scholars have appraised the British action as a lawful 
example of anticipatory self-defense. The necessity for the Bntish 
action is clear; British air and naval forces were the pnmary force 
countering a German invasion of the British Isles. The addition of the 
French Navy to the German forces vas an unacceptable threat. In- 
ternational law did not require the British to wait untii the French 
fleet was made an actual p a n  of the German military forces before 
staging the attack.24o 

3 The Cuban Missile Crisis 

The Cuban Missile Crisisz4' of 1962 provides examples of an- 
ticipatory self-defense and collective anticipatory self-defense in a 
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nuclear context.24z Intercontinental missiles and launching sites 
were being emplaced in Cuba by the Sower Union. in secret and over 
strong denials by the Soviet Umon that such activity was taking 
place This secret activity was revealed by United States photo 
reconaissance aircraft 

The Soviet activity was in the face of prior diplomatic discussions 
during which the  United States had stated its opposition TO the 
emplacement of offensive nuclear weapons in this hemisphere. 
therefore, further diplomatic means were not deemed feasible 
Because of the drastic effect on the balance of nuclear power in the 
world created by the Soviet's actions in Cuba. some international 
lawyers argued that bombing the missile sites was legally justified x43 
President Kennedy instead chose a limited naval blockade or 
quarantine-interdictlan against the import of further offensive 
weapons into Cuba and to bring about the removal of those weapons 
already in Cuba. This limited UT of force had two advantages. First 
it allowed far the  further use of diplomatic means at the  United l i a  
tiom and elsewhere. Second, it reserved the option of escalating the 
responding coercion Shon of nuclear or conventional war..241 The 
ultimate result was the Kennedy-Khroscher agreement which ended 
the CTISIS and led to the withdrawal of the missiles from Cuba 

On October 23, the day after President Kennedy announced the 
quarantine-interdictlan. the  Organ of Consultation of the Organiza- 
tion of Amencan States invoked collecrire self-defense on behalf of 
the Inter-bmerican Community The regional organization, based on 
the same facts, reached the same canclusmn as the United Statex as 
to the actuai necessity for anticipatory self-defense The Organiza- 
tion also approved and later participated in the quarantine- 
interdiction In addition to the  OAS approval the  quarantine- 
interdiction met with wide approval within the Vmted Nations 

F. COLLECTIVE SELF-DEFENSE 
As ran be seen from the world reaction to the Cuban Miss~le Crisis. 

collective self defense IS recognized in mternatmnal law In addition 
to the three basic requirements of self-defense discussed abme.  the  
collective action should be analyzed with the additional specific re- 
quirements previously mentioned 
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I Chnractwistics of the Pnrtzcipnn&247 

This criterion inwives factual descriptions of the participants 
whose applications of initiating coercion and coercion used in 
claimed self-defense are the subject of the community policies and 
doctrines concerning lawful self-defense 

The participants in the Grenada intervention were the United 
States, the members of the Organization of E a t e r n  Caribbean 
States, Jamaica, and Barbados. The United States 15 a superpower, 
while the other nations are, by world standards, very small and 
weak. The antagonists were Grenada or, more precisely, the rem- 
nants of the New Jewel Movement, Cuba, and, indirectly, the Saviet 
Union and other communist bloc countries. It should be noted that 
the armed farces in Grenada were larger than the combined armed 
forces of the other member states of the OECS Thew was aim a 
large and weii-armed contingent of Cubans on Grenada. The Soviets 
and other communist bloc countries were supplying large quantities 
of materials and providing training support. 

2 Objecf iws of fhe ClaimantF 

The relevant objectives of the participant claiming self-defense 
may be appraised in terms of conservation or extension of values, 
the degree of consequentiality involved, and the inclusive or  ex^ 

clusive character of the objectives.a6n 

(a) Inclusive ol( E.ae1usiz.e 

The joint security farce was acting on behalf of the entire Western 
Hemisphere in the sense of preventing a base for further cub an^ 
Saviet expansion in Central and South Amenca. 

0) Consemafion ov E x t m i o n  

The mission of the joint security force did not include an  extension 
of their power values in Grenada. Self-determination through eiee- 
tmns and a restoration of peace in the area were the primary goals of 
the farce. This can be contrasted with Cuban and Soviet goals of ex- 
panding their influence in the area. "There is no reason to doubt the 
dedication of the poiaicai elite of the Soviet Union to the objective 
of establishing a world order under law providing that It 1s 

remembered that the method is military power and the objective IS a 
world order of tOtal,tarianiSm."2j1 
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(cJ Reputsite Comepmt ia l t t y  of Values Consmed 

Peace and a nght of self-determination were restored to the 
Grenadian people from a setting of chaos and increasing totalitarian 
control. From the perspective of the small island neighbors of 
Grenada. the threat of a large military buildup, backed by Cuban and 
Soviet encouragement and advice. was eliminated. From the 
perspective of the Western Hemisphere, a Cuban base of operations. 
from which further expansionism cauid be staged, was eliminated 

5. Quantum of Respondmg Coer~ion'6~ 

The military methods employed by those claiming self-defense are 
relevant to B determination of the proportionality of the response 
One of the pnmary goals of the p i n t  security force was ac- 
complishing their mission with minimum casualties and destruction 
of property. The mission employed forces that would allow them to 
successfully secure the island and its foreign and native inhabitants. 
There were no alternative methods that would adequately mure  the 
safety of the foreign citizens and the Grenadian populace on the 
island Diplomatic efforts had failed to insure the safety of these 
people. Thus, a military intervention wm proportional to the threat 
posed to foreign and Grenadian citizens and the size of the force was 
proportional to their peacekeeping role. 

4. Conditions and LheReasomblenes ofthe Ezpectatian of.Veress2- 

All of the conditmns of the world power process are relevant m 
determining the legal character of the initiating coercion as well as 
the legal character of the claim to responding ~ e i f - d e f e n s e . ~ ~ '  Pro- 
fessor Mallison wrote the following comments relating t o  the Soviet 
Union during the Cuban Missile Crisis. They are equally applicable 
today, especially considering the expanding role of Cuba as agent for 
the Soviets m this hemisphere. 

As applied to the Soviet Union in the present fact s t u a  
tion, it is appropriate and lawful for the Cnited States to 
evaluate the aggressive characteristics of the World Com- 
munist movement led by the Soviet Union The United 
States may consider. for example. conditions as 
demonstrated by the extension of the Soviet Union's 

263 
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power and system to  Czechosiavakia, Hungary, and a 
large part of central Europe. The entire pattern of opera- 
tions of the Soviet Union in the world community since 
the victorious conclusion of the Second World War affords 
responsible decision-makers of the United States Govern- 
ment the opportunity, and indeed the obligation, to ex- 
amine the Soviet offensive military moveinto the Western 
Hemisphere in the large context of Soviet objectives and 
practices, including its demanded totalitanan public order 
system.9S5 

The most important condition which must be appraised m app im-  
tmn of community criteria is the degree of necessity which forms the 
basis of the claim to use coercive self-defense. The central point is 
that self-defense may be employed when the invoking participant 
reasonably expects that military force as an instrument of national 
policy must be used to preserve the participant's physical integrity 
and continued existence as an effective participant in the world 
community pr0cesses.~5n 

In applying this criterion to  the Grenada intervention, the factual 
context that relates to the necessity of the intervention from the 
standpoint of self-defense must be isolated from the factual context 
which bears on other potential claims for mtervention. When this 
has been done, a ciaim of anticipatory self-defense as ajustification 
for intervention ~n Grenada fails short of the requisite necessity 
There was no overt threat to the existence of any of the participants 
in thejoint security mission. There was a potential that such a threat 
would be present in the future but the threat was not imminent. One 
source of a threat to the region has been clamed to have been the 
enlargement of the runwaysat the Port Salines Airport As Professor 
Mailison stated in an article written during the Cuban Missile Crisis: 
'[Ilnitiating coercion [such as Soviet medium range bombing aircraft 

based in Cuba] would provide iawfui authonty for the use of respon- 
ding military power in seif-defense."2s'There is a significant distinc- 
tion in the factual context of the Grenada intervention and the situa- 
tion posed by Professor Mailison There were no bombers stationed 
m Grenada. The airport where they might have been stationed was 
under construction. There was ample time before the completion of 
the airport and the introduction of any military aircraft to employ 
less coercive m e a w e s  to the potential threat posed by the Port 
Salines Airport. 
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.4nother threat was posed 10 Grenada'\ neighbors by the buildup 
of Grenada's military force. Thp buildup alone, however. without 
ebldence of imminent aggressLve Intentions. i i  insufficient Justifica- 
tlmi for a preemptive intervention to neutralize this threat Lesi 
C O ~ T C I Y ~  measures could have been effectively employed to guard 
again5t a threat of this nature 

Rased upon this lack of necessity. the participants in the Grenada 
intervention had insufficient basis for a valid c l a m  of anticipatory 
\elf-defense 

VII. A COMPARISON OF THE GRENADA 
INTERVENTION TO THE SOVIET 

INTERVENTION IN AFGHANISTAN 
A .  INTRODUCTION 

In the aftermath of the Grenada intervention there have been 
numerous comparisons of this action with the 1979 Soviet interven- 
tion In Afghanistan. Though opinions vary, the center of this con- 
troversy is a comparison of values of the two super-powers of the 
modern worid community.zs8 

This section will make a comparative analysis of the two interven- 
tions Initmlly. an overview of the Soviet philosophy of international 
law will be given. The factual context of the intervention and the 
Soviet claims wili be listed. followed by an  analysis of the Soviet 
claims. The section concludes with a comparison of the two in- 
terventions in light of the co~~cIus~ons reached ~n this and the 
preceedmg sections of the article. 

B. AN OVERVIEW OF THE SOVIET 
PHILOSOPHY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 

"The Soviet attitude toward law has evolved from an initial suspi- 
cion and rejection of what was regarded as an essential bourgeois ln- 
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stitution, anathema to the revolution, to a realization that law can 
be a useful impiement in the execution of regime Stalin 
began this domestic policy in the mid-1930s and Khrushchev con- 
tinued this policy on the international level. "Peaceful coexistence'' 
was Khrushchev's formulation and, in 1956, he began a campaign to 
have this concept accepted as roncemporary international law. The 
formulation of the doctrine was innovative for the Soviets in that it 
attempted to  restructure the international legal order around the in- 
terests of the Soviet Union.280 

The law of peaceful coexistence 1s divided into two fundamental 
principles, peaceful coexistence and socialist internationalism. The 
principle of peaceful coexistence applies to relationships with nom 
socialist states. It embodies the Soviet need in waging international 
class struggle with capitalist states. A principal Soviet concern is 
nuclear war, which is necessarily outlawed by peaceful coexistence 
Revolutionan. struggle. however, short of nuclear war and competi- 
tion between the two camps IS permitted The principle of socialist 
internationalism governs relationships within the socialist camp, in- 
cluding SocLaiist neutrals. and "provides a legal cover for Soviet 
hegemony by requiring that socialist states structure their domestic 
and foreign policies with special deference to the needs of the camp 
as a In effect, this principle places the Soviets in control 
of socialist-camp relationships and both principles of the law of 
peaceful coexistence are structured to further the interest of the 
Saveit Union in its relationships with both capitalist and socialist 
states.2nz 

The substantive content of t hew two fundamental principles is 
general and open-ended, permitting flexibility to meet the needs of 
changing foreign policy and interests Most formulations of the pnn- 
ciple of peaceful coexistence are based upon the Sino-Indian Agree- 
ment of 1954 concerning Tibet. Its five principles are "(I)  mutual 
respect for territorial integrity and sovereignty, (2) nonaggression 
(3) noninterference in internal affairs (4) equality and mutual 
benefit, and ( 5 )  peaceful coexistence nself.''2e3 

These principles are supplemented further as the need arises with 
component principles such as peaceful settlement of disputes, self 
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drtermmatwn,. dibarmament. a prohibition against w w  propaganda 
equalit! of natmnb. illegality of coloniaiism. the arms rare. and the 
requirement that all atates coliaborate to eliminate interfrrenres 
with ppaceful coexistenre The inclusmii of peaceful CiwXLStenCC 
itself as a component principle i i  important because it prmides a 
mean9 of generating further iuhstanti%? romponenrs when 
needed 

The componenr principles have th? outward color of contem- 
porary int?rnatmnal law. hut their subsrantwe content reflects their 
5trnng Soviet hias. An example IS the component prinripl~ of irlC 
determination Under the Soviet concept of mternational l a w ,  \m,trh 
WP recognized to poss?,s a right to wvereignty. t u  terntorial mtegri- 
ty,  and to non-interference from exrernai iowce ' i  m thelr mterndl 

cialist starer are therefore legall! protected from an i  PI 

pamimilst encroarhmcnt by nomsociali'it stat?? But the\? p w t w  
tmns a r ~  not reciprocal hecaus? capitallit states are nnnprogrew\ P 

and nonrepresentative of the true socialist mteresl5 of their 
rltlaens 

Thus, under the Soviet theory of self-determination, the concept 
of "state," as understood in the Rest. LS expanded and "state' 
recognition is extended to ' progressive" (socialist-oriented) national 
liberation organizations These organizations are said to reprewnt 
the popular sovereignty of the supprrssed masses Furthermore, 
once recognized as a ' state." the pnnc~ples of peaceful coexistence 
entitle the liberation maiement t o  cocialist assistance to flght 
against capitalist interference with its aovereignty. Therefore 
although the "popular" movement is occurring within the boun- 
daries of a capitalirr state,  it is the  capitalist state that is illegally in 
terfenng and not the external socialist force5 of peacr who offer 
their mutual assistance and support to the new codalist star? undpr 
the principle of socialist internationalism.zn6 

Becaute It governs relations within the soddi r t  ramp, the imnu  
pie of socialiit mernatmnalism is considered more progrewvr than 
the princ~ple of peaceful coexistmce The prog rwwe nature of thr 
pnnc~ple melf  LS used to meet the flexihle npedi of the regime and 
therefore there LS no like-named component principle: 
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Socialist internationaiim is said to serve the national in- 
terests of individual socialist states as well as their coiiec- 
tire interest in buiidingcommunism. with primacy accord- 
ed the collective interest. The implicit requirement that 
sovereign prerogative defer to collective needs and in- 
terests is clearly stated in Soviet commentaries on socialist 
internaiism.26' 

Like the principle of peaceful coexistence, the principle of socialist 
internationalism 1s open-ended. The lack of definitive formulation 
Stems from the Soviet desire to create the concept of legal obligation 
to the collective social camp as It moves toward socialism under the 
guiding hand of the Swiet  Union. Some of the components of the 
principles are voluntary association in the cause af building socialism 
and communism, equality, sovereignty, noninterference in internal 
affairs, territorial integrity, mutual advantage. and, the most fiexi- 
bie of toois, comradely mutual assistance Like the pnncipie of 
peacefui coexistence E to the Soviets international relations, 
socialist internationalism LS a cosmetic device for the ordering of 
Soviet relationships wnhm the Soviet 

In addition to the two fundamental principles of the law of 
peaceful coexistence, the Soviets endorse those plincipies af mter- 
national law that meet their needs under a broader formulation of 
"general democratic principles." Those principles of international 
law that do not meet the needs of the Soviets are discarded as 
undemocratic. Thus, the Soviets have created their own framework 
for the international legal order. They have done so both by creating 
new norms and by selecting certain traditional norms for retention 
Furthermore, the Soviets assert that the law of peaceful coexistence 
IS part of contemporaw international law because their ideology and 
current conditions dictate peaceful coexistence and, second, 
because the law of peaceful coexistence is embodied in the United 
Kations Charter The West, recognizing the Soviet bias to the law of 
peaceful coexistence, has rejected the Soviet assertmns.z6s 

The Soviet ~nvasion of Czechoslovakia in August 1968 IS an exam- 
pie of the law of peaceful coexistence in action The revisionist 
reform of the Dubcek government was stopped, repiaced with a pro- 
Moscow regime, and Soviet legal specialists were put to work to 
create a iegai rationalization The Soviets needed support for frater- 
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nal aisistance by i n t e n e m o n  and force. while iminng the  ability of 
the U estern camp to employ similar means. The result was a double 
legal S I  andard called the Brezhnev 

The Brezhnev Doctrine was an expansion of the mare subtle im- 
plications of the law of peaceful coexistence to an orert double stan- 
dard. The doctrine centers around Soviet p o k y  and its ratmnaliza- 
tian Resort to force in Czechoslovakia was based on a ' p s t  war ' '  
concept and on a broad claim that 'resort to force in defense of the 
victories of socialism I S  permissible under the law of 
Thui. not only IS the use of force justified against capitalist states. 
hut also to preserve the integrity of the  s~cial ist  camp 

The Soviet approach to sovereignty 1s aim a double standard. 
Under that view, although the West 1s prohibited from interfering in 
the Internal affairs of Socialist camp countries. I t  is the duty of the 
sociahit camp to subordinate national interests to those of the collec 
tive interest Soxereignty within the camp 1s qualified by the 
socialist modifier. Likewise. the principles of nonintervention and 
self-determination as specific aspects of sovereignty have been in- 
terpreted by the Soviets to permit intervention m the interest of 
socialism, as determined by the Soviets. Socialist states do not "in- 
tervene", they render fraternal assistance to suppress the forces of 
counter re~dut ion  The right of self-determination IS not infringed 
upon when dealing with CDUnterieYUiUtiDnaIieS whose interests are 
contrarg to the real interests of the people In Czechoslovakia. the 
Soviets took this rationale a step further by characterizing "the oc- 
cupation as actire struggle for the right of self-determination of the 
people of Cz?chosiovakia''279 and expanded this self-determination 
right to the whole socialist community, in terms of ~ e l f - d e f e n s e . ~ ' ~  
Socialist self-determination IS thus self-determination qualified to  fit 
the nepds of the Soviets. 

With each of the doctrines outlined above. the result IS the  same 
The victory of socia11sm, under the Soviet approach to international 
lau,, IS a one-way street In non-socialist states, the people retain 
their right to exercise self-determination in favor of socialism, but in 
socialist states the right has already been Irrevocably exercised Ex- 
ternal intervention is permitted only by other socialist states for the 
common good of protecting socialism 171 
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C. BACKGROUND OF THE AFGHANISTAN 
INTER VENTION 

The events that led to the Soviet intervention m Afghanistan 
began on April 27, 1078, when a Soviet-supported military coup suc- 
ceeded m overthrowing Afghan President Daaud. Two weeks later, 
a new revolutionary council named Nur Mohammed Tacaki as c h a r  
man and Pnme Minister, and proclaimed the Democratic Republic of 
Afghanistan. At this time, there were two factions to the Communist 
Party in Afghanistan. Taraki was head of the nationalistic Khalq fac- 
tion and Babrak Karmal, the Deputy Pnme Minister, led the more 
doctrinaire Parcham faction. After the coup, when the Khalq faction 
was able to gain control of the new government, a number of Par- 
cham leadem, including Karmal, were effectively exiled by being ap- 
pointed as ambassadors to other countries.z76 

On December 6,  1978, the new revoiutmnary government con- 
cluded a twenty-year treaty of "Friendship, Good Neighborliness 
and Cooperation" with the Soviet Union. Article 4 of this treaty 
stated. "The high contracting palties . . . shall consult each other 
and take by agreement appropriate measures to ensure the Security, 
Independence, and terntonal integrity of the two countnes."21e 

In March 1870, Hafieuilah Amin, an American-educated Khalq 
leader and the former Foreign Minister, replaced Taraki as Prime 
Minister Tar&, was made President, while retaining his positions as 
Chief of the Party and Commander of the Army. Amin initiated a 
Senes of iconoclastic domestic POiiCieS which provoked a popular 
rebellion that spread throughout Afghanistan during the spring and 
summer of 1070. During the disarden, the Soviets, in accordance 
with previous agreements, began an extensive build-up of the 
Afghan military forces.z77 

In August 1079, a Soviet military delegation was sent to 
Afghanistan to =mess the  state of the insurgency and recommend the 
Soviet course of action. The unfavorable report delivered to the 

"Tong Research Service Report for the House Comm on Foreign Affairs. Soizrt 
Poizru and Cnited SLnlei &mons# tn the R t i d  World. 87th Cons. 1st Sess 88 
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Soviet leadership IS believed by American qpecialists to have played 
a significant role in the Soviet decision to launch a full-scale military 
mterventian.z7n 

On September 16, 1979. Taraki was killed in an attempt 10 over- 
throw Amin Taraki had just returned from the Non-Aligned Con- 
ference ~n Cuba. after which he had stopped in Moscow to confer 
with Soviet Premier Brezhner Thus, It E speculated that the at- 
tempted coup was with the concurrence of the Sonet  Union. if not 
by their orders It IS believed that Amin had "fallen into Soviet 
disfavor because he was too independent minded, strong willed and 
wary of Soiiet intentions in Afghanistan But, perhaps most Impor- 
tant from the Soiiet view. he was not succwding ' 'Zie 

Sonetheless, the Soviets publici) supported Amin after the failed 
roup and continued their military aid to Amin's vigorous efforts to  
-top the rebellion The rebellion in Afghanistan was partly linked to 
the Islamic revolution in Iran and. when the situation in Iran inten 
sified with the seizure of the American Embassy in November 19i9,  
the Soviets apparently decided that it uas time to a r t  

On December 8-9. 1979, a small contingent of Soviet troops was 
airlifted into Kabul. The major portion of the  operation began on 
December 24 and continued until December 27 During that period. 
5,000 airhorne troops were airlifted mro Afghanistan On December 
27, Amm was overthrown tried and executed by a new Soviet- 
imposed regime led by Karmal, who with certain other of the 
"exiled" Parcham leaders. had been flown to  Kabul by the  Soviets. 
The Sotiet forces in Afghanistan rapidly grew to 100,000 after the 
initial intervention, as of August 11, 1884, the Soviet forces remain 
at that strength in Afghanistan.2i1 

The first authoritative public explanation for the intervention by 
the Soviets appeared ~n their state newspaper, Praz3da. on December 
31. 1979. The article gave the  following expianation of the Soviet 
motwes for  intervening in Afghanistan 
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- in a background commentary, the article descnb- 
ed the  "profound transformations" that had 
taken place since the Apnl revolution in which the 
socioeconomic base of Afghan societ) had been 
restructured and the principles of socialism 
established: 

- in countering these changes, the  "external i m ~  
perlalist forces formed a direct c~llusion u i t h  the 
internal counterrevolutionary forcei" in order "to 
push Afghanistan off the chosen road": 

- the internal reactionaries were "receiving actual- 
iy unlimited backing from the imperialist circles of 
the  United States, the Beuing [Peking] leaders. 
and governments of some other countries that 
were lavishly supplying the counterrevolutionary 
gangs with weapons, equipment and money": 

- the article linked the United States with a broad 
range of subversite activities in asmcmion with 
Pakistan. China, and Egypt that were directed 
against the Kabul regime: 

- t h e  Soviet Union, hoping that the "imperialist" 
side would face "reaii t ie~" and exercise restraint, 
nevertheless "made no secret that it will not aiiow 
Afghanistan's being turned into a bridgehead for 
preparation of imperialist aggression against the 
Soviet Union."; 

- "external imperialist reaction" made " P O ~ ~ ~ ~ U O U S  
efforts" to undermine the state power organs and 
ruling party. and in that effort found an aiiy in 
Amin who "in actual fact teamed up with the 
enemies of the April revolution ' to threaten "the 
democratic order", 

- patnotic forces. however, "rose not only against 
forelgn aggresslon but also against the  usurper" to 
restore "revolutionary law and order", 

- under these CIrCUmStanCeS, the Afghan  govern^ 
ment "made again an insistent request that the 
Soviet Union should give immediate aid and sup 
port in the StrUggk against external aggression": 

- the Soviet government, acting under the terms of 
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Amcle 4 of the 1978 Soviet-Afghan friendship 
treaty and Article 51 of the U.N Charter sanction- 
ing self-defense, granting this request, sent in a 
"limited Soviet military contingent" to be used 
"exclusively for assistance in rebuffing the armed 
interference from the outside" and wauid be 
"completely pulled out of Afghanistan when the 
ream that necessitated such an action exists no 

- the Soviet Urnongave and "is giving'' Afghanistan 
"various economic, scientific and technical and 
other assistance," helping It embark upon the 
"construction of a new Society," and explaining, 
"to deny Afghanistan the assistance which it has 
asked for now would mean to cross out the entire 
experience of our good and honest cooperation 
with that country, to leave Afghanistan alone to 
face the imperialist forces that are determined to 
deprive the Afghan people of the opportunity to 
enjoy their rights and freedoms to the full 
extent.' '282 

On January 12, 1980, Soviet Premier Brezhnev issued his first 
public statement on the Afghanistan intervention He re-emphasized 
the rationale of the Pravda article, adding special attention to the 
United States' responsibility for counterrevolutionary activities in 
Afghanistan and Soviet innonence of any wrongdoing. He also 
reiterated the "Bridgehead theory." stating that outside interven- 
tion, other than Soviet, had "created a real danger of Afghanistan 
losing its independence and being turned into an imperialist military 
bridgehead on our country's southern border.' '  Brezhnev stressed 
that the action in Afghanistan was not part of a Soviet plan of expan- 
smn because the "policy and mentality of colonialism are alien to 
us. ' 9 8 3  

In essence. the Soviet rationale for their Lntervention into 
Afghanistan is thus founded on a request for intervention from the 
Afghan government and anticipatory self defense of both the Somet 
Union and Afghanistan 
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E. ANALYSIS OF THE SOVIET CLAIMS 
I The Request Claim 

The Soviets have relied on a request to intervene on frequent occa- 
smns prior to the Afghanistan intervention. In each instance. the 
claim has been highly suspect 

In 1940, the Soviets invaded Finland a t  what they claimed was che 
request of the hnnish government However, the government, upon 
whose request the Soviets relied. was not the government located in 
Helsinki and recognized by the rest of the world. According to the 
Soviets, that government had abondoned the true socialist interests 
of its people. Consequently, the Soviets recognized a more "pro- 
gressive'' government in the north, it was that 'government" who 
had requested Soviet intervention Pg4 

In 1956. the Soviets intervened in Hungary with a farce of 200,000 
troops. The request for intervention did not come from the liberal 
communist government of Imre \lam, the government recognized by 
the world community. The request was from, m the Soviets' view, 
the "more representative'' counter-government of Janos Kadar.z86 

The 1968, Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia was initially 
claimed to have been by mvitatmn,288 despite the fact that Aiex- 
ander Dubcek. the recognized head of the Czechoslovakian govern- 
ment. was taken to Moscow after the intervention. It was only at 
that time that he signed an agreement "accepting" military 
"assistance 1 's81  The Soviets persisted with this invitation claim in 
the United Nations until even the government of Czechosiovakia 
denied 11s 

Thus, under the Soviet view of international law, a request for in- 
tervention need not preceed the intervention. It also need not come 
from the government recognized by the world community The re- 
quest "need not even be documented and provable because, under 
Sowet socialist ideology the invitation 1s a standing one; It may be 
presumed 2 8 8  
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In the Afghanistan ~n tenen t ion .  the Soviets claimed that their as- 
sistance was "repeatedly requested." An examination of the events 
leading up IO the Soviet intervention r ~ r e a l i  that .  in making this 
c l a m  the Soviets are asking the  world community to believe Thai 
the recognized head of the Afghan government had requested Soviet 
assistance in his own downfall and execution, thar a group of "ex 
iled" Afghans, loyal to  and under the protection of the Soviets. had 
a nght to request Soviet amstance without the approval of the func 
timing and world-recognized goiernment in  Kabul, or rhat the 
Smiets had a unilateral right to  act upon what may be termed a legal 
fiction of standing mvitation. derived from rheir ' self-perceived 
role as the guardian of the true principles of socialism and [their] 
acute ear for hearing the real aishes of the  people, [as opposed to] 
the wishes of the internationally recognized government of Afghan- 
istan ' ' 2 8 0  

The Soviet claim of intervention by imitation should be recog- 
nized as a claim not b a e d  on fact and nothing more than a palhatne 
for the bitter pill of the Brezhnev Doctrine 

2. The Amidpa tan /  Setf-Defense Clntm 

The second jwtificatim offered by the  Soviets for  their in te r ren~ 
tmn in Afghanisran was the doctrine of anticipatory self-defense 
This claim will be analyzed using the  previously-discussed c n t m a  
clewloped by Professor RlcDougal and \lr. Feliciano 2 * 1  

fa) Chari ic lcr isf ic .~ of fhe Por1mpont.y 
The central participants are the Soviet Union and Afghanistan. the 

former a world iuperpoaer and the latter a third aorld country a-nh 
little power If the Soviet t h w q  of external interference is ac- 
cepted, then United State3 and China could also be considered a i  
partimpantb. the former a world superpower and the latter emerging 
a b  a supe~power. The claim of external participation on the level 
alleged b y  the Sowet Union has to date been unsupported by any 
substantial evidence It would be naive to assume that there ha i  
been no covert aid to the Afghan rebels. but the Soviet c l a m  that the 
rebels had been "receiring actually unlimited backing from the im- 
perialist circles of the United Srates, the  B e i p g  [Peking] leaders. 
and governments of some other countries thar were lartshly supply- 
ing the counterre\olutionary gangs with weapons. Pquipmenr and 
money. IS made without iubitantiation TheS? bold as-eraons 
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ma? he unfavorahly contrasted with the ciear photographic 
evidence of Soviet misrilei in Cuba during the Cuban Missile Crisis 
and the large stockpiles of Soiiet and Cuban arms and equipment 
found 1" Grenada. Indeed, independent ] x e s  reports have indicated 
that the rebel5 receive only limited outside support and are. by and 
large. armed and equipped hy material captured from the Soviet and 
Afghan armje%207 

From the Soviet ideological pmnt of view, these evidentiary 
arguments are inconsequential. Just ar they have presumed an in- 
vitation for fraternai assistance. they have likewise presumed the 
existence of imperialist aggression.z84 The presumption derives from 
the Marxist-Leninist theory embodied in the law of peaceful coex- 
istence which propounds "the irresponsible struggle of the masses 
against the coioniai and neocolonial masters, the inherent aggression 
of the Imperialist forces. the world-wide confrontation between the 
reactionary forces of war and the socialist farces of peace, and the 
vanguard position of the [Communist Palty of the Soviet Union] IS 
leading the forces of peace and m interpreting the true plincipies of 
communism."28e 

Thus, under Soviet Ideology, "lavish" support from imperialist 
force? may be presumed. it need not be proven This presumption 1s 

in contradistinction to the principles of objectivity and mivenality 
required by the norld decision-making process. Neither the facts nor 
the ideology propounded by the Soviets meet this test fo r the  partici- 
pant base cheg claim in the Afghanistan intervention 

fb) O h p C f i w s  of the Cln immts  

( I )  hncluaii,r 01 Erlusit 'e 

The Soviet claimed right of intervention is based on exclusive  in^ 
tCrests The security of its southern border is exclusive to the Soviet 
Union Inciusive d a m s  made by the Soviets, such as the alleged in- 
vitation and the obligation to provide fraternal assistance. fail; the 
former lacks a factual basis and the latter lacks vahdny as interna~ 
tl""2.l Iaw.28~ 
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(2) Consen nlion 07 E . r t ~ n ~ i o n  

If the Brezhner Doctrine 1s accepted as valid under international 
law. then the fraternal assistance rendered 1s a con~ervation of 
values. The doctrine, haweter ,  has not been accepted and the %\let 
intervention and occupation of Afghanistan must be tiewed as an 
extension of the Soviet power value a t  the expense of the territorial 
bo\ ereignty and political independence of Afghaniatan The ex- 
tension of Soviet values also includes an exploitation of Afghan 
natural resources; copper, iron ore. and natural gas are all h a n g  
shipped from Aighanistan to the Soviet Uman. The power grid of 
northern AfghaniStan has been linked to that of Soviet Central Asia 
and there are new road and rail links between Afghanistan and the 
Soviet Union It LS apparent that the  Soviets have not only extendpd 
their values in Afghanistan. but have done so as a permanent 
measure.~n~ 

(3) Requisite Comequentialcty of Valrwr Conwrted 

The requisite consequentiality for the Soviets 111 order to justify an 
invasion on the scale that occured m Afghanisran aouid  be the ~ P Q  
SUTYIW.~ of the  Soviet Union. Even the precedmt-setting Cuban 
Missile Cnas.  in which there was an actual threat of emplaced 
rniss~les, did not mmlve such a m a s w e  or  prolonged use of force. 
The threat perceived by the Soviets was that Afghanistan could be 
"turned into a bridgehead for preparation of imperialist aggression 
against the Soviet Umon ' ' 2 e e  Thus. the Soviets acted to prmert 
themselves m anticipation of Afghanistan becoming a staging area 
from which preparation for aggression might occur Under this ra 
tionale, the  United States would have been justified in a unilateral 
massive invasion of Grenada when Maurice Bishop and his New 
Jewel Movement ousted the popularly-elected Eric G a i n  in the 1979 
coup. In fact, under the Soviet rationale, an invasion would h a i e  
been permitted even before that.  when the potential for  a cnup. 
whose leaders might turn toward the Communist bloc. arose. 

When the consequentiality of the  Soviet security interests  regard^ 
mg Afghanistan are weighed against the fundamental values of 
Afghan territorial integrity and political independence, the Soviet 
argument falls of LIS own weight. International law does not permit 
such a paranoid view of national security interests 
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(c) Quantum of Respmdtng Coercion 

The threat to Soviet secunty has been demonstrated to be coqec- 
tural and limited Consequently, the requirement of exhausting 
peaceful procedures becomes pre-eminent Disregarding peaceful or 
even limited alternatives, the Soviets, as their initial step, launched 
a massive invasion of 100,000 troops that would have been 
disproportionate even as a last resort The Sovies have also main- 
tained this level of coercion since the initial mvasmn. "A steady 
stream of reparts from Afghan 'freedom fighters' and Western cor- 
respondents accuse the Soviets of systematically siaughtenng 
civilians during pacification campaigns ' ' w  It has been estimated 
that over 200,000 Afghan civilians have been killed and over four 
million have become refugees since the Soviet invasion 301 The joint 
security mission in Grenada, in both scope and duration, is thus 
dwarfed by the Soviet invasion and occupation of Afghanistan. 

(d) Conditions and the Reasonablaess of the Expectation of Ne- 
cessity 

As previously stated, the most important condition which must be 
appraised in application of community criteria is the degree of 
necessity which forms the basis of the claim to use coercive seif- 
defense. The keystone is that self-defense may be employed when 
the envaking participant reasonably expects that military farce, as 
an instrument of national policy, must be used to  preserve the par- 
ticipant's physical integnty and continued existence as an effective 
participant in the world community process. 

The "bridgehead" fears of the Soviets were little more than 
paranoia, based upon both conjecture and a socialist ideological 
assumption. In fact, a t  the time of the invasion, there was a socialist 
regime, publicly supported by the Soviets, in power in Afghanistan. 
The c h i  unrest had been contained at a relatively steady ievei of in- 
tensity for some time. Whatever instability plagued the Amin 
government had came not from exernal sources, but from internal 
friction between the nationalistic and doctrinaire factions of the 
Afghan Communist Party. There was no "dramatic shift in this State 
of affain,  no element af intense immediacy, and no cry of Russian 
Alarm, [that] precursed the Soviet decision to Under 
these conditions, the Soviets did not have a reasonable claim of 
necessity With this lack of necessity, the Soviets have failed ail of 
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the three fundamental requirements for a valid claim to  self- 
defense There were 110 peaceful procedures empio? ed and the coer- 
cmn used was neither necssar? not proportional. 

F. A COMPARISON OF THE GRENADA AND 
AFGHANISTAN INTER VENTIONS 

The international law and the factual context of the Grenada and 
Afghanistan Interventions ha, e been examined ahore There are 
four major pmnts of comparison between the two mterventions the 
d a m  of m\itation. the claim of self~defense. the a\ailability of addi- 
tional claims. and the effects an  the world order system of each of 
the interientmns. 

I .  me Inl~ltntiol, C1mm 

4 cornpanson of the two requests for assistance in Grenada and 
Afghanistan 1s like comparing a real diamond with a paste imitation 
both are meant to look good. but under examination. one can eaalv 
be recognized a i  a cheap Lrnitation of the genuine article 

The mvitatmn far  United States participation in the joint security 
mission came from Grenada's Gorernor-General, Sir Paul Scoon, 
after a hreakdown of authority caused by internal friction in the 
Grenadian government There was no functioning government at 
the time of the request and he was the sole remaining source of con- 
mtutional authority in Grenada.303 

The request for assistance in the Afghanistan intervention did not 
come from the functioning government ~n Kabul but from agroup of 
"exhiled" Afghanis, loyal to and under the protection of the Soriets 
It was based on the Soviet doctrine of fraternal assistance a doctrine 
that IS widely regarded as illegal under international law 3ui Thua. 
the Soviet c l a m  of invitation lacks support in boch law and fact 

B Sdf-defense 

In the previous discussion of the interventions in Grenada and 
Afghanistan. it was concluded ~n both cases that there w a s  an insuf- 
ficient basis upon which to asself a claim of wlf-defense under inter- 
national law. The distinction lies m the assertion of the claim Th? 
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primary basis of the Soviet justificasion for intervention in 
Afghanistan was self-defeme The United States. the mqor  partici- 
pant ~n the Grenada ~ntervention, did not justify Its actions by a 
claim of self-defeme Davis R Robinson. the iegai adv im 10 the 
United States Department of State, indicated the significance of this 
distinction in a letter 10 Professor Edward Gordon, the Chairman of 
the Committee on Grenada in the Internanonai Law and Practice 
sectmn of the American Bar As,ociat~m Mr Robinson stated: 

We [the Umted States] did not contend the action an 
Grenada was an exercise of the inherent right of seif- 
defense recognized in Article 61 of the U.N. Charter for 
the same reason that the United States eschewed such 
arguments in support of the actions taken by the Umted 
States and other Rm Treary members m response to the 
Cuban missile crisis. We did not assert that Article 2(4) had 
somehow fallen into disuse or been overtaken by the prac- 
tice of slates; we regard it as an important and enduring 
principle of international Ian 905 

Mr Robinson further contrasted the United States' reliance on 
established principles of international law with the Soviet Union's 
reliance on "the so-called 'Brezhnev Doctrine' - which on 11s face 
contradicts the U.N. Charter."306 Thus, the assertion of the self- 
defense claim by the United States reflects the difference m respect 
that the two powers afforded the United Nations Charter's minimum 
world order system. 

5. The Auailabtiity @'Additional Claim5 

The Soviets' discredited claims of invitation and self-defense with 
the underlying assertion of the Brezhnev Doctrine were the only 
Soviet justifications for their intervention in Afghanistan. The 
Umted States and the Caribbean participants in the joint security 
mission have made a valid claim to intervention by mwtatmn and 
have additional valid claims for intervention for regional peacekeep- 
ing. The humanitarian purposesaf the Grenada mission, while not an  
independent legal ground for intervention. provide further 
mitigating support and may be contrasted with the "brutal repres- 
sion of the population and widespread violation of the laws of 
war"3o1 that have occurred in Afghanistan 
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4. Effecrs o x  world flrder 

The Soviet Invaqion and occuparion of Afghanistan was wthout  
valid claim under international law and must therefore be 
characterized as aggression. The Soviet action a h  runs counter to 
self-determination for the people of Afghanistan. free elections and 
other forms of political freedom will not be permitted. The Secretary 
General of the Lmted Nations has been informed by the  Sowers that 
the Afghan people had already achieved self-determination in the 
1978 revolution, which implemented a socialist system, and, rhus 
the doctrine af self-determination IS no langerreievanr.308ThiS act of 
aggression, with ITS denial of the fundamental Charter principle of 
self-determination, cannot but have a negative impact on the world 
order system. 

In c ~ n t r a s t .  the Grenada intervention a a s  grounded in accepted 
principles of international iaw and was faithful to the principles of 
the United Kations Charter. Sdf-determination has been restored to 
the people of Grenada The overwhelming rnqonty of the Grenadian 
penpie neicumed the  mtervention by the  joint security force which 
in contrast to the Soviet continuing occupation of .4fghanistan. was 
withdrawn shortly after it had intervened The Grenada mission is 
an example of how the  world order system can effectively keep 
peace and insure that the  principle of self-determination i s  upheld. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
The Umted Nations Charter was adopted a t  a time of optimism 

following the ailies' victory in World War 11. There w a  a general 
consensus on the preference of collective aver uniiaterai action. The 
primary responsibiiity for the maintenance of peace in the world 
was given to the Security Council of the United Nations It was 
hoped that the major powers on the Security Council could work 
together to  protect the shared fundamental values of the world c o m ~  
munity That hope has not been realized and there IS no workable 
consensus of values wnhin the Secunty Council As a consequence. 
the Security Council has been unable to deal effectnely with events 
that fall within its primary responsibility Many members of the 
world communiry have opted to interpret the Charter in light of the 
experience gained m the nearly forty year3 of the Charter's ex- 
istence. If the Security Council cannot carry out its responsibilitiei 
effectweiy, then the authority of regional organizations to interiene 
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as a peacekeeper must be recognized. If the Security Council cannot 
protect the nationals of one state located in another state, then the 
customary law right to limited self-help must be granted to the pro- 
tecting state. A reasonable approach to interpretation of the Charter 
w ~ l l  promote the fundamental values it contains for the inclusive 
benefit of the world community. 

Under this approach, the Grenada intervention was justified on 
two separate grounds. It was a lawful exercise of regional 
peacekeeping by the appmpnate regional organization. Participa- 
tion by the United Stater, Barbados, and Jamaica was also under- 
taken a t  the invitation of both the regional organization and the only 
remaining constnutmnal authonty in Grenada. The same mritation 
authorized the United States to  intervene to protect American na- 
tionals located in Grenada and reinforces the second legal claim for 
the Grenada mission under the doctrine of merventmn to protect 
nationals. 

The humanitarian motives of the partmpants, while not an in- 
dependent legal justification, provide further support as a moral 
argument on the overall effect of the intervention on the world 
public order. Peace and self-determination replaced chaos and 
deprivation of human rights The cost of the operation was propor 
tional to the risk imposed to the peace in the Caribbean region by the 
events which preceded the intervention. Most importantly, the 
Grenadian people were grateful that the intervention occurred 

There 1s little difficulty in contrasting the intervention in Grenada 
t o  the Soviet intervention in Afghanman The Soviet intervention 
was manufactured by the Soviets and was without legal justifica- 
tion. The intervention, after nearly five years, may now be called an 
occupation. In contrast, the Grenada interventian accomplished its 
purposes, consistent with international law. and has given the 
Grenadian people the opportunity to determine their awn future 
without external interference 
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CHARACTER EVIDENCE 
by Colonel Francis A.  Giliigan. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Character evidence pointedly shows the distinction between 

logically and legally relevant evidence. When determining the ad- 
missibility of character evidence, the military judge, pursuant to the 
balancing test of Military Rule of Evidence 403, must decide I f  the 
probative value of such evidence outweighs the prejudicial effect 
Evidence that the accused is known as a criminai or has a criminai 
disposition may be iogically relevant as t o  guilt, but the prejudicial 
effect of such evidence may outweigh the probative value. 

The rules of admissibility for character evidence differ for 
evidence offered befare or after findings; the rules of admissibility 
are relaxed after findings.2 We must also distinguish evidence be- 
tween uncharged acts of misconduct and credibility of witnesses 

Uncharged misconduct evidence differs from character evidence 
as to the method of proof and the underlying theory of logical 
relevance. Evidence of uncharged acts of misconduct is admissible 
to show that it 1s likely that the accused committed the crime ~n 
question. Specific acts are not admissible to show character The 
logical relevance of character evidence is to  show the character of 
the person described and. ultimateiy, be considered as circumstan- 
tial evidence of conduct. 

After any witness, including the accused, has testified, evidence 
of a specific character trait for veracity IS admissible to diminish 
credibility Evidence of the accused's good character an a trait in 
issue, such as honesty, whether or not the accused testifies, is ad- 
missible as circumstantial evidence of innocence.j Thus, character 
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evidence diffen from credibility evidence concerning truthfulness 
as to the timing of the introduction of the evidence and the charm 
ter trait. Additionally, character evidence IS admitted as substantive 
evidence: evidence as to credibility is admitted for the limited pur- 
pose of determining B witness' veracity 

A third area to be distinguished IS the introduction of character 
evidence concerning truthfulness to rehabilitate a witness under 
Military Rule of Evidence 608.8 Character evidence under Rule 608 is 
admissible only for impeachment or bolstering after attack, not as 
circumstantial evidence that the accused committed the offense 
charged.'Eridence of the good character of the accused may be ad- 
mitted whether or not the accused has testified. This is distinguished 
from character evidence as to truthfulness Evidence a3 to the 
character trait in issue LS admissible to show that I t  is improbable 
that the accused committed the of fense  charged. 

A fourth area to distinguish are the other methods of impeachment 
that, absent limiting instructions, may circumstantiaiiy show the bad 
character of the accused. Rule 609 permits the impeachment of the 
accused by prior conviction under varmus cmumstances. Whde thls 
ma? inferentially show that the accused LS a bad person, itutrwtions 
to the jury are meant to clarify the purpose of the prior conriction.6 
Before permitting such impeachment under Rule 609(a)(l), the 
militaryjudge must apply Rule 403. This balancing test does not app 
Iy. though, under Rule 609(a)(2) Additionally, Rule 608 would per- 
mit the impeachment of the accused by specific instances of con- 
duct. These instances are not admitted as substantive evidence, nor 
may they inferentially show the bad character of the accused 
Again. Rule 403 would require a balancing test before such impeach- 
ment is permitted Another method of impeachment af the accused 
would be through contradiction of the testimony of the accused 
brought out  on direct examination, volunteered on cross- 
examination, or brought 0°C on cmsS-examinatmn The rules may 
vary depending upon whether the contradiction hm taken place on 
the ments or during the sentencing stage of the trial. Where the im- 
peachment LS related to misconduct by the accused, the military 
judge should m t r u c t  the court-members as to rhe purpose of the 
evidence. It may or ma? not be considered as substantive evidence. 
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Rule 404(a) attempts to substantially change the former provision 
of the 1969 Manual for Courts-Martiai.B Under the latter, evidence of 
the accused's "general character" was admissible to demonstrate 
that it was less likely the accused committed the charged offense.lo 
Rule 404(a)(l) allows only evidence of a "pertinent trait of the 
character of the accused offered by the accused, or by the prosecu- 
tion to rebut the same.' '11 

11. CHARACTER OF THE ACCUSED 
Even though the defendant has a poor reputation in the com- 

munity for a pertinent character trait, the prosecution may not in- 
troduce such evidence m the first instance,12 nor is there a presump- 
tion of good character.Ia Until the defendant introduces character 
evidence, the prosecution has nothing to rebut. The introduction of 
character evidence as circumstantial evidence of innocence is called 
"placing the defendant's character in issue." Because of the 
possibility of derogatory information being introduced by the prase- 
cution, a tactical decision must be made by defense counsel as to the 
value of such evidence. What evidence might be introduced by the 
p m e ~ u t i o n 7  What will be the impact of Impeachment? Rebuttal by 
the prosecution will be discussed later. 

Some might denigrate character evidence First, those who testify 
are usually family or friends of the accused. Those who know the ac- 
cused will obviously try to help the accused. When penonaily asked 
to appear as a witness by the accused or defense counsel, such 
witnesses usually do not know the dangers of character evidence 
and indicate their willingness to help. Unless they are questioned in 
detail. their evidence may be negative when considered in light of 
the potential for rebuttal. Second, the premise of character evi- 
dence, "good individuals do not commit crimes" is tenuous Many of 
the most publicized crimes in the last few years have been com- 
mitted by those who have fallen from high places Character evi- 

'MII R EIid 4041~) and Analyri\ 
"Manual far Courlr Martial 1969 (Rev ed 1 para 138 [herelnailer cited 8, MCM 

14fiRI 
'MI1 R E w d  4114(al[1) 

"MI] R E\id 404(a)(i) SIP alin United Stare? Y Tomehek. 4 hl J 66. 70 (C hl 9 
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dence in the military may be more important, however, becaure the 

trol than the aierage citizen i (  

The accused places his character in issue when he testifies about 
his character or  creates the inference that he is testifying abaut good 
character. In order to prevent the possibility of an inferenre of good 
character Lnadvertently being raised, the defense must properly 
prepare the accused t o  testify The tendency of the accused to try to 
help himself before thejury may lead an accused to go beyond direct 
examination and volunteer information of good character on either 
direct or cross examination. 

When the accused accidentally states a good opinion of himself 
defense counsel should seek permission from the  military judge to 
have the testimony strike" from the record This will p rwent  the 
prosecution from introducing damaging rebutral evidence. a proce- 
dure that will be covered in the next section. 

Several cases are illustrative. In Weiss L.. United Slafes.le the ac- 
cused was charged with mail fraud. On direct examination. the ac- 
cused attempted IO portray himself as an outstanding architect of 
unusual ability and repute, Implying that he would not have com- 
mitted the acts charged The Fifth Circuit held that I t  was permissi~ 
ble for the  prosecutor to cross-examine him about a contract to build 
a house which contract violated the canons of ethics of the hmer- 
m n  Institute of Architects. 

SeNlce penon I S  subJect to more ConStrUCtlve supervision and con- 

I W , )  
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In United States v. Kindler," the accused, age 20, was convicted 
of assault with the intent to commit sodomy. During direct examina- 
tion the accused testified that he was a "perfectly normal human 
being right now" and a t  the time of the alleged offense. He also 
testified on direct examination that, according to his religion, a 
homosexual act was a "sin,'' thus creating the implication he did not 
commit the act charged. Without setting forth the theory as rebuttal 
to character evidence or contradiction, the court held that it was 
proper for the prosecution to cross-examine the accused about 
homosexual activity that he  had engaged in between the ages of 
twelve and fourteen. The court said that the ''rational tendency'' of 
the accused's testimony was that he  did not commit the act 
charged." 

In Gnited States u. Donnelly,LB the accused, in an unsworn state- 
ment during the sentencing stage, stated that he considered himself 
"a fairly responsible" mdmidual. The court held that this statement 
did not open the door for evidence of two uncharged drug offenses. 

It would seem that ruling of the Donnelly court was wrong. The ac- 
cused's misconduct occurred while he was on duty as a security 
policeman in a controlled area. An individual involved with the use 
of drugs under such cmumstances would not be considered to be 
responsible. The court did not discuss this aSpect but indicated that 
the statement of the accused was given in the context of his family 
and his finances and not his duty performance. It would have been 
better had the trial counsel clarified this ambiguity Trial counsel 
could have asked: "What do you mean by 'responsible?"' "Does It 
mean responsible an and off-duty?" "Would It include not per- 
forming acts that would interfere with duty performance?" "Would 
you be responsible if you used drugs in a controlled areas?'' "Didn't 
you use drugs in a controlled area?" 

. .  
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Because of the dangers of rebuttal, the defense may move for an 
order compelling the government to disclose the specific instances of 
conduct that it mtends to use in crowexamining defense character 
witnesses. Such a motion was made in United States L .  Baskestg 
After the court denied the motion and the accused was convicted, 
he appealed, contending that he had been forced to withhold ag -  
nificant character testimony rather than risk impeachment by un- 
disclosed and unverified conduct The court held that the trial court 
did not abuse Its discretion in refusing to make such a ruling. 

Prior to the Military Rules of Evidence, the accused could have 
placed in issue his general law-abiding character or other relevant 
specific character traits.2o Colonel Bailer has set forth a list of af- 
fenses generically and the traits from which one may draw the in- 
ference of commission or noncommission of the offense.21 Military 
Rule of Evidence 404(a)(l) does not employ the term "specifx 
character trait" but the term "pertinent trait. ' 2 1  Such evidence may 
be introduced to show circumstantially that the accused did nut 
commit the offense. The Analysis states that Rule 404(a)(l) 

is a significant change from 1; 138faf the present Manual 
which also allows evidence of general good character of 
the accused to demonstrate that the accused is less likely 
to have committed a cnminai act. Under the new rule, evi- 
dence of general goad character LS inadmissible because 
only evidence of a specific trait is a c ~ e p t a h i e ~ ~  

Rule 404(a)(l) is taken verbatim from the federal rule. The Federal 
Advisory Committee in Its Notes did not use the term "specific" 
character trait hut spoke in the terms of "pertinent" trait 24 It 
stated 

[A]n accused may introduce pertinent evidence of the 
character of the victim, as in support of a claim of self- 
defense to a charge of homicide or consent in a case of 
rape. . . 

lD641 F Zd 471 (7th Cir 19801 While a rnolmn I" ilmlne may stili be made todab II 
prohahis wdl not be reviewable on appeal unless the accused festifies In Luee \ 
United Stales 36Cnrn L Rprr 3001 (US 1ODec 19841. the Court held that apdge ' i  
ruling on B motion in limine was not realevuable on the issue of impeachment h! prmr 
c o n i i ~ f i o n  unless the accused testified 

'o\lCM. 1869, para 1341 

"Mil R E\id iOl(aX11 
"Id ""'l>>,r 
"Fed R Ebld  ?Ol(al(LI &dii \or)  Cornmutee's \ m e  

Bolier. plool g f l h r  De/&anL'$ Charncfer, 64 MIi L Re\ 37, 76-78 (1874) 
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The limitation to pertinent traits of character, rather than 
character generally. in paragraphs (1) and (2) 1s m accord- 
ance with the prevailing view. YcCormick § 158, p. 334. A 
similar provision in Ruie 608, to which reference IS made 
in paragraph (3), limits character evidence respecting wit- 
nesses to the trait of truthfulness or ~ n t r u t h f u i n e s s . ~ ~  

Foliowine the rationale of the Advisorv Committee to limit the 
evidence to a specific character trait, the Analysis to the Military 
Rule of Evidence 404(a)(l) continues: 

It IS the intention of the Committee, however, to allow the 
defense to introduce evidence of good military character 
when that specific trait is pertinent. Evidence of good 
military character wauid be admissible, for example, in a 
prosecution for disobedience of orders.26 

Military Rule 404(a)(l) uses the term "pertinent" and not "specific" 
evidence that the accused 1s or was a law-abiding citizen or is a good 
sewice member The term "law-abiding" citizen or "good soldier" 1s 

a short-hand way of saying that based on the witness' opinion or the 
accused's reputation in the community. it is unlrkeiy that the ac- 
cused committed the offense charged From the perspective of the 
witness. the lawyer asking the question, or the fact-finder, this ex- 
pression generally means that the accused enjoys a good reputation 
or the witness has B good opinion of the accused 8s to the specific 
trait in ~ssue. Many lawyers do not see the need to focus on the 
specific trait. Their belief is that evidence of good character isjust as 
weighty to ajury not skilied in the law of evidence as is evidence as 
to a pertment trait to use the term of the mie. Arguably in a close 
case, evidence of good character, alone or with the presumption of 
innocence, may raise a reasonable doubt as to the guilt of the ac- 
c u s d Z 7  

At least one panel af the Fifth Circuit has held that evidence that 
the accused was a law-abiding citizen is admissible under Federal 
Rule 404(a)(l) In UnitedStates u. Heu,itt,z8 the accused was charged 
with the unlawful P O S S ~ S S ~ O ~  or receipt of firearms. Although the ac- 
cused did not testify, the defense sought to introduce character 
evidence as to the accused's veracity and lawfulness. The trialjudge 
refused to permit the introduction of this evidence, apparently 
because the accused did not take the witness stand. 
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The Court of .4ppeak stated that the trial judge was correct a b  to 
the a rcu i rd ' s  "truth and w r a a t ? ' '  because the accuaed did not 
Testify. but that evidence rhat the accused was a "law-abidmg" 
citizen was admissible The court quoted the following language of 
Jusrlce Jackson from Mzchebon L .  L'nited States: 

[Tlhe line of inquiry [into character] denied to  the  Slate is 
opened to the defendant because character 1s relerant to 
resolting probabilities of guilt He may introduce a f f i rma~ 
tive tesrimony rhat the general estimate of his character 1s 
su favorable that the jury may infer thar he would not be 
like15 to commit the offense charged 2q 

The court noted that,  ~n M i c h e l . ~ ~ , ~ ,  the  defense introduced e\idenie 
that the accused was a "law-abiding citizen" e ien  though this eti-  
dence was "broader than the crime charged The court stated 
that e ten  McCormick's treatire ''cites no relebant authority for the 
proposition that eridence of general traits of character should be ex- 
cluded ' ' 3 1  McCormick only applied the rule that releiant 
character traits are admissible 32 The court noted that Wigmore took 
an opposing view to  that of M c C o r r n ~ k . ~ ~  Wonetheless. 

Our own survey convinces us that the  actual practice in 
rhe states has generail)- been to permit defendants to 
eitablish their character far lawfulness. and that the 
federal courts have unanimously assumed that to he rh? 
practice . we are loath to assume that its drafrers [Fed- 
eral Rule 404(a)(l)] meant to overturn the narrow holding 
of Mirhrbon without specifically so noting 

After testing the trial judge's ruling for specific prejudice, the 
court revprsed and remanded the case 

Hewitt was followed by the Court of Military Appeals in ( i i i frd 
States 7 .  C i e n a o , ~ ~ ~ ~  In Clemm~s, the accused had been found guilry 
of larceny, wrongful appropriation, and unlawful entry Judge 
Fletcher wrote the mqority opinion and stated thar "it 1s clear that 
the traits of good military character and character for lawfullness 
each evidenced 'a pertinent trait of the character of the accused' in 
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light of the principle theory of the defense case.''38 The defense 
theory of the case had been that the accused, acting as charge of 
quarters. had been teaching his subordinates a lesson about securing 
thew personal property in order to shock them into insuring tlus 
security in the future 

Chief Judge Everett advanced three reasons for concurring with 
Judge Fletcher. First, to prohibit such evidence would raise a "sub- 
stantial constitutional issue ' I s 7  Second, after examining the analysis 
to Military Rule of Evidence 404(a), he  could 

find vely little support in public policy for applying Mil. R. 
Evid. 404(a) in a manner that would prohibit appellant 
from offering the evidence of his "law-abiding" 
character. I perceive no risk that trial would be unduly 
delayed by the presentation of such evidence or that the 
court members would be confused. In fact, time was 
wasted in the present trial while counsel and the judge 
split ha in  as to the difference between evidence of ap- 
pellant's 'trustworthiness,' which was admitted, and B V L ~  
dence of 'his law-abiding' character, which was 
excluded 

Chief Judge Everett did not take into consideration that it wasjust a 
few years ago that two of the armed forces could not try some cases 
because of the request for character witneses halfway around the 
world. Nor did any of the judges in C l m n s  address alternative 
means of introducing character evidence The third reason set forth 
by Chief Judge Everett was as follows: 

In candor, I also must confess that I see very little dif- 
ference between a person's being of law-abiding character 
and being of "good" character; and I suspect that over the 
years many witnesses who have testified about a defen- 
dant's "good" character really meant to say that he was 
"law-abiding ' '38  

Judge Cook. concurring in resuit. stated: 

I concur that character for lawfulness i s  a 'pertinent 
trait" within the meaning of Mil. R. E n d  404(a)(l). , , In 
addition, m view of the defense theorg that appellant was 
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acting legitimately in his role 8s a noncommissioned of- 
ficer, I am persuaded that appellant's military character 
was "in issue'' and pertinent."40 

In L'nited States e Piatt.41 the charges against the accused a m e  ~n 
the contexr of the performance of his military duties as a drill ~n 
StrUCtor 

A past character for performing such duties in a proper 
manner would tend to undermine the implication that he 
ri i lfuilr  departed from normal standards in training. . . 
his character as a good drill instructor was clearly per t -  
nent to the question of his intent to do the charged of- 
fenses.'? 

The Court of Military Appeals continued the more expansive use of 
Rule 404(a) in l h i f e d  States L Kahokauuila, stating 

Here the offense of selling marihuana was charged as a 
violation of h v a l  regulations. Evidence of the  accused's 
performance of military duties and overall military 
character was admissible to show that he conformed to 
the demands of military law and >vas not the sort of person 
who would have committed such an act in nolation of 
regulations. In view of the closeness of the case, the Im- 
peachment of the character of the informer, and the 
milnary judge's obvious difficulties in reaching findings of 
guilty. we cannot say the exclusion of such evidence 
reasonably could not have prejudiced the accused's case 

There 1s no time limitation as to evidence of good character The 
accused may show his goad character as to that trait both before and 
after the alleged offense I4 As a practical matter, the weight to be af 
forded character evidence after the alleged offense 1s questionable: 
hut this L ~ S W  does not go to admissibihty. but to weight 

' "M st 51 
" 1 7  U J 142 I C  M A  1884) See also United States \ \IcNeill. 17 hl J 451 (C \I A 

"Cnited Stales \ Piart. 17 M J at  416 
"19.V J 61, 62 IC M A 19841 See i i i snLn l f~d  Stare5 $ E~erage  19 >I J 169 102 

IC U A 10851 (accused charged uirh porserrmn of marijuana and drug paiaphenalia 
P l l d P w P  a5 to truth and ,.eraoIy not a 

1984) 

pertlnenr Walt' of character) 
" S i  Lniied Staler L Monroe 3Y C U R 479 (A B R I 9 W  
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111. PROSECUTION REBUTTAL 
After the accused has attempted to show circumstantially by 

character evidence that he did not commit the alleged crime. the 
prosecution may attempt to rebut this evidence. The prosecution 1s 
not limited to the metkod used by the accused. As mentioned earlier. 
the defense may intentionally place the accused's character in issue. 
that is, show circumstantially by character evidence that he or she 
did not commit the crime charged. The accused may also uninten- 
tmnaily put his character in issue. A third possibhty IS that the 
defense may try to limit what It feels will be compelling prosecution 
rebuttal by carefully limiting the evidence as to either the trait or to 
the time period. The reasonable inference from such evidence may 
be that the accused also had good character extending beyond this 
trait or period of time. Fourth, when the accused takes the witness 
stand to testifr on the merits. the accused places in evidence his or 
her character as to truth and veracity Of course, the accused 1s not 
required to testify, and failure to do so may not be a basis for any in- 
ference.46 

The prosecution may rebut character evidence by crass-examina- 
tion or by direct evidence in the form of reputation or opinion type 
evidence 

The classic case concerning rebuttal by cross-examination 1s 

.W%chelson u United The defense called five character 
wmesses,  two of whom had known the accused for over thirty 
years. They testified that he enjoyed a good reputation in the c o m ~  
munity for honesty and truthfulness. The prosecution asked these 
witnesses whether they had heard about a prior conviction of the ac- 
cused and that he had been arrested twenty-seven years ago for 
receiving stolen goods The Supreme Court held that the question 
about the arrest WBS permissible even though such impeachment had 
been severely criticized 

When the question about the arrest was asked, the trialjudge held 
a sess~on out of the presence of the jury to ensure that the prose- 
cution had a factual b s i i  for the question. The prosecutor indicated 
that he was in possession of a basis for the arrest, and this was not 
challenged by the defense counsel The judge gave limiting mstruc- 
tmns, without objection. on three 0ccasi0ns.47 
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The price a defendant must pay for  attempting to prove 
hi.; good ,name IS to throw open the entire bubjert which 
the Ian has kept closed for his benefit and to make himself 
\uin?rable where the law otherwiie shields him The 
rirmecution may pursue the inquiry with contradictory 
u ~ t n e b w  to thaw that damaging rumors, whether or  not 
well-grounded. were afloat for It IS not the man that he 15, 

but the name that he has put in ~ssue. Anorher hazard ic 
thaL hir o u n  witness LS Fuhject to ~10i5-e~amlnatmn as to 

and extent of the hearsay on which he base, 
m5, and he may he required to disclo% iumora 

and reports that are current er r"  if the) do not affect  hi? 
<,nn CO"(.I"510", 4" 

The Court bald that,  If  the nitnebs kne% of the arrest or P O ~ V ~ C  

tmn, it ought to show that their itandard of good reputation 1s ques- 
tionable I f  the person did not know of an) of the above. I t  may in\- 
peach the witness hy establishing that rhe witness I* not familiar 
with the defendant. 

The Court refused to foilow the %ate rule which limited the rebut- 
tal to ' ter)  closel) similar if not identical charges "j' The defendant 
attempted to show his character traits beyond the crime charged. SO 
the Court would not limit cross-examination as reqiieated 

I t  is not only b i  comparison with the crime an trial but by 
comparison with the reputation asserted That a court may 
judge whether the prior arreii should be made a subject of 
Lnqux) By this test the ~ n q u i r )  was permissible It was 
proper CTOSS examination because reports of his arrest for 
retPiving stolen goods, if admitted. would tend to weaken 
the assertion that he was known aa an honest and law 
abiding CltILen.5" 

The Court aim examined the time element IO determine If the trial 
court judge had abused his discretion. Generally. a trial court would 
exclude inquiry ahnut a twenty-seven year old arre-r because It 
would have been "lived down and dropped from the present 
thought 'lil However. two of the character witnesses s a d  that they 
had known the arcused for thirty years. Additionally. on direct  ex^ 

amination, the accused voluntaril) called attention to a twenty year 
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old conviction.s2Although not mentioned by the Supreme Court, the 
accused made it appear that he was baring his soul to the jury and 
that, except for this conviction, his past was spotiess. 

In another evidentiary area, when an expert w m e s s  testifies that 
the accused IS suffering from the "battered woman syndrome" to 
show the reasonableness of her action, the government may not in- 
troduce evidence of specific instances of misconduct. In reaching 
this conclusion the Supreme Court of Washington stated: 

Unlike the Federal Rules of Evidence, Washington's evi- 
dentiary rules do not permit proof of character by opinion 
testimony. . . Further, even assuming petitioner could 
have offered evidence of a pertinent trait of character by 
means of the expert testimony, the State's evidence of 
prior acts was not proper rebuttal. When an accused of- 
fers evidence of pertinent trait of character, it may be re- 
butted by cross-examination of characrer witnesses or 
contrary proof of reputation ~n the community. not by 
evidence of specific instances of misconduct. . . 

The court did not speak in terms of questioning the bases of the ex- 
pert witness. Nor did it address the contradiction of such facts 
judged, but commented "This decision effectively silences prose- 
cutor when faced with a self-defense claim based, in part, on the 
contention that the defendant was the victim in a battering reiation- 
ship.' 'i '  

The scape of cross-examination about misconduct is not limited to 
prior arrests or convictions. The .Michekon Court indicated in dictum 
that the prosecution may inquire about "damaging rumom," false 

or an acquittal that "may damage one's good name if the 
community receives the verdict with a wmk and chooses to remem- 
berdefendant asone who ought to have beenconricted."jiHow the 
community will view the misconduct will vary and thus the 
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accused's reputation may also vary "A conviction . . . may be ac- 
cepted as a misfortune or an iqustice, and eben enhance the stand- 
mg of one who mends his ways and lives it down."i' 

Same federal courts have permitted prosecutors to cross-examine 
character witnesses about rumors of arrests,SB or prior 
convictions Other courts have limited cross-examination about 
misconduct to that closely resembling the crime charged In any 
event, extrinsic evidence may not be introduced as to  the specific 
act5 surrounding this misconduct. arrest or conviction It would 
dlio seem to be impermissible to allow the cross-examiner to press 
the witness about the witness' opinion by showing a wntness a copy 
uf the arrest or conviction The impact of displaying such a docu- 
ment would be as damaging as the introduction of the specific acts 
themseites. But another reason for forbidding extrinsic evidence 1s 
because of confusion and a waFte of time in diiputes as to the ques- 
tion of the specific acts having been committed This danger would 
be minimized. however. where the cross-examiner is merely pressing 
lhe uitnes\ 

Prosecution rebuttal by croas-examination of defense characrer 
witnesies haa been criticized Dean Wigmore stated 

[Tlhe serious objection . between rumors of such con 
duct. as affecting reputation, and The fact of it as violating 
the rule against particular facta-cannot be maintained ~n 
the mind of the jiir? The rumor of the misconduct. when 
admitted, goes far,  in spite of all theory and of the judge b 

charge. towards fixing the misconduct as a fact upon the 
other person. and rhus. does three improper things.-(1) it 
rmlatei  the fundamental rule of fairness that prohibits 
the use of such facts. (2) it get? at them by hearsay onl?,  
and not hy trustworthy testimon?. and (3) It  leates the  
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other penon no means of defending himself by denial or 
explanation, such as he  would otherwise have had if the 
rule had allowed that conduct to be made the subject of an 
lSS"e $3 

To insure justice, the tnai judge must exercise discretion. "Wide 
discretion is accompanied by heavy responsibility on trial courts to 
protect the practice from m i s ~ e s . " ~ ~  As the Mtchelson Court said, 
"The overriding policy of excluding such evidence, despite its admit- 
ted probative vaiue, 1s the practical experience that its disallowance 
tends to prevent confusion of issues, unfair surprise and undue pre- 
judice."6e Ail of these factors, except surprise, are included in Rule 
403.O' 

Both sides must be controlled by the court to insure fundamental 
fairness and to obtain the truth. The defense, as in Michelson, may 
want to present the picture of bearing their soul to the jury and 
showing that their client only has a misdemeanor conviction. The in- 
ference the defense would like the jury to draw is obvious. In other 
cases. the defense has carefully tried to limit the time period to that 
in which the defendant has elljoyed a good reputation or individuals 
have had a good opinion of the defendant. This also may be con- 
trolled On the other hand, the prosecution may attempt to pose 
questions with no basis in fact merely for the impact such questions 
will have an the fact finders. The value of such inquiry, even with a 
factual basis, 1s small 

The trial judge must exercise discretion by weighing prejudicial ef- 
fect versus probative value. The trial judge will look at the type of 
misconduct and its basis in contrast with the character evidence 
presented. Thejudge may limit the inquiry to misconduct that ciose- 
iy resembles the subject of the charge. The time factor will also be 
examined. If the evidence is carefully designed to be limited in 
period but to have a remanable inference that the accused has en- 
joyed a good reputation beyond that period, the judge may not limit 
prosecution Also, if the misconduct is remote m contrast 
with the testimony of other witnesses, including the accused, the 
judge may limit cross-examination. Finally, the stage of the pro- 
ceedings must be examined. Again, Mzchelson is instructive, but may 
be iimited to its unusual facts 
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In L'nilrd Stnlr i  , P n r , m ~ r . ~ *  the defense presented evidence d u r ~  
ing the sentencing stage as to the accused's good duty performance 
and hi5deiire toremam in the Air Force Inrebuttal, the pmseiutmn 
called the accused's iquadron commander who testified as to the ac- 
cuied'y hating received a c~vi l ian fine for disturbing thc peace and 
that,  through the "rumor control" syitem in the squadron. he had 
learned that a t  least eighty members had expreased concern over 
theft in the barracks and seieral had called for disciplinary action 
againit the accuied. The court indicated that this evidence wai  not 
admiwhle a b  an exept ion  to the hearsay rule 

Uhether. m cross-examination, the prosecutor asks the w t n e i i  
"do ) o u  k n o w '  versus " h a w  you heard" will depend on whether 

testified as to the accused's reputation, in whirh 
the correct form, or  has given an opinion as to the 
ter. Kiow that both reputation and opinion type 

evidence are admissible. the form of the question i i  Immaterial. A& 
ditionaily, many witnesses will testify as to hath or intermingle th? 
two method5 of proving character 

To aid the Judge and the counsel, there are various procedural 
aafeguarda that might be employed.Re The defense ~ o u n s e l  mag ask 
at an Article 3Q(a) 4ewon for a motion tn l i m , ~ ?  to suppress the 
material that the prosecution may use an cross examination to dis 
credit a wltne5s' testimony Upon an offer of proof or evidence. the 
judge may then make a tentative ruling on the subject matter It 
would he tentative because what 1s presented at  the  Article 38(a) 
w s w n  may vary substantially from that ultimately presented at 
trial During the trial thejudge may ask for a %de bar or Article YQ(a) 
Fession when the prosecution aeeks to make  an Inquiry like in 
Michdson about prior misconduct by the  accused. The judge would 
learn of the basis for the question: arrest. conviction, or rumor and 
the nature of the support for any. It would be unethical for the 
prosecutor t o  attempt to make  an inquiry unless there was a reason 
able basis for the question."' Finally. the Judge may give limiting in- 
struction\ to the court members 
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Powerful cross examination may he unrelated to conwctions, ar 
rests. or acts of misconduct If the accused is charged with indecent 
acts with a child under 16 )ears of age, the witness may be asked If 
his opinion would he the same if the accused was guilty Another 
technique would he to question the witnesses as to whether they had 
children. If they did. a further question would he whether thPy 
would truFt their children with the accused. A pause in the a n ~ w e r  
or an appearance of embarrassment by their answer may carry the 
day 10 contradict the witness. 

Other approaches may also be taken How long has the witnesi 
known the accused" Was he a good worker? Was he consc~nt ious7  
Wouid he act ~n haste? Would it surprise you that he planned the 
crime while working for you? What is the evidence that you know? 
If I told you some of the facts. do you think those type acts are com- 
mitted by a mqority of people' 

Cross-examination is not the only method of rebuttal opened to the  
prosecution. The prosecution may a h  call its own character wit- 
nesses to testify concerning the reputation of the accused or their 
opinion of the accused.71 Generally. this information must belimited 
to the same character trait concerning which the defense witnesses 
testified.r2 The prosecution may also seek to rebut character wit- 
nesses hy bringing out inconsistent acts. inconsistent statements, 
and evidence otherwise excluded because of a constitutional viola- 
tlo" 

The inadmi~sibility of specific acts as character evidence does not 
apply when the evidence I S  elicited on cross-examination of govern- 
ment rebuttal witnesses.13 The purpose of such cross-examination is 
to show a lack of foundation for the witness' testimony or lack of 
proper standard of what IS had character. If this purpoe fails, "the 
failure must he deemed to have fallen fairly within the a r e a  of trial 
risks assumed by the accused "71 

IV. CHARACTER OF VICTIM 
Rule 404(a)(2) is an exception to  the rule that character evidence 

may not be introduced to show circumstantrally that the  person 
acted ~n a specific way. The rule provides in part "[elvidence of a 
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pectinmt trait of character of the victim of rhe crime offered by the  
accused. o r b \  the prosecution to rebut the same" IS "admissible for 
thr purpose of proving that the person acted in conformity there 
with rm a particular O C C ~ Y ~ O ~ . ' '  Under the prior Manual prorision, 
the defms? could introduce evidence as to not only the  character a! 
the alleged victim of a violent but also the character of the 
alleged victim of a sex offense is Presently. nwther the former 
Manual provision nor Rule 404(a)(2) appliei to victims of FBX  of^ 
fmaes Rule 412. as amplified by the federal  rules, applies to the vic- 

offenses and 15 covered in an a r t r l e  on credibility of 

Militan Rule 404(a)(Z) 1s a modification of Federal Rule 104(a)(2) 
First, the military rule does not limit to homicide cases the ability of 
the proaecurion to present evidence that the victim was peaceful:' 
The prosecution may introduce such evidence in "a homicide or 
&>vault cahe."." Serond the tPrm "first aggressor" was modified 111 

th? militark rule to read "an aggressor" since "m~iitary law recog- 
nizes that even an individual who is properly exercising the right to  
+?lf-defense may overstep and become an 

e defenw may introduce evidence of the vwtim'? pugnacious- 
Such ebidence, if known b) the accused, would establish the 

led '?  apprehension and the reasonableness of his defensir e 
meaures  The defenre may introduce such evidence even I f  the ac 
cured war unaware of the victim's reputation This evidence ' 
I h n w  much lighr on the probabilities of the deceased's actio 
nedn Wigmore warned that this evidence ahouid be rewired 
great caution because 'che deceased s bad character i s  likely to he 
p u t  forward to serve improperly as a mere excube for the  killing 
under the pretext of evidencing his aggression. and it LS often feaw 
hle to ohtain untrustworthy character-testimony for  tha t  

The prrwcution ma? rebut defense evidence of the pugnacmu5 
character of the victim The prosewtion is not limited tn rebuttal.'? 

purpo5e " " 1  
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howeter.  because when the defense relies on self-defense "in a 
homicide or assault case" the prosecution may introduce emdence of 
the victim's peacefulness 

V. METHODS OF PROVING CHARACTER 
The methods of proving the character of a victim or accused are set 

forth in Rule 405 There are three possible methods. reputation 
evidence. opinion evidence, and evidence of specific acts As to the 
latter, the accused may not Introduce, before findings, evidence that 
he has performed specific good Although such evidence is 
iogicaily relevant, it tends to distract the court members and result 
m a n  undue consumption of tme .B5  Neither may the prosecution in- 
troduce such evidence of bad acts as circumstantial evidence of 
guilt, unless admitted under the theory of uncharged misconduct or 
to negate a sweeping statement by the accused of non-involvement 
in criminal conduct The prosecution may cross-examine defense 
character witneqses about specific acts solely for impea~hmen t .~ '  

A witness may testify ai to the accused'sn8 reputation as to a 
specific character trait If the witness resided or worked in the same 
military or civilian community as the accused and has been m the 
community long enough to be familiar with the accused's reputa- 
tion ''[I][ is not enough that such testimony be based upon what 
some or a few other have said regarding the reputation of the ac- 
cused: the witness must be able to state what the community gen- 
erally It IS not necessary that the witness personally 
knew the accused since the witness will be testifying about what he 
has heard about the accused. Nor may the witness testify about per- 
sonal acquaintance or knowledge of the accused which leads the 
witness to draw a certain conclusion 
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The wrtnes.; ii. howe\er. allowed to siimmarlze what hv 
ha i  heard m the community although much of It mdy 
have heen said by person5 le31 qualified to ~ u d g e  lhan 
himself. The evidence uhich thr lau permit5 15 nut ' 
the personality of the defendant hut only a i  111 the ihd 
his daiiy life has cast in hii neighhorhood "' 

Thii testimony IS not time-consuming since Lt i i  a ComPact I 
the fact-fmder tu consider. LI is the picture of the Per5on O W  

monrhs. and yeara "The resultant p i c t ~ r e  of forgotten In 
passing e ,  entb, habitual and daily conduct 

The community in which a perion lii es or works 15 not marked h? 
political boundaries. A t  common law. a communlt? had more inean 
ing N o w  %ith great cities and large metropolitan area5 the meanlni! 
is different 

The rule 1s broadly Ftated that evidence of the good or bad 
character o i  a part). must relate and be confined to hii 
general reputation ~n the community or neighborhood in 
which he resides or  has reaided. However, the term ''(0 
munity" or  "neighborhood" is not ruspectlble of ex 
geographical definition. but means. in a general a a  
where the person 16 weil known and ha5 estahlished a 
reputation. 60 that th? inqurry LS not necessarily cnnfined 
to Lhe domicile or residence of the pany whobe reputatlot1 
1s in question, but may extend to  any communlty or  socie- 
ty m which he has a -ell-known or establishPd 

'"I 

rep"tatl"n 9/ 

The reputation may be In either the military or civilian c o m m u m p J  
or where the person works or resides. Usually, the person IS assigned 
to a unit made up of Ser-era1 individuals with a commander. Generai- 
ly, there is a close relationship between the commander and the 
service member. However. the S B ~ Y I C B  member may be assigned to a 
headquarterr unit for ' bookkeeping purposes." Usually the com- 
mander of a headquarten unit does not know ail the members of the 
unit even if the commander has been in the unit for some time Ab- 
sent the exception. the "opinion of a serviceman's commanding of- 
ficer occupies a Unique and favored position in military judicial pro- 

"Mnchelion \ United Stater 333 U S 169. 477 (1818) 
* Id 

Iur 2d Ei' idmrr,  3 347 (18671 r i w d  8 i i  United bfarei \ Tomchek 4 hl I 

ed S l a m  x' Johnson. 1 C \I h 709 I4 C hl R I 2 7  (10641 Mil  R E ~ i d  
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ceedmgs ' ' u  The commandpr will normally see the service member 
frequently and receive reports from the chain of command 

The character witness must have been in the community long 
enough to have become familiar with the accused's reputation in the 
community. In L h i f ~ d  Sfafes 1. C r o ~ e l I , ~ ~  such knowledge was es- 
tablished when the witness had been the commander for over qmen 
months. saw the accused weekly, and said he knew the accused's 
general reputation €or veracity 

To lay a proper € 0 ~ " ~  
dation for opinion evidence the proponent must show that the 
character w i ~ n e ~ s  knows [he accused penonally and IS acquainted 
with the accwed well enough to have had an opporcunicy t o  form an 
opinion as to the trait in issue 

Opinion evidence may a h  be introduced 

VI. CHARACTER EVIDENCE AFTER 
FINDINGS-GENERALLY 

The prior sections were concerned with character evidence prr- 
sented during the case-in-chief. However, the case IS not over for 
either COUDSBI just because findings have been announced Just as 
important 1s character evidence after findings Military Rule of E w  
dence l lOl(c)  provides: "The application of these rules mag be 
relaxed in sentencing proceedings as provided under R C.M lOOi 
and otherwise as provided in this Manual." For ease of discussion. 
the remaining sections are divided into the eiidence initially intra- 
duced by the pmsecutmn, defense evidence, and prosecution re- 
buttal. The last category demonstrates how the defense may control 
what is presented to the sentencing authority 

( W ~ ~ ~ P I I  U B ~  qualrfied to exprev nplnlrin uhen  he had knnwn the a<cu\ed for fwr 
month, on hoth a fnrmal and informal h a w  during which Lime they had many dir- , u\\mn>) Lniled ?taler v Vandellnder. 211 M .I 41. 46 fC M A 19861 The < o u r *  hrld 
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The objectives of the military criminal juatice sistem will not be 
met unless appropriate sentences are adjudged for offenders. In thp 
militar), the accused has the choke of sentencingauthonty, rnhtary 
p d g e  or court members This causes disparate sentencmg and limits 
the information that IS given to th? sentencing authority Before the 
judge in the federal system announces a sentence. the judge IS pre- 
sented x i th  a presentence report O r  Such a report would he helpfui 
I" th? military To achieve the objectives of sentencing and. hence, 
the military rrimmal justice bystem. It would be preferable if the 
judge w a i  the \ole sentencing authority,'b unless there LS a spec~ai 
court-martial without a milltar) judge "The premise has been that 
the sentencing authority should receive full information concerning 
the accused's life and characteristics in order to arrne a t  a sentenre 
which w l i  be appropriate in light a i  the purpose for tihich a 
5entencr 15 Imposed. I t  has also been said' "[4]  ~ P I ~ P W  of the total 
criminal background of a defendant has always been approved ' ' l ' m  

The information furnished the sentencing authuriry should include 
at leabt the follaiving (1) complete description of the situation  sur^ 

rounding the criminal activity. (2) offender's educational back- 
ground: (3) offender's emplos-ment background. (4) offender's social 

( 5 )  residence history of the offender. (6) offender's medical 
( i )  information about environment to which the offender 

will return, (8) information about any resources available IO assist 
the offender. and, (9) full description of the offender's criminal 
record.1n1 As will be developed all of this IS not present under the 
military sentencing procedure. 

To ensure that sentences are not disparate the defense may at- 
tempt to introduce evidence as to other sentences in s~milar cases or  
cmes of co-accused who a ere tried separateiy The prosecution may 
want to introduce such evidence when the sentence in the first case 
%as what the prosecution considered appropriate On appeal, the 
courts of military review have the authonty to correlate sentences in 
wnilar CBF~S."'~ But, should this be permitted a t  the trial level? The 
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Court of Military Appeals has not directly decided the issue. I United 
States v. M a m l u ~ , ' ~ ~  the court heid that an instruction that the 
court members could consider sentences in other cases for similar of- 
fenses was found to have been error. First, the appellate courts 
would not know what other cmes upon which the court membem 
relied. Second, the sentences should be based on the seriousness of 
the offense, the character of the accused, and the objectives of sen- 
tencing. Finally, such an  instruction would require the court to 
become involved in collateral issues. Rule 403 would prevent the in- 
troduction of evidence from other trials whether introduced by the 
prosecution or defense to  avoid confusion of issues, undue delay, 
and waste of time regardiess of the sentencing authority.Ln4This may 
seem unfair, yet the military has the luxury that the sentences are 
reviewed on appeal 

VII. PROSECUTION EVIDENCE AFTER 
FINDINGS 

What can the prosecution introduce to meet the objectives of 
sentencing? After findings, the prosecution may introduce prior con- 
victions, personnel records, or matten m aggravation. These areas 
will be divided into the practice under the 1969 and 1984 Manuals. 
The 1984 Manual is not a complete break with the past, and it can be 
better understood in light of past practices. 

A .  1969 MANUAL 
Prior convictions 

The prosecution may introduce evidence of a valid, final pnor 
court-martial conviction by the accused "for offenses committed six 
yean next preceding the commission of any offense which the ac- 
cused has been found guilty."'o5 The a x y e a r  period is toiled during 
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periods of unauthorized absences l o b  A certificate of rehabilitation 
does not affect  admissibility of prior convictions during sentenc- 

The prior conviction may he introduced aa simply a matter in ag- 

I"R ,,>: 

yra>atmn or to trigger the escaiator clause.Ln8 

The conviction must he valid. A summary court-martial 
on can not trigger the escalator clause unless the prosecution 

establishes that the accused has represented by coun3el or waived 
the right to cnunaeill'g When the escalator clause IS not 1x1 IFSUB. the 
p o ~ i o n  of the C O U I ~ S  is unclear In Unitrd States c'. Cofwld."" the 
Court of Military Appeals held that a prior summary court-martial 

for larceny could not be used for impeachment because of 
racy of the fact-finding process " In ( i i t t p d  States 1 
the Army Court of hliiitary Review indicated that it was 

not b u ~ e  of the position that the Court of Military Appeals will take 
as to the admission of summary court-martial convictions in sen- 
tencing procedures Thus the court held that It was error to receix e 
record5 of prior summary court-martial convictions without e s t ah~  
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iishing that the accused mas aware of the right to counsel and af- 
forded the opportunity to  consuit with counsei."z Because defense 
counsei did not object. the error was waived. Waiver because of the 
failure to object has been found in other cases.L13 

Normally, the prior conviction is not subject to collateral attack. 
Where, however. the evidence of the prior conviction. e.$, promui- 
gating order, Sets forth a verbatim specification that did not state an 
offense, that portion of the prior conviction may not be consid- 
ered.'I4 

F6'inal. The conviction must be final. The Manual did not expressly 
provide for finality, but rather the accused had been tried for an of- 
fense within the meaning of Article 44(b) 'lS Article 44(b) provides. 
"No proceeding . . . is a trial in the sense of this article until the 
finding of guilty has become final after review. . . . 1 ' ' 1 6  The rule as 
t o  finality might be contrasted with the rule as to  impeachment by a 
prior convictmn,"7 for which an appeal under Article 69 does not af- 
fect the finaiity of the conviction."8 Even though the conviction is 
not noted as final, an inference of finality may be drawn after a suf- 

."Id The court also relied on the fact that the defense ~ o u n x e l  W a n e d  the error by 
notobjectmg SeeaLroL'niIedSrafesv McCormiek, L3M J 8OO(N M C M R 1982)ier- 
ror preserved for appeal when defense counsel objected), see oLFn United States v 
Hancock. 12 M J 685 1A C M R. 1981) (the failure to object to the admission of a 
ipecial court-martial conuct ion during xenfencmg waived the lack of finahti 

. 1860. para 7 W 2 1  Thrlpronslon clariiied the 1851 Manual MC\fAnal?im 
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fmen t  lapse of time since the date of the The passage of time 
inference does not apply when finality 1s required by regulation to 
be noted an the official record, e g , DA Form 2-2.120 In such cases, if 
finality is not noted, the evidence will be inadmissible 

In L'ntted States L.. Hglin,lz' the Court of Military Appeals held the 
failure to object to a notation of finality required by regulation did 
not constitute a naiver absent an inference that defense attempted 
to obtain a tactical advantage at trial. The court said that the trial 
Judge has the primary responsibility for the admiwon of such e\i- 
dence.122 

Prior. A prior conviction relating to offenses committed during 
the period of time preceding any offense of which the accused 
stands convicted 1s admissible. In L'nited States t' B o i c ~ . ~ ? ~  a prior 
conviction was introduced at a trial in which the accused wa? con- 
victed of two specifications of wrongful appropriation between 1 
January 1963 and 16 April 1863. The evidence of the prior conr i c~  
tion reflected that the accused was convicted in Februav  1963 for 
an offense committed on or about 29 January 1963. The court held 
that the prior conviction was not admissible and reassessed the sen- 
tence. 

The pnor conviction must be prior to one of the offenses of which 
the accused was conricted at the trial in which the conviction 1s in- 
troduced. In United States &. Burke,1z4 the accused was conricted of 
two bad check offenses occurring on 3 and 4 January 1968 and an 
unauthonzed absence commencing on 27 January 1968. The 
previous conviction occurred on 26 January 1968 for offenses c o m ~  
mitted on 2 and 12  January 1968. The court held that the trialjudge 
erred m not admitting the prior conviction since the 2 and 12 
January offenses occurred prior to the unauthorized absence. 
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Court-Mllrlial Conviclto~~-Vacatiom of Suspended Senlmes. 
Paragraph iEh(3) of the 1969 >l.lanual provides "A vacation of a 
suspended sentence is not itself a previous conmctmn and is not ad- 
missible as such hut may he admissible under paragraph 
iE(h)(Z) . . ''Lzs 

B. 1984 MANUAL 
The 1984 Manual provides: "The tnal counsel may introduce evi 

dence of military or civilian convictions of the accused. For purposes 
of this rule, there 1s a 'conviction' in a court-martial case when a 
sentence has been adjudged."'2e This rule has simplified the require- 
ments that existed under the prim Manual provisions. There IS no re- 
quirement for the conviction to the other than for summary 
courts-martial and special courts-martial without a military judge 
The lack of finality goes only to weight. Additionally, a prior convic- 
tion by summary court-martial IS admissible, provided that the 
review of the court-martial has been This provision 
does not eliminate the constitutional requirement that the convic- 
tion be > d i d  but merely elmmates the requirement for the showing 
of counsel. If there LS an appeal. such evidence IS admxmbie.lz8 
There IS no longer a question as to the dates of the offenses to which 
the accused stands convicted Finally. "[a] vacation of a suspended 
Sentence (see R.C M. 11091 1s not a conviction and IS not admissible as 
such, hut may be admissible under subsection (b)(2) of this rule as 
reflective of the character of the wior service of the arcused."13" 

'asYChl. 1868, para 75b13l(al (C6, I April 1882) This p r m n m n  was placed nn the 
1868 hlanual a5 the resull of Emfed Sfatel I Kiger, 13 C P A  522. 33 C M R 31 
(18631 MCM AnalyJls 13 6 l'hhlr mrghf be compared ulth the 3 acafion of Anicle 15, 
h i r e d  S ~ a l e s  %,. McLemare LO M J 23 C M A 1881) Appl>mg the pre.umpfmr ~n 
M c h n r r .  thin Manual provision eould be modified without vinlatrng due  pmcerq 

I a m R  C 51 1001(bX3)11) 
"'R C M IOOl(bX3KBl provides 

(6) Pendency n i  appro1 The pendenc? of m a ~ p e a l  therefrom doer 
nor render e\idence of a convrtion rnadml.iible except that a C O ~ J I L -  
tmn b) w m m a r y  ~~ur l -mar l ia l  or special c ~ u r t ~ m a i l l a l  without B 
mdllar) judge may not be used far purposes of this rule until reilen ha5 
been Completed pursuant to Article 66(c)  01 A r f s l e  66 rf applicable 
Eildence of the pendency of an ameal 1s admirible 

not be offered ab5enl of showing a i a i i e r  
*11d 

""R C M lilOl(hl(3XA) dircuisinn 
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Pemannel Records 

It is not enough to show the existence or nonexistence of prior 
court-martial convictions. To correct the scarcity af material be.'ore 
the miliraly sentencing authority. the revision to the 1960 ManLial 
added paragraph 76d.131 

Optionnl matter presented when. court-martial con- 
stituted Kith military judge.  Under regulations of the 
Secretary concerned the trial counsd may, prior to sen- 
tencing. obtain and present to the  milltaryjudge any per- 
sonnel records of the accused or copies or summaries 
thereof Summaries of such records will be prepared and 
authenticated by the custodian thereof as protided in ap- 
pendix 8g Personnel records of the accused include ail 
those records made or maintained in accordance with 
departmental regulations which reflect the past conduct 
and performance of the accused. If the accused objects to 
the data as being inaccurate or incomplete in a specified 
material particular, or as containing certain specified ob- 
jectionable matter, the military Judge shall determine the 
matter Objections not asserted will be regarded as 
waived The accused may subma in rebuttal an> matter 
which reflects on his past conduct and performance. In 
cases where members determine sentence. the mditary 
judge may admit for their consideration any information 
from these records which reflects the past conduct and 
performance of the accused.ls2 

The Court of Mhtarg Appeals, m Uzited States I .  relied 
an this provision and paragraph 2 ~ 2 0 b  of Army Regulation 27~10, in 
applying the  rule of completeness to the 201 file of Army soldier5 
upon objection by counsel. 

[ W J e  believe that a servicemember generally thinks of hi\ 
201 file as a single entity. which refiects his military 
record during his current enlistment This being so .  when 
personnel records are offered in evidence by the trial 
counsei pursuant to paragraph 7 6 4 ,  the rule of complete- 
ness should apply t o  ail the documents contained in an ac- 
cused's Military Penonnel Records Jacket 
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Of course, if the shoe IS on the other foot and defense 
counsel offers in evidence documents from an accused's 
Military Personnel Records Jacket for purposes of exten- 
uation and mitigation, then the trial counsel may object I f  
the defense has omitted portmns thereof without which 
only an incomplete picture of the accused's conduct and 
behavior is provided.lS4 

Judge Cook, concurring in the result in Morgan, indicated that the 
"production of the MPRJ in toto, if a t  ail, is absurd."13' He indicated 
that the contents of the 201 File may very well be irrelevant and im- 
material t o  the case being tried and, possibly, prejudicial t o  the ac- 
c ~ s e d . ' ~ ~  

In analyzing Morgan one must beg" with the specific document. 
The 201 file of a private is entirely different from the 201 file of an 
individual who has been in the service more than 10 years. The 
documents of those who have been in the service a long period of 
time are substantial. Contrary to the majority of the court, service 
members do not think of the 201 file as a "single entity.'' Soldiers 
view fitness reports as separate documents. From a practical point of 
view, to require counsel for either side to introduce the entire dacu- 
ment poses an economic burden on the government and results in an 
undue consumption of time both at trial and especially in preparing 
five or sir copies of those documents. Rule 106 does not have to be 
read as broadly as the Court of Military Appeals did in Morgan. The 
Rule provides; "When a wnting or recorded statement or part 
thereof is introduced by a party, an adverse party may require that 
party . . to introduce any other part or any other wnting or re- 
corded statement which ought infairness to  be considered contem- 
poraneously with i t . ' '  The emphasis here has to be on fairness. Is one 
side trying to subvert the truth by introducing only part of a docu- 
ment, e g., a fitness report? It is true that, by introducing a fitness 
r e p ~ r t , ' ~ '  it is not fair to the accused unless his security clearance 
forms are also introduced? One also has to ask himself whether there 
is a way to prevent unfairness. The answer is clearly yes. Both sides 
are allowed to introduce the part of the 201 file that they think is ap- 
propriate. Neither side would want to introduce the entire 201 file. 
Each side will look as an advocate at the documents. The fact that an 

"aid at 133-34 
' 8 i l d  sf 137 Cf United Slates v Abner, I T  M J 747 I A  C M R 18841 [,Vomn,i d m r  

not apply to cases rned alter 28 Jul) 188L). 
l"'Unlred Stales v Morgan. 16 M J. at 137 
's'F>tness reports not admissible under LBeB Manual via AR 27-111 
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Article 15 01 prior conviction IS sought to be admitted by the prase- 
(~ i t l on  should not require the admissibility of all fitness reports 
under Rule 106. In a great many cases. the defense would not want 
to  submit dl fitness reports. Many of the fitness reports will not tell 
the court mrmbers anything. 

Regardless of the statui  of Morgn,~,  the following attack ma) be 
made on permnnel records: first, that the record sought to be mtrw 
duced was not properly flied: second, that the record does not fall 
within the regulation: third. that the record violates the accused's 
constitutional rights, e.g, due process, right of counseI, right of con- 
frontation, or fourth. that the regulation is impermissibly broad or 
vague 

In 1981, paragraph 75b was changed as follows' 

(2) Personal data and character of p i i o i  sercice of the 
accused. Under regulations of the Secretary concerned. 
the trial counsel may obtain and introduce from the per- 
sonnel records of the accused evidence of the marital 
s t a t u  of the accused and the number of dependents, I f  
any, of the accused, and evidence of the character of prior 
senice of the accused Such evidence includes copies of 
reports reflecting the past military efficiency, conduct, 
performance, and history of the accused and evidence of 
any disciplinary actions to include punishments under Ar- 
ticle 16 See paragraph 766(3) for evidence of prior con- 
victions of the accused. Personnel records of the accused 
include ail those records made or maintamed in accord- 
ance with departmental regulations that reflect the past 
military efficiency, conduct, performance, and history of 
the accused. If the  accused objects to the information as 
being inaccurate or incomplete in a specific respect, or as 
containing matter that i s  not admissible under the Military 
Rules of Evidence as applied to the issue of sentencing, 
the matter shall be determined by the military judge or 
president of a special court-martial without a military 
judge. Objections not asserted are waived.ls8 

In Morgnn. the court noted this as a "substantial r e ~ ~ s i o n . ' ' ~ ~ ~  The 
court stated that the President could change the  Manual provision 
upon which Morgan was based This 1981 change to the Manual 

'3.htC\I 18fi9 para i5kCBI IC5 I Apr 1982) 
"'United 3talei ,, Morgan. 15 \I J mf 131 n 4 
""Id at 174 35 
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was alto noted in UnitedSfates u. Abner.'" Abner made an unsworn 
statement m which he made no comments concerning his duty per- 
formance He did introduce several documents from the 201 file, in- 
cluding a certificate of achievement and ie t ten of commendation. 
Additionally, he introduced certificates far completing various train- 
ing courses. In rebuttal, the  prosecution called two witnesses to 
testify as to his poor duty performance. 

On appeal, the accused argued that this testimony exceeded the 
scope of the appellant's unsworn statement. The government con- 
ceded error on the basis of .Wo~gan. The Army Court of Military 
Review disagreed, based on the 1981 change to the Manual. Judge 
Coker stated: "Paragraph 756(2), Manual, now establishes that the 
MPRJ is not a unitary record as determined by the court in Morgan 
under the prior provisions of the M a n ~ a l . ' ' ~ 4 ~  

Contrary to Judge Coker is the opinion of Senior Judge Kastl of the 
Air Force Court of Military Review, who indicated that "it would ap- 
near that the most recent amendments to the Manual chanee neither 
the basic pattern established by the 1969 version nor the underpin- 
nings of United States u. 

The Morgan rule causes a stalemate. As a result, records which 
should be given to the sentencing authority are not. As noted in 
Untled States 21. Smith "We are seeing frequent instances where it 
IS reasonable to infer that an accused did not submit efficiency or 
performance reports to the trial court for fear of 'opening the door' 
to damaging rebuttal, much of it being other acts of misconduct. Our 
concern goes to the trial court parsing sentence without the benefit 
of important information. Therefore, we implore military judges to 
apply the discretion vested in their position during sentencing pro- 
ceedings. 

The 1984 Manual sought to moot this ISSUB. It provides: 

Personal data and character ofprior ser~iee of the ac- 
cused. Cnder regulations of the Secretary concerned, trial 
counsel may obtain and introduce from the personnel 
records of the accused evidence of the accused's marital 
status; number of dependents, if any; and character of 
prior service. Such evidence includes copies of reports 

"'I7 M J 747 (A C Y R 1884) 
"old at 748 
"mUUnsed States v Rabbms, 16 M J. 736 738 ( 4  F C M R 18831 
"'16 M J 684. 706 (A F C M R 1883) 
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reflecting the past military efficiency. conduct. per- 
formance, and history of the accused and evidence of any 
disciphnary actions including punishments under Article 
15. "Personnel records of the accused" includes all those 
records made or maintained in accordance with depart- 
mental regulations that reflect the past milnary efflcien- 
cy,  conduct, performance, and history of the accused If 
the accused objects to a particular document as inaccurate 
or incomplete in a specified respect. or as containing mat- 
ter that LS not admissible under the Military Rules of Evi- 
dence. the matter shall be determined by the military 
Judge. Objections nor asserted are waived.14i 

The first three sentences are unchanged from the 1981 Manual 
re " I s IO " 

The fourth Sentence of subsection (2) LS modified by  sub^ 
stltutlng 'a particular document' for 'the information.' 
This is intended to avoid the result reached in Lhited 
States v .Woorgan. . . . For reasons discussed above, sen- 
tencing proceedings in courts-martial are adversarial 
Within the limits prescribed in the Manual. each side 
should have the opportunity to present, or not present. 
evidence. Morgan encourages gamesmanship. and may 
result m less information being presented in some cases 
because of the lack of opportunity to rebut ' l e  

'"R C \I 1001(bXZ) 
'6'6C\I 1984 at ,421 61 to 62 
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All three manuals mention service ''regulations.'' The 4rmy."' 

"'4R 27 IO. pars 5 2 5  (15 \larch 19851. prmlde. 

recordr that reflect I 

personnel rpmrds rhaf ma) he iireiented Include- 

and performance of the arcared 

(91 A b a r d  order? and other cilafloni and ,ommendation\ 

(41 Ekcept for 5ummanzed records or procedlngr under 4rt 
[DA Farm 1627.11 record3 o f  pwwhment under Article 15  f rom a 
in r h i c h  rhe record 17 pcuperl? maintained h i  regulallnn 

Perwnnel Screening and E 
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Uarg and Air Force"* have implementing regulations Thesf 
regulations. subject to the attacks mentioned. will determine what 
constitute? "personnel records 
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h lh fmen t  records. When an individual enlists in the service, a 
number of documents are completed and filed in the accused's "per- 
sonnel records." The 1984 Manual provision provides for the mtro- 
duction of "personnel records of the accused. . . . Such evidence in- 
cludes copies of reports reflecting the past military effiaency, con- 
duct, performance, and history of the accused.. . " 1 5 0  The f in t  
question is whether, when an individual enlists in the service, these 
enlistment papers are "pemnnel  records." The second question is 
whether these are admissible under the service regulations The 
Army regulation sets forth "examples of personnel records."'s1 
None of these examples include enlistment records The new Navy 
JAGMAN provision authorizes matters set forth in Rule 
1001(b)(Z).153 Arguably this could be interpreted as not permitting 
enlistment records, especially when read with the prior provision. 

The importance of achieving a proper sentence for the accused and 
Society would seem to indicate that properly authenticated enlist- 
ment records should be admissible unless not properly filed. Those 
records would include much of the information that should be fur- 
nished the sentencing authority. Even so, the  courts are split on the 
admissibility of Some portions of these records.lS4 

Civilian eonz.ictions. Properly filed, valid civilian convictions are 
admissible.lh5 The correctness of the filing depends on service regu- 
lations. It makes no difference if the offense resulting In the civilian 
conviction occurred prior or subsequent to any offense charged.is6 
As to the right to counsel, there is a presumption that the accused 
waived counsel or was represented by counsel if the right was ap- 
phcabie.'s' Whether the action is a conviction is determined under 
the law of the forumLS8 

',"R C M lOOl(hX21 
"1AR 27 I O ,  para 5-25 ( I S  klarch 1886) 
112,d 

' a a D ~ p  I of Ba\y. JAGBOTE 5800, JAG.204. para 0133 (17 Jul) 1984) 
"'Compare United States Y Maitm, 5 Y J 888 (R C M R 1878) ( w a l ~ e r  ofjulemle 

record not admliriblel iirih Cniled Stater Y Honeycull, 6 M J 751 (N C M R 19781 
(record ofjuvenile aQudwauon not admitted hut Judge properly admitted a rfalement 
by the accused as to Lhe experimental use af maruuana). 

W S r p  United Stares v Cook, 10 M J 138 IC M A I98lj 
IsbUnited States Y Krewmon. 8 Y.J 663 (A C Y R 1879) 
'Wnited States v Weaver. 1 M J 111. 115 (C M A  1876) 
'"Unxed States v Cook, 10 M J 138 (C Y A 1981) 
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A m d e  15s  It  1s now clear that a properly-imposed,l+o completed, 
and filed180 Article 16 is admissible dunng the sentencing stage of 
the trial. even if there is no indication that the accused consulted 
with a lawyer or waived the right to such contact IB1  The Court of 
\liiltav Appeals nared in L k i t r d  States I.. Mack1fiz and United States 

. V q r o n ~ ‘ ~ ~  that an incomplete or illegible record of punishment is 
madmiisihle, except where the omissLon has h e m  accounted for 
elsewhere in the form or by independent evidence.1i4 or LS not essen- 
tial to the validity of the Article 16 proceedings I d s  Eren If the form 
1s wfficient o n  Its face hut the accused establishes by independent 
credible evidence that there was an essential omission or Irregularity 
in the procedure for imposing punishment. the record of punishment 
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will not be admissible.In8 When Some of the essential information is 
missing. such as the substance of the appeal, the militawjudge may 
not make an inquiv of the accused as to the missing items or am- 
biguities on the documents themselves.le' 

The Court of MillLary Appeals held that the failure to object to a 
fatal or essential defect on Article 16 which was obvious wrnuyes the 
objectionLn8 except when there 1s "plain error" which materially 
prejudices the substantial rights of the accused.188 

Vacations of punishment under Article 15 are admissible in evi- 
dence."O The "normal inference" that the sentenang authority may 
make is that the vacation was the result of misconduct by the ac- 
cused.17l Unless contrary evidence IS offered, there is a presumption 
that the vacation w a  preceded by "an opportunity to appear" and 
' 'to rebut any derogatory or adverse mformation" when the punish- 
ment falls wdhin Article 1E(eX1)<7),172 Even if the punishment does 
not fall within that portion of Article 16, there is a lawful presump- 
tion that the vacation was accomplished while affording the accused 
the two minimum due process requirements mentioned a b 0 ~ e . l ' ~  
The burden is on the defense counsel to make a specific objection 
that "the vacation of suspension was not preceded by the notice and 
opportunity LO reply demanded."'7* At such ' vacation proceeding.'' 
the accused does not have the nght to c ~ u n s e l . " ~  
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In addition to rejecting right to counsel at Article l E  proceedlngr or 
vacation proceedings under Article 15, the courts have rejected 
arguments that imposition of an Article 15 on board ship violate, due 

Wrilten Reprzmnnds. Written reprimands or admonition% that are 

process 1'6 

properly filed in accordance with the service regulationr are 
sible in evidence as personnel records In L'rrited States c. C 
the Court of Military Appeals held that a record of a procedur 
holding adjudication after a plea of guilty was a record of a "cikil 
court conviction" within the meaning of the Air Force regulation 

In Lnited Stales i,. B ~ l m ~ ' ~  the court held that an administrative 
reprimand for an arrest less than a week before the appellant'% 
court~martial for larceny could not be admitted According to the 
tnal counsel, the reprimand was placed in the appellant's file ' 'to a g ~  
gravate the case." "We conclude the defense has shown that this 
reprimand was issued by the commanding officer and placed In his 
UIF for the purpose of influencing the appellant's present court 
martial.""8 In any event, the court indicated that such a reprimand 
did not seem to be a "judicious or effective use of this mnagement 
tool."lBY In Chrted Stntps u Hagy,"l the court held that a letter of 
reprimand initiated three dags prior to the trial was inadmissible in 
evidence during the sentencing stage In L'nited States c 
the court indicated that personnel records cannot be used as a hack 
door means of introducing otherwise inadmissible, unfavorable 
mformanon about the accused 

the court rejected the defense claim 
that a letter of reprimand was not admissible since the accused did 
not commit the act alleged The court stated: 

We agree with the ruling of the military judge that such 
argument constitutes an impermissible collateral attack on 
the LOR. The defense may not litigate at tnal the under- 

In United States 
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lying derelicsion for which the reprimand was issued, for 
It is a collateral issue . An accused mag mitigate or ex- 
plain a LOR or similar document during sentencing . . ; 
however. contesting the merits of whether the LOR was 
properly issued is not a matter in exsenuation or mitiga- 
tion and IS not allowable la4 

Aggravation In addition to Introducing evidence from the charge 
sheet. personal data, including drtlcle 15s. and prior convictions, 
the prosecution may have other evidence in aggravation. Rule 
100l(a)(4) provides 

Evidmm i n  agqraration The trial counsel may present 
evidence as to any aggravating circumstances directly 
relating to or resulting from the offenses of 5 hich the ac- 
cused has been found guilty. 

This language is taken from Liuted States e. Vickew. ld6  The discus- 
 ion paraphrasing Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 32 provides 
some exampie,. hut the  rule 1s not all mcluare' 

Evidence in aggravation may include eiidence of finan- 
rial. social, psychological. and medical impact on or cost to 
any person or  entity who was the w m m  of an offense 
committed by the accused and evidence of significant 
adverse impact on the mission. discipline, or efficiency of 
the command directly and immediately resulting from the 
arcused's offense.18' 

The Manual does not explicitly state that evidence m aggravation 
may be presented whether or not there has been a plea of guilty, hut 
this may be implied in light of the prior Manual provisions lei There 
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L* no requirement far the evidence to he admissible on rhe merits 
The failure to object to improper evidence in aggravation LS a 
waiver x y  There are man) other factors that might h? considrreil h 
th? ientencmg authorny which would not he admiscible in the 

chief Imt thr rule5 of releaanr) iet  forth in Rules 401 and 40 
PI? 

Ayyrrii 'ntr?iy Factors Before dmusaing the 
e admitted. the method3 of proling mattera in 
e explored. Prior confictions and personnel 

require a stipulation of fact I"'' The stipulation might encompass mat- 
ter, 111 aggraiation or what thp trial rmnbel  might w e k  til bring out 
~n rrhuttal When there 15 an agreement a b  to the facts hut a t l ib-  
agrremcmr i n  admissibility. the  pan^ could enter into a rtlpll~dtl01~ 
allowing thr judge to determine admiashi l i t?  

~,,~,m I,,j i;irtrm F ~ W Z C ! ~  I" c i ~ , t ~ r !  sr 
Arm) Court of Rlllitary Re\ieiv hfld that an r 
testify as to  the pam and w f f m n g  undergone 
gra>ated ab5ault with a means likels tr) priiduce gneviiur Imdil? 
harm The learimon? was as follows' 

r 

g c a p t a n  Ca lda r l l  I 'm gomg t o  redd to  V O U  two 
5ets of facts and I want you to ascume that rhnie 
are true. IOne 15 that the \ictirn 111 this ca5c w a i  

her fare herame riiollen and diccolored \ 'ow 
hawd upon those facti do roil h a w  an opinion. 
a b  to whar thls curnhlnatlon of S)mptomS. 111 rQia 
timihip to a manual choking. signifies' 

A Taken in that 5rquence. It slgnlfles that the pa- 
tient was short of okygen. rou  could not breathe. 
And due to that shortage of oxygen. she lo5[ 
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spiuncter tone, evacuating her baweis and blad 
der, and probably. the increased pressure from 
the manual choking caused her to rupture her ear 
drums and to bleed from the ears All of those 
things are high on the scale of seriousness in a life 
and death situation. 

In L'nired States t,. the court heid in a contested case 
that it was proper for the prosecutor to call in the victim of the rape 
to testifg in pre-sentencing proceedings about "the effects on her 
lifestyle which resulted directly from the rape." 

In Liiited States T. Pear~on,'~~ the court held that Lhe victim's 
father invaded the providence of the jury when he  made an emo- 
tional statement as to the value of his son and disagreed with the 
jury verdict finding the accused guiity of negligent homicide. The ac- 
cused was given the maximum punishment. The dictum in the case 1s 
important for future cases. 

[Tlhe Government [is] permitted to introduce independent 
eridence that the victim was an outstanding person and 
Marine, and that his family and community were 
devastated by his loss 

[ f ] e  agree that courts-martial, like their civilian-judge 
counterparts. can only make intelligent decisions about 
sentences when they are aware of the full measure of loss 
suffered by all of the vmims, inclqding the family and the 
close community. This, in turn, cannot be fully assessed 
unless the court-martial knows what has been taken. 
Thus. triai judges. in their sound discretion, may permit 
counsel to introduce evidence of the character of the vic- 
tim. 

w i ~ u l d  hare heen adm 
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Emotional display5 by aggrieved family members, though 
understandable. can quickly exceed the limits of propriety 
and equate to the bloody shirt being waved On the other 
hand. substantiall) the dam? information, in factual. w i t -  
ten form such a a presentence report 01. here,  the victim's 
Servic? Record Book, provides little inflammatory risk IS4 

in C I n t m  State5 r. Hc~rnmond , '~~  the court heid that the prosecu- 
tion could introduce m aggravation testimony relating to the  general 
effect of rape trauma from a witness who neither m e n i e w e d  nor 
cnunreied the victim of the offense 

effect a n d  Amount of Drugs .  In LTnited States 1. Corl,lBB a  con^ 

tested case, a witness was permitted to testify during the sentencing 
stage as to the effects of the drugs the accused had been convicted of 
transferring and selling. The military does not have in its statute a 
permissible inference that specific amounts of drugs are for the  pur- 
pose of sale Even so inferences are based on not only statutes but 
also common law experiences One can argue from the amount of 
drugs seized or  soid that it was not solely for personal use l a '  

"Through the use of presumptions. certain inferences are com- 
mended to the attention of jurors by iegislatures or courts."LB8They 
may also be "well founded in history, common sense and ex- 
penence "'a@ 
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In LkitedStatcs ~r. VickeqZo0  the court heid the prosecution could 
introduce evidence in a pre-sentence hearing that the amount of 
heroin that the accused transferred could have been divided into 
37~42  usable quantities. 

An issue that arises frequently in drug eases concerns Statements 
by the accused to the undercover agent about other drug trans- 
actions. The courts would generally admit evidence that, at the time 
of the charged drug transaction, the accused stated he  would sell the 
same drug at another specified time.2o1 When there is no specified 
date for the future transaction, the evidence has been held to be in- 
admissible2oZ When the statement by the accused LS to sell a different 
drug a t  an unspecified time, these statements have also been held to 
be In United States U .  A c a e d ~ , ~ ~ ~  Judge Caker heid 
that two statements by the accused outlimng, in detail, the role the 
appellant played as a drug dealer over a five month period was in- 
admissible even though there was na objection. Because of plain er- 
ror, the court did not find waiver. The court reassessed the sentence 
to that which it had been earlier reduced by the convening authorl- 
ty. 

The cases above were not concerned with the reliability of the 
evidence because the statements were either part of a statement of 
the accused which was not challenged under the fifth amendment 
substantive doctrines or a Statement to an undercover agent. Ad- 
ditionally, the court did not discuss the rules of evidence since the 
hearsay rules had been satisfied. Additionally, there was no question 
concerning the nght of confrontation or cross-examination. Even if 
reliability, confrontation and satisfaction of the rules are present, 
arguably the evidence should not be admitted. The Sentence should 
be individualized to the accused and based upon the accused's 
rehabilitative potential. Statements as t o  past or future conduct may 
not satisfy either of these If we analogize this issue to the question 
of whether the accused committed perjury during the c u e  in chief, 
there may be a satisfactory result. Court members could consider 
evidence of prior sales or statements of an intent to make a future 
sale of a drug not charged on a specified date if cautionary instrue 
tmns were given to court members They must find beyond a pre- 

*WM 442168 (A C M R 0 hug 1062) 
'"'United States Y Dorr SPCM 1065 (A C M R 5 Mar 19841 
'O'Cnifed State8 Y \on Boxel. SPCIl 16606 (A C M R 9 Sepf 1883) Blrl See Unlted 

States Y Pooler. C 1% 444766 (A C M R 7 Sepf 18841. Cnited States 7, Reknoldi 
C M 444270 (A C M R 2 5  Feb 1084) 

""Bir e q Lnited State- I Harrlr C M 444086 (A C I R 27 Dec 18831 
"C M 441116 (A C M R 14 Ma> 10841 
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ponderance of the evidence that the actu ied did makr 5uth a r ta tv  
men1 or sale at  which time they could coniider the statemen1 a i  t i ,  

the impact on the rehabiiitati\e potential of the atcuved 

taken from Vir' 
whether the evidence sought to he introduced 
the circumstances surrounding the m t a n l  off 
quirement that the etidence be admissible on the merits beraure. 
generally, it has nothing to do with guilt or ~nnmence  Certami\, i t  
there was a contested case and the fndence war admitted in thr  
case-in-chtef, it would be admissible in aggravation Rule 404(h) can- 
not he the  standard Thx might he a good general mi?. hut  404fh) 11 

very difficult to apply in the \acuum ofjuct the fact of uncharged 
mwanduct  supposedly cammirted by the accused. It would he ~ m -  
possLble to show the importance of the evidence to the prmecution 
and the issue of whether the prosecution has alternate evidemr 
would not come into play. Finally. the part) introducing the ew 
dence is trying to show the character of the defendant and not that I I  
LS logically and legally relevant to the crime charged 

Most of the attacks on rhis evidence have been an the basir of 
Manual rules and not on the bas15 of the unreliability of the er ide 
that the prosecution seeks to admit. The latter 1s important heca 
the  accused has a ~ ~ n ~ t i t ~ t i o n a l  right to the admiasion of accurate ~ n -  
formation jnb 

Seeking admission of statements made by the accused either at the 
time of the crime or  at another time 1s important. These statements 
show the propensity of the accused towards future conduct, his at 
titude toward3 crime. and his chance of rehahilitation The defense 
wil l  hare  prior notice of evidence brought out  through prosecution 
witnesses and will be able to check the accuracy of their informa 
tl0" 

Under the concept of punishment fitting the offense. and indiwd- 
ualized punishment, it 1s appropriate that as much information as 
possible he given to the sentencing authority, provided the infor- 
mation IS reliable. As a federal ststuce deciares' ' Yo limicatian shall 
be piaced on the information concerning the background, character. 
and conduct of a person convicted of an offense u hich a court of che 
United States may rere~ve and consider for the purpose of imposing 
appropriate sentence.' The endence  that IS brought out by the 
prosecution is subject to rebuttal as to accuracy, and the defense 

Since the Manual ianguage 
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Finnneinl Matters. It would be permissible for the trial counsel to 
establish the value of rhe property that the accused stole, including 
the black-market value of these same items Then. trial counsrl 
could establish actuarially the value of the accused's retirement in- 
come and contrast that to the accused's illLgotten gains if invested in 
a prudent manner 

It wa5 held to 
b? proper for the prosecution to introduce evidence of numerous 
refuasls of the accused to cooperate with the government. The ac- 
cused did not attempt at trial to explain, prior to sentencing, that the 
refusals were based on fears of retaliation or the invocation of fifth 
amendment rights This would have application in the military when 
the accused was asked to cooperate prior to trial. but refused. Dur- 
ing cros?-examination af a sworn statement of the accused. it would 
be permiisible to ask the accused if he or she would be willing to 
cooperate with the gorernment in the future. 

impact oii .Mission and Discipline In Gnited States I ,  P m ~ n . ~ l ~  the 
court held that the prosecution could introduce evidence that the ac- 
cused was found in P D S S ~ S S ~ O ~  of rhe rnari)uana I" a restricted area 
on the ship When asked to lower his pants so that the agents could 
obtain the drugs. the accused did not obey the order. It would beer- 
roneoua. however, for the prosecution to introduce evidence that 
th? accused wsa denied a security clearance or had requested a d i s ~  
charge for political The denial has no impact on discipline 
but. depending on the number of individual7 with that particular 
clearance. there may be an impact on the mmsmn. Penn does not 

Failure to  Coopernte. In Roberts v C'nzfrd 

Y Hood. 12 I1 I 880 [A C hl R 19811 

dence Lh- accu\ed cnnperated 1) a 
I Y mhoma?, I I  Y I 688 (c Y A 
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ieem to meet the new standard set forth m the Discurson of a 
"significant adverse impact on the mission discipline. or effiriencs 
of the command ' 

Lhchnrgmi .Mi?randuct The prosecution may want the military 
iudg? to give an mstruction that the jury map consider matir rs  
brought out in the case in chief during the bentencing phase of the 
trial The 1969 Manualz" changed the 1951 Manual2" rule that an in- 
rtruction ha3 requiied that this evidence could not he considered in 
5entencing The prime example of such evidence IS uncharged 
misconduct 

The admis*ibhty of uncharged misconduct depmds  upon a balanr 
Ing of the probative danger versus prohanve value in sentencing 
Rule 403 benes as a guide to the military judge in determining ad- 
missibht? The fact that the accused has pled guilty is not h) Itself. 
a reason to prohibit the prosecution from admitting such evidence 
One strategy of defense counsel would be to plead gullty to present a 
iterile picture to the sentencing authority. The prose~ution ma) 
want to have the evidence presented m person or to present it by 
way of a stipulation which was required as part of a pretrial agree- 
ment 111 connection with the plea of guilty. 

From a policy paint of wen'.. the sentencing authority should be 
presented a i t h  evidence to allow that authority to make an ehght- 
ened decision as t o  the sentence Two appellate courtb have taken 
the position that. if the only reason for the e\idence IS to establish 
that the accused was a bad perron, the evidence is not 
The 1984 Manual continues the 1969 rule 

(f) Addi fmmI  maliws lo he considered In addition to 
matters introduced under thi6 rule, the court-martial may 
cmdder- 

(2) Any evidence properly introduced on the  merits 

( A )  Evidence of other offenses or acts of misconduct 

before findings, including. 

even if  introduced far a limited purpose, . 
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Accused's Tmthjulness. The findings of the court may reflect that 
the factfinder did not believe the accused. In such a case. the prose- 
cution may want an  instruction that the sentencing authority may 
consider in aggravation that the accused made a materially false 
statement while under oath in the present triai In United States u 
G r a y s ~ n , ~ ~ ~  the Supreme Court held that the trial judge may con- 
sider the accused's truthfulness in determining an appropriate 
sentence. The accued's demeanor on the witness stand "can often 
provide useful insights into an appropnste disposition ' ' z l e  The 
testimony may also be "probative of his attitudes toward Society and 
prospects for rehabilitation . . . ' ' * 2 0  The mqority rejected the ac. 
cused's due process argumentsz2' that the practice by the triaijudge 
would "chili" the accused's constitutional right to testify on his own 

The right guaranteed by law to a defendant is narrowly 
the right to testify truthfuily in accordance with the oath. 
Further support .  . . 1s found in an  important limitation 
on a defendant's right to the assistance of counsel: 
Counsel ethically cannot assist his client in presenting 
what the attorney has reason to believe is false 
testimony. . . Assuming, arguendo, that the sentencing 
judge's consideration of defendant's untruthfulness in 
testifying has any chilling effect on a defendant's decision 
to testify falsely, that effect 1s entirely 

The Court noted 

The dissenters raised two issues. first, that the judge's per- 
ception that the testimony was untruthful is not reviewable;n24 and 
second, that there are .'no limitations 01 safeguards to minimize a 
defendant's rational fear that his truthful testimony will be per- 
ceived a5 They suggested that the last objection would be 
met if the accused's testimony 1s considered "only when [the judge] 
is convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant inten- 
tionally lied on material issues of f ac t .  . . [and] the falsity of the 
defendant's testimony [is] necessarily established by the finding of 
gUlity.'-b 
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In the military court-martial, the fir i t  abjection IS met S L ~ C P  the 
cnurts of mditary review have the  authority to make fmdings of 
fait."'Thus the  decis ion of the fact-finder 1s reviewable. Uhether 
the second 1s met depends  on the instructions to the jury. The 
military judge  may Lnbtrwt the court members that they may con- 
5ider the defendant s lies or perjury as a matter in aggratatmn since 
the arcused does not have the right to he to effect the dptermination 
,of guilt or  I""0Ce"ce. 

Two proposed instructions that uould satisfg the recent casea of 
rhr Court of Military .4ppealaz28 are as follows 

It ma) he that you have concluded in your deliberations 
that the accused'$ testimony was, in some respwt, untruc 
Yo person. inrluding the accused. has the right to alter or  
affect the ~)utcome of a court-martial trial by false 
tehrimony. If you are satisfied. convinced 111 sour own 
mind that the accused has lied to you in his testmon? , you 
may consider thls matter m sentencing insofar as 11 is an 
indication or  not of the accused's rehabilitative potential. 

if you find beyond a reasonable doubt that the defmdant 
while under oath today made a material faise ctatement 
that he did not then beiieve to be true, you may consider 
thih is a matter in aggravation insofar as it relates to the 
accused's potential for rehabilitation A defendant does 
not have the right to make a false statement to affect the 
determination of guilt or innocence. 

The judge may g n e  enher of rhese instructions after an argument b) 
trial counsel or on his own without a request from counsel 

In a trial by Judge alone, the Army Court of Militarr R e v i m  has 
held that it IS permissible for thejudge to consider the accused's per- 
lury ab a m a t e r  m a g g r a i a t ~ u n . ~ ~ "  

Rehah,i i tatrw P n l m t i o l  Rule 1001(b)(5) provides 'The trial 
roun~e l  may present, by testimony or oral depowmn evidence 
111 the farm of U ~ I I I I O I I .  concerning the accused preiious perfor- 
mance a7 a srrncemenber and potential for rehabilitation On cross- 
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examination, inquiry is allowable into relevant and specific in- 
stances of conduct." Thisis anew provision. The pulpase of this pro- 
vision 1s to ailow a more informed decision to be made by the sen- 
tencing authonty The "introduction of evidence of this nature 
should not be contingent solely upon the election of the defense."231 
It mu% be noted though that specific instances can only be brought 
out on cross-examination or through rebuttal by the prosecutor.z32 
The defense is not forbidden from introducing specific instances of 
good conduct 23s 

Copitol Case. When the case has been referred as a capital c ~ s e , ~ ~ ~  
the prosecution may seek to  introduce matters m aggravation. It may 
seek to prore that the offense was outrageously or wantonly vile, or 
both; or inhuman in that it inwived torture, depravity of mind, or 
an aggravated battery of the victim. The prosecution may also seek 
to introduce evidence that there is a probability that the accused 
committed cnminal acts of violence that would constitute a chieat to 
societ) It may be that part of the accused's confession related the 
accused's plan to kill others or to have deared to have tortured the 
victim more. This evidence would not normail) be introduced in the 
case in chief but would be relevant to the imposition of the death 
penalty. 

VIII. DEFENSE EVIDENCE AFTER 
FINDINGS 

The defense counsel has a tremendous burden during the sentenc- 
ing stage To properly use the stage, counsel might use the format in 
Appendix B The rules after findingsZB are relaxed for the defense as 
well as the prosecution. The defense may ask to make an opening 
statement during the presentencing phase to highlight entencing 
evidence; this IS discretionary with the trial Through 
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witnesses, including the accused, writings or other evidence, the 
defense may introduce evidence ~n mitigtation and extenuation 
Matters in mitigation are facts about the  accused's background 
which demonstrate that the accused depenes a lenient sentence 
The Manual provides, however, that it does not include evidence ex- 
tending to a "legaljustification or excuse ''238 Where the accused at-  
tempts to introduce this evidence, the  trial judge may preclude the 
defense The reasons, however, for introducing thia evidence may 
vary For the judge to preclude this testimony may deprive the ac- 
cused of the right of compulsory process. the argument being that 
this evidence may cause the fact-finder to reconsider a finding of 
guilty 

Matten 1" extenuation are circumstances surrounding the offeme 
of which the accused has been convicted One court has held that 
this does nor include evidence of an acquittal of an alleged ac- 
c o m p i ~ c e . ~ ~ ~  

As to testimony of the accused, the militarypdge must advise the 
accused of The right to remain silent, or to make a sworn or an 
unsworn statement m The Judge's admonishment to an accuced of 
limited education may deprive the accused of the right t o  make a 
statement ot the court memben The accused cannot be cross- 
examined on an unsworn statement whether or not made through 
counsel.24' 

Some evidence which was inadmissible prior to findings becomes 
general 

and letters, affidavits. 
admissible during the sentencing stage' specific good 
good chara~ter,244potentiai as to 
and other writings that a m i d  not be admissible prior to findings 

\l J Bd IC hl h I N  

air,. 
t h e n  
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While the prosecution may present evidence of the accused's lack 
af cooperation with law enforcement officials, the defense may 
want to show such cooperation and the extent to which the accused 
1s still willing to assist the police. It may be that the accused would 
be reluctant to state in open court the extent of his future cooper- 
ation if it ~nvolves those whom he knows personally The defense 
may ask that the courtmom be closed while the accused testifies 
about future cooperation In United States u. the court 
held that,  under the circumstances of the case, the trialjudge abused 
his discretion in not clearing the courtroom so that the accused could 
respond to the questions of thejudge and the court members as to his 
wiiiingnesi to cooperate u i th  law enforcement officials 

As to good character and potential for retention in the service, the 
defense counsel normally presents a supenor, for example, the a c ~  
cused's squad leader, to testify that he has known the accused for a 
specified time. Assume that a sergeant has been associated with the 
accuwd not only professionally but socially In response to defense 
counsel s questions, the witness testifies that he would be willing to 
sene  with the accused again in the same unit and that the accused 
should not be discharged from the service. To determme whether 
this testimony violates any evidentiary rule, the impact of Rules 701 
and 704 on prior case law must be assessed Rule 701 provides that 
"the testimony of the witness in the form of opinions or inference is 
limited to those opinions or inferences which are (a) rationally based 
on the perception of the witness and (b) helpful to a clear under- 
standing of the tertimony of the witness of the determination of a 
fact in isSue.'' Rule 704 provides "Testimony in the farm of an opin- 
ion or  inference otherwise admissible IS not objectionable because It 
embraces an ultimate issue to be decided by the trier ai fact." 

in United States 7 ' .  L u c a ~ , ~ ~ ~  the Army Board of Review held that 
"the determination of an appropriate sentence 1s a judicial function 
of a court~martiai and opinion testimony as to an appropriate 
ientence is incompetent ' ' a * B  During the sentencing phase of that 
court-martial, the defenie counsel had called the Article 32 investi~ 
gating officer and attempted to elicit his previous recommendation 
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as to the diiposition of the c a w  rhe law offirer sustained the trial 
rounsel ' i  objection On appeal, the hoard held that rhe present, tmn 
of this teitimony would be tantamount to offering the officer soliin- 
ion that any punishment grearer than thar Imposable by Special 
court-martial would be mappropriare because the officer had recom 
inrnded that the c a ~ e  be rerolved in that forum In holding that i u c h  
teitimony unduly infringed upon the court-martial's J U  

tmn the board departed from Lnzted Stales 1' W n l l e r  
the tribunal held that the law officer erred in disallowin 
that the accused's company commander and the Article 32 m\esti- 
gating officer both had recommended trial by special mwt~mar t ia l  
The board ~n Wolkrr reasoned that. m c e  such evidence arguabl) 
iuggests that the accused had a "good reputation for effxiency and 
rother traits that go to make a good soldier." it was admiisible 111 

mitigation /'" 

One year prmr 1" Lam<. 111 Lnitrd S t " t F F  I '  

held that the law officer. whose role has cinc 
militarr judge. did not err in excluding 
defendant's superiors that he should be retained ~n the service The 
cmte i ted  evidence consisted of thirteen sworn and unsworn written 
itatementh by eleien noncommissioned and two commissioned of- 
ficer, attesting to  the superiority of the accused's duty performance 
The lax officer deleted all statements recommending that the ac- 
rured be retained in the iervice The board held that 

[,]uch d recommendation ac to the specific components of 
an appropriate sentence is not e\idence ni military c o u ~ t i -  
martial and when mdiscrmmately permitted to be used I O  

influence rhe members of the court in determining d 
i en tenw under the guise of mit 
m t u t e  an interference with the d 
heir 

In contrast. the Court of Military Appeals held in ( i ~ i l e d  State. 
Robbiz"' thai  it was prejudicial error to exclude a superlor'b te 
mony that he would be willing to have the accused return to his u n n  
During the  5entencing phaSe of the court-martial. the defense 
rnunsei had attempted to elicit iuch testimony from the accused'\ 
platoon sergeant. The law officer prohibited the w x n e s ~  from 
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responding on the ground that the court-martial's province would 
thereby he invaded. Appellate defense counsel contended that the 
law officer erred in view of the typically liberal application of evi- 
dentiary rules during sentencing. Citing Capito, the government 
argued that the piatoon sergeant's response would have constituted 
opinion testimony which was properly excluded. The Court of 
Military Appeals distinguished Capita, because the contested evi- 
dence in that case consisted of written statements which were prop- 
erly excluded, since their accuracy could not he tested through 
cross-examination. In Robbins, on the other hand, "the witness was 
before the court, and the underlying reasons for his answer could he 
thoroughly tested" by the trial c o ~ n s e i . ~ ~ ~  The court also noted that 
an affirmative answer by the witness would relate to the accused's 
character, and that under Lucas, this "[dlirect testimony as to the 
witness' opinion of the accused's character is 

There is little apparent difference between the testimony in Rob- 
bcns that the accused should he returned to his unit and testimony 
that the defendant should be retained in the sewice. The court in 
Robbins implicitly held that an individual may testify a5 to whether 
the accused should or should not he discharged. On the other hand, it 
IS error for a superior t o  testify that the accused should receive the 
maximum imposahle sentence, since the acsessment af penal sanc- 
tions is a judicial function properly exercised by the court-martial.zs' 
It may be concluded that, rather than abolishing the opinion rule, 
the revised Military Rules of Evidence allow the judge to exercise 
discretion. Rules 701 and 704 must both be Satisfied before opinion 
evidence on retention is admissible. Even if each rule issatisfied, the 
judge may exclude the evidence pursuant to Rule 403. provided that 
the accused's right to present evidence i s  not thereby impinged.258 
One might contend that testimony reflecting the opinion that the ac- 
cused should not be discharged or should be returned to his prior 
unit does not violate Rule 704, since that provision sperifirally 
allows the introduction of evidence relating to the ultimate issue: 
when a discharge IS an authorized punishment, the question of 
retention may be characterized as an ultimate issue 

A proper foundation for this kind of opinion or reputation ~ Y I -  

dence will satisfy the personal knowledge portion of Rule 701. Such 
testimony, however, may violate that portion of Rule 701 which re- 
quires that the opinion be "helpful to clear undentanding of the 
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testimony of ' h e  witness or the deterrnmatmn of a fact in issue." On 
the other hand, the testimony may contribute to a clear under- 
standing and save the time required for a witness to testify as to  the 
details that may support the same conclusion. and it would be 
helpful in revealing the witness' penpectwe. The witness' opinion, 
however, may be based on his perception of the accused's character 
rather than full knowledge of the evidence introduced on the merits. 
To expose this perspective in an aggravated assault case, for exam- 
ple, the prosecution could ask whether the accused was responsible 
for the assault or whether he acted in self-defense, in order to  reveal 
a misconception that the accused was acting in self-defense The 
prosecution may alsa inquire into the  witness' knowledge of the 
nature of the injuries Any unfamiliarity with the extent of the in- 
,juries would demonstrate that his opinion as to whether the accused 
should be retained in the service IS based upon character evidence 
without a consideration of the true facts and crcumstances sur- 
rounding the alleged offense. In many instances, witnesses premise 
opinions regarding retention on erroneous information about the of- 
fenre. Proper questioning may reveal whether the witness has a 
thorough knowledge of the case, or whether his opinion 1s based 
solely on the good character of the accued or on an erroneous under 
standing of the offense 

Another facet that should be explored by both counsel before and 
during the trial IS a comparison of the accused with other soldiers 
with the same experience and grade in the unit Some character 
witnesses feel that the lawyers are asking for information similar to 
that on performance reports. Most performance and efficiency 
reports are inflated to the extent that the forms have been revised to 
obtain realistic appraisals of performance. Pnor to trial or dunng 
trial, coun~e l  may ask a witness to rate the accused in comparison to 
all of those the witness has known of the same grade and experience 
Where would the witness rank the accused with other similar per- 
sons7 Or, lo  speak m terms other than those appeanng on per- 
formance reports. the witness might be asked: "If the choice was 
yours, who would you like m the unit, the accused. any person from 
the personnel pipeline, a person like the accused, or a vacancy?" 

The opinion rule laudably encourages witnesses to testify in con- 
crete terms related to their firsthand perceptions. There are, h o w  
ever. two dangers to opinion evidence relating to the question of 
whether the accused should be discharged. First, the jury may infer 
that the evidence is based not only upon reputation and opinion 
evidence as to the  defendant's character, but also upon the facts of 
the case. Second. opinion evidence may usurp the court's responsi- 
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bility to determine a proper sentence. These respective dangers can 
be curbed by effective cross-examination and by an instruction that 
the court may find the witnesses credible and the facts reliable 
without accepting the inferences 01 opinions of the witnesses. Since 
che potential prejudicial impact of opinion testimony can be con- 
trolled, it is proper under the new evidentiary rules to permit a 
witness to testify as to the desirability of retaining the accused in the 
service or returning him to his pnor unit. When such testimony IS ad- 
mitted, the militaryjudge should allow extensive cross-examination, 
and, upon request, he should instruct the members of the court- 
martiai as to the conclusions and inferences they may properly draw 
from such testimony. 

IX. PROSECUTION REBUTTAL AFTER 
FINDINGS 

As in the case in chief, the defense counsel must be aware of the 
possibilities for rebuttal after the defense presents its case during 
the sentencing stage of the court.martial. The witnesses, including 
the accused, may open the door for the prosecution to present a 
number of items that would not be admissible in sentencing absent 
the evidence presented by the defense dunng sentencing. The 
defense may not leave the sentencing authoiity with the impression 
that the accused had not been in past trouble or to misrepresent the 
accused's prior record. When the defense does, the prosecution may 
introduce evidence that was not previously admissible, e .@,  prior 
convictions,Ben Article 16s, other performance ratings,xa0 and 

. \ I \ . . ,  ' - 
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specific acts of mmxmduct,2in requests for adminiitrative 
discharge,2e2 or aggravating facts.263 When evidence has been acci- 
dentally presented, the defense may ask That it be stricken 

As the Government here contends. were we to adapt a 
contram view, an accused would occupy the unique posi- 
tion of being able to  "parade a series of partisan n itnesses 
before the court"-testify~ng at iength concerning specific 
acts of exemplaly conduct by him-without the Slightest 
apprehension of contradiction or  refutation by the upposi- 
tlOn 264 

In (h i f ed  States 1. the court held that It was not an 
abuse of discretion for the militaryjudge to  allow- the prosecutor to 
cross-examine the accused about an madmtssible Article 15 received 
in June 1879 The accused testified about certain achievements 
made during the time he was in Germany, i e., he had received the 
good conduct medal for the period of September 1978 through Sep- 
tember 1983, an honorable discharge at the termination of his prior 
enlistment, and he had reenlisted in March 1982 

There is no doubt that trial caunsel'i question would have 
been proper if the accused had testified that he had never 
been disciplined dunng his pnor enlistment, however. 
defense counsel WBS astute enough to avoid such t e s t i~  
mony. The whale tenor of the evidence introduced by the 
accused was that he had been an exemplary soldier during 
that time penod 

The defense must accept responsibility not only for the 
specific evidence it offers in mitigation, but ais0 for the 
reasonable inferences which must he drawn from It 
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In C i L ~ t ~ d S l a t ~ . ~  c Storh,267 the accused i n t r o d u c d  in mitigarion, 
evidence of his good performance By doing FO he opened the door 
for the prosecution to show that his duty performance was not thar 
good 

The obvious adverse effects upon duty performance at- 
tendant to marihuana usage while engaged in the  same 1s 
mdisputabl) reletant to character of dut) perform- 
ance . Ergo, the government's rebuttal evidence of on 
duty marihuana usage w-as admissible for the limited  pur^ 

pose of rebutling otherwise mitigating evidence of 
outstanding duty performanc?.zb8 

The prosecution may seek to impeach character ii'itnesseb by 
cross-examining them about pnor convictions. arrests, and instances 
of misconduct bg the accused To rebut favorable character et i-  
dence, the witnessei may also be impeached through other methods, 
such as prior mconsistent statements, bias towards the accused, and 
their own prior conv~ctions. When the accused takes the stand to  
make a sworn or unsworn statement, he may be subject to specific 
contradiction When the accused testifies or makes an unsworn 
statement as to fact X and other evidence which show that X did not 
exist, the nonexistence of X would be admissible under the specific 
contradicrion rule. On many occasions, numerous facts are exag- 
gerated inthe accused's favor The prosecutor should be alert to this 
and not allow the accused to make indirect references to facts that 
could not be directly proved. Much of the litigation in this area is 
over the fact that the prosecutor failed to clarify the ambiguities and 
inferences from the accused's testimony Had this been done, the 
results would probably be different. In United States t Thomns.268 
the accused made the following sworn statement on direct exami- 
nation "I recognize the seriousness of my offense [sale of mari- 
juana] . ' '  "I regret having committed the offense ' '  "I want to be all 
that I can be in the Arm)-." 

The court held that the trial counsel went beyond the scope of 
direct examination when he asked: "ll'ho initiated t h e  
sale]'' "Where did the sale take place"' "Were the drugs thrown or 
handed to the buyer'?" 

While It would have been better for the trial COU~ECI, since it was a 
guilty plea case, to have had the  matters he sought to bring out in a 

1s9 
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~tipularian pursuant to the  pretrial agreement. he did not.?70 The 
trial counwl could have stayed within the scope of direct e x a m i ~  
nation by asking 

"V hy do you consider your offense serious?" 

"What ipecific factor3 about your crime do you feel maker Lt more 

'What do you consider more serious, the distribution of drugs or 

Doesn't the fact thar this bale took place on-post ( ~ n  a barracks) 

'Uhy do you regret having committed the offenses?" 

'What IS it about your offenses that you feel IS particularl? 

"Do you regret having involved another service member m drug 

'Is It regetable that you sold drugs to another soldier who might 

"Do you regret having flagrantly undermined the discipline of 

' Why do you like the Army?" 

"Are )ou dependable enough to stay in the Arm) and contribute 

"Is your job performance good enough that the Army should over- 

SPnOUL?" 

the possession of drugs?'' 

make your sale of drugs especially serious?' 

regretable? ' 

Use'" 

use those drugs and harm himself or other people?" 

your unit hy making the barracks a 'drug hangout'"? 

to a unit?" 

look your drug P ~ S E ~ S S ~ O ~ S  and keep you in the Army?" 

In United Slates t'. Rohiedeau,"l the accused made a sworn rtate- 
ment in mitigation that he had done well during his prior enlistment. 
The court held that questions by the military judge concernwinten-  
tmns regarding future service and the reasons for committing the of- 
fense went beyond the scope of direct examination. Again, the ques- 
tions could have been phrased to be within the  scape. For example: 
"Does your prior service record support reenlistment"' "How did 
you consider your work during that period of time?" The accused 
may indicate that he had a good record during that period of time. 

'-"Srr P 9 

"'16 M J 819 (U C M R 1983) 

Unlted Stale5 v Sharper 17 M J 801 [A C kl R 11884). llnlred Slate, I 
Keith. ACM 23996 IA F C >I R I ?  Mar 84) p~Liiinn f i kd  18 M J 97 (C hl A 19841 
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This information may be false, thus paving the way for the admis- 
sibility of an Article 15 or prior conviction previously ruled in- 
admissible. The accused could also be asked. "Do the circumstances 
surrounding the cnme to which you pled guilty support your eon- 
t imed service?" That response will probably elicit additional, 
follow-up questions Another guilty plea case is United Stales 21. 
A n n s t r ~ ~ , ~ ' ~  in which the accused testified: "I like the Army and 
want to stay in it." The chain of command testified that the 
accused's duty performance was bad. This was held to be beyond the 
scope of the defense evidence. Again, some follow-up questions of 
the accused would be in order For example. "When did you decide 
you liked the A m y  and does your present record support you re- 
maining in the service?" The accused wdl probably answer yes. 
Then there could be a series of questions of "You've had no prior 
convictions?" "No arrests?" "No Article lSs?" "No counseling 
statements?" If any of those are untrue, there could be specific con- 
tradiction. Likewise, in Untled Slates ZI. Wright,a7s the accused made 
an unsworn statement: "I would like to get my life straightened out 
as BOO" as I can get all this bad stuff behind me." The court held that 
the trial counsel could not rebut this by introducing evidence that 
the accused tned to sell drugs between the time of apprehension and 
the time of trial and that he made a statement that he was always go- 
mg to use marijuana. The follow-up questions by the tnal counsel 
should be: "What is this bad s tufP" "When did you farm the idea 
that you wanted to get your life straightened out?" "Has your can- 
duct since being apprehended supported your idea of getting the bad 
stuff behind you?" Unless the accused is honest, what was excluded 
by the court would come in. 

In addition to cross-examining character witnesses, the prosecu- 
tion may also introduce reputation and opinion evidence in rebuttal 
to the defense evidence.274 

The courts of military review have held that the prosecution may 
not rebut an unsworn statement of the accused by introducing evi. 

"'12 M J 766 (A c n R 1881) 
"'A C M 23922 (A F C M R 30 Aug 1883) 
""LniIed Stares v Boughton, 16 M.J.  649, 649-50 (A F C M R 1883) A 
commander 83 responaible for the uelfare and dvcipline of euerkone 
under hrr command and may properly leaLily in rebuttal during the sen. 
tencine mrtion of the mal. BQ to his knowledge of the rondurf and DPT 
formaice of his subordinate even when the knowledge 11 imparted to 
him by others " 
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dmve  ah IO the character of the  accused for untrurhfulness These 
holdings are based on paragraph 75c(Z ) (c )  of the 1969 Manual. which 
%tates "The accused ma) make an unsworn statement under this 
paragraph and may not be cross-examined by the trial counsel upon 
11 or examined upon it by the court The prosecution may, hoaever ,  
rrhut an) statement of fact therein "lrb There is no prohibition 
agaimt introducing character evidence as to untruthfulness. The 
defense wants the sentencing authority to believe what the accused 
IS That being the case, the prosecution should be able Io pre- 
bent eiidence that the accused has a had reputation for truth and 
ieracitg or certain Nitnessei know that the arcused 1s k n a a n  as a 
liar 

When there IS an unsworn m t e m e n t  the accused cannot he C ~ O C E  

examined b? the m e m b m  or the military Judge.z77 When th? court 
memhprs srek to quebtion the accused. cautionary mtrur t ions  
should be given Ais  To make a distinction between sworn and un- 
\ a o m  te3timony the militarg judge has the discretion 10 have the 
accused make an unsworn statemenr from counsel table The p r e f ~  
erable means would be to gire an instrurtmn as 10 unsworn state 
ment hy the I f .  dunng argument, defense counsel refers 
t o  th is  as "tebtimony." such a cautmnarg initrumon may br given 
over objection 
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X. CONCLUSION 
The emphasis on general characrer evidence will fade based upon 

the recent decisions of the Court of Military Appeals. Some counsel 
have planted the issue for appellate purposes. Trial counsel will tend 
to make light of the fact that the accused could not present eridence 
as to specific character traits but had to rely upon evidence as to 
general character. This will be contrasred w t h  the character trait in 
issue. In the future, the issues w l l  center around sentencing mat- 
ters, what constitutes personnel records, what constitutes macters in 
aggravation, and the relaxation of the rules far extenuation and 
rnmgation Each side will seek to present all it can to ha>e mean- 
ingful sentencing. Trial judges, too. will promulgate rules simlar t o  
those promulgated by Colonel Ronald B. Stewart 2 B 1  These rules will 
seek to give more meaningful information to the sentencing authon- 
ty. 

'.'\ppendlx C 
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APPENDIX B 

CASE PREPARATION CHECKLIST 
UNITED STATES V. ~~~ ~- 

1. Case file complete? 

a. Date charge(s) preferred - 
b. Date charge(s) referred ~ 

c Date char&) and case file received ~ 

d. Date confmed.restncted ~ 

f .  Civilian counsel retained ~ 

g. Defense counsel released ___ 
h CID MP reports ~ 

i .  German police reports ~ 

j Laboratory reports ~ 

k Other- 

2 Initial client interview with attorney ~ 

3.  Written statement from client ~ 

e .  IDC request ~ 

4 Autobiography from client ___ 
5. Examme 201 file ~ 

6 Medlcal and Dental records, If  relevant ~ 

7 .  Interview witnesses 
a. Defense 
b. Character, Extenuation &Mitigation 
c. Prosecution 
d. Possible aggravation & rebuttal 
e Chain of Command 

I Company Commander 
2. 1SG 
3.  Plt Ld 
4 .  Plt GT 
5 SqdLd 
6 Other 

f Stateside witnesses, letters from 
g. Obtain addresses, phone numbers. DEROS, and current Status 

(on leave etc) from all witnesse, 

8 Background and possible impeachment matters for prusecutlon 
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APPENDIX C 

SUPERVISORS PRE-SENTENCE REPORT 

who is presently pending trial 
brfore (Special) (General) Court-Martial is a member af my- 
and has served under my s u p e m ~ o n  since ~ &-. His 
primary MOS is 
Compared u i rh  other soldiers of his grade and experience: 

. HE duty MOS is 

1. His duty performance has been. 
1 above average 1 average 1 below average 

2. Except for the present change(s) h e  off duty behavior has 
been: 
1 unknown C acceptable 1 unacceptable 

3. His potential for further service IS 
3 above average 1 below aterage C average 

I would like to sene  with him again: 
1 today C after rehabilitation 1 rimer 

5 .  If returned to duty he should serve in: 
C his present unit n another USAREUR unit 1 COWS 

Compared to his prior conduct his conduct pending trial has 
been 
3 better 3 about the same 0 uorse :unknown (see 
remarks) 

Concerning the facts of the affense(s). 1 have. 
1 personal knowledge 1 read the charge, 7 l i t t l e  or no 
know I edge 

8. Whether or  not he 1s convicted, or what he LS convicted of, af-  
fects my opinion. 
3 only slightly Z not at  all 0 very much (see remarks) 

9. Cornoared to an unknown reulacement I would orefer' 

4 

6 

7 

1 to keep him 1 anyone else in his grade 1 a recruil 
from AIT 
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10 If no replacement in his MOS were availahie I would prefer' 
1 he remain : to OJT anyone else 7 a vacancy 

Remark5 

DATE Signature 

NOTE To he completed no 
more chair i and no leis 
than 3 ilav, before trial 

Grade and Branch 

Duty Position 

Total years of active duty 
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MILITARY DISABILITY IN A NUTSHELL 
by Major Chuck R. Pardue' 

Tkis article emmines the %,orkings of the A m y  disabzlity system, 
whwh is representaliae o j  all United States mil i tary disabzlity 
systems. Because of abuses, eligibility fo7 mili lary disabilily is ?e- 
slricted by the administmtiue presumption sffitness mle. This rule  
is owrbroad and parltcularly harsh to those soldiers cho are not 
elzgible f o r  ret iremmt.  Military disability, Vetemm' Administra- 
tmn, and Social Security b m j i t s  fa? disabled soldiers are generous, 
conjususing, and complacated. To factlitate reuietc and to obtain a de 
now hearing in the ,federal C m T t s ,  future plaintvfs in disability 
liligation ma!, yesort to the Fricacy Acl in increaszng numbers. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Disability cases arise from a variety of circumstances, limited only 

by the diverse maladies that can afflict man. Each year, several 
thousand service members are separated 01 retired from the militam 
with physical disability.' Only after medical treatment has failed to 
return an individual to full duty do considerations of a possible 
disability discharge become apparent 01 appropriate. Many soldiers 
qualify for military Veteran's Adminitratian (VA) and Social Secun- 
ty Admmstration benefits. Over the years, Congress enacted various 
laws that provide generous and comprehensive benefits for 

'Judge Advocate OeneraVe Corpr United Safes Arm) Currently assigned as a 
Military Judge Schueinfun. Federal Republic a f  German). 1984 to date Formerl) 
ariigned as Senior Defense Counsel 26 Infantry Uliision Camp Carey Republic of 

Services Agency, 1980-82, Chief of Legal ASmfanCe. Physical E~aluaflon h a r d  
Counsel. Tnal Defense Counsel. Office of the Staff Judge Adrocate, Fort Gordon. 
Georgia. 1877-80 J U Unireriit) of Tennesaee, 1876 B I , Maryvllle College. 1973 
Completed Judge ldvocate Officer Baric Course 1977. 3Zd Judge Advocate Officer 
Graduate Course. 1983 Co-author of A Cnmpendiicm oiP0.i Triol Consrdernrimsfnr 
Tnai L!efensr Coa?iwi. 14 The Ad\ocare 165 (1882) Member of the bars of the atate8 
of Tennersee and Kentucky the Lnlled SLates Court of hlllitary Appeals and the 
Cnrted States Supreme Court This  article was based upon a thesis submitted an p ~ r  
tin1 rathfactmn of the requiremenfr of the 326 Judge Advocate Officer Graduate 
C0"TX 

K O W  1982.83 ~ p p e i i a t e  ~ t t o m e y ,  Defense ~ p p e i i a t e  D ~ V Z S I O ~ .  U.S ~ r m )  ~ e g a i  

'In fiical ?ear 1981. the Army beparated or retired for disability approxlmarel! 
4 OOfl actwe dut) ser~ ice  member, U S A n n )  Phbncal Disability Agency Case Sum- 
mar> FI 83 (1984) [hereinafter cited as USAPDA Care Summary] 
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ve~erans.' At times these benefits have 1og1call) complemented 
each other and created a fair and generous $)%em of disabilit! cimi- 
pensation Occaaonally, however. the various s y w m i  ?%ahliihd 1 0  
provide benefits may prove confusing and arbitran Sometimei. in 
dividuals h a t e  received far more money from the disahiht) s)\temi 
than they earned when the) marked Howeter. over the past ten 
years Congress took steps. mainly by reducing tax exemptioni. to 
limit disability compensation 

This article will examine the various disabilit) system5 [hat appli 
to service members. An emphasis will be piaced on the Army dl i -  
abilicy system. as set forth in Army Regulation 655-40 This article 
will also discuss the cornucopia of benefits that accrue to disabled 
veterans 

11. LEGISLATIVE HISTORY 
Until the Civil War. there \+as no established mil i~ar)  disabilit,! 

system 1" the K'nited States The leadership recognized that 
humanitarian and polmcal considerarms necesiitated a fair 
statutory method by which LO separate from the scrv~ces those who. 
because of physical problems. were unfit TO command troops or  cap 
tam shLp5 Congress in 1861 enacted "An Act praiiding for the brt 
rer Organizatmn of the I l i l i t a ~  Establishmenc " j  Sections of that act 
provide. 

. . That if  any commissioned officer . shall have 
become . incapable of performing the duties of his of 
fice shall be placed upon the retired list with 

the pay proper of the higherr rank held by him 
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[Ajssemhle a board to determine the fact5 as to the 
nature and occasion a i  the disabilit) of wch officer5 as dp- 
pear disabled to  perform such mhtary  iervice no  of^ 
ficei . . . shall be retired either partially or  wholly from 
the senice without a fair and full hearing before the 
board, i f  upon due summons, he shall demand It 

The recommendations of these early disabiht) hoards required the 
personal approval of Precident Lincoln.' 

As wa5 common with much of the l?gidation m o h m g  tile 
military. Congress eventually enacted separat? %atUte3 far the Ha 
and Army The original l a n ~ ,  like the one above. provided onlv f 
(officers Later. the coverag? expanded to cover enlicted membeii 
and reservists." Eventually. that iaw was retroactively interpreted 
hy the  Comptroller General to auard  to enlisted membera disability 
retirpd pay if they had continued to serve with their di\abiiit)- a- 
warrants or commissioned officeri.ln 

e present statutory scheme was established aa part of the Career 
pensation Act in 1949." It applied to  all branches of the seriice. 
red both active duty and reserve ramponent perbannei. and in- 

trodured into law the concept of temporary disability and severance 
pay. AF the legislative histor) indicates. the legislation was designed 
to correct prior abuses. 

For a great many years i t  has been the practice to retirr 
an officer who is found phywally incapable of military 
senice,  and pay him a compensation equal to 7 5  pel cent 
of his bave and longemt) pa> 50 differentiation was 
made as to the actual degree of the di%bility, so long a* 11 
R a b  suffl'ient to COnstltUte an LnCapaCLty for a m v e  serv- 
ice Nor did retirement practices extend to the enlisted 
grades, as a whole. The proposed legislation would relate 
the amount of compensation to the degree of disability, 
and which would establish an mcapacit) of 30 percent a* 
the minimum which would qualify the member for retire- 
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ment. A lesser degree of incapacity is compensated h: the 
granting of lump-sum 'scverence pay" instead of long- 
term retirement pay. Further the principle for physical 
diiabiiity is extended to the enliYment grades on the s a m ~  
relative basis as 15 applied to the commiisioned grades." 

The Department of Defense (DOD) implemented the disabilit) por 
tions of the Act by DOD Directive 1332 18 That directive ga\? broad 
direction to the separate military iervices 10 write regulations in ac- 
cord o i th  the congressional mandate." O l e r  the gears. there have 
been onlg two significant changes to the mhtar! disability systrm 
instigated by congreisional interest These are the presumption of 
fitness rule1* and the broadening of coverage for rhose injured in The 
line u i  duty a h "  have leis than eight years of active berv~ce 

111. THE EIGHT YEAR RULE 
The military diabiiity system will provide disahiiit) retirement for 

~ruuries or diseair occurring on or off d u t l ,  if  the member IS on a c ~  
rive duig orders for more than thirty days and has at least a 30 per- 
cent disability as defined by the V A  Congress had originall) m 
tmded to limit disability retirement benefits to  career soldiers 
Those individuals not inpired as the proximate rewit of performing 
duty would not be covered unless they had performed eight years of 
a c t l i e  a err ice if a state of war or national emergency had existed 
those mdwiduals not iflured "a? the proximate result of performing 
active duty" could receive disability retirement if they had been in- 
jured in line of duty "In line of duty" for disability purposes re- 
quires that the disability not be due to the claimants own misconduct 
and that the claimant was not absent without leave li 

With the expiration in 1978 of the declaration of Katianal E m w  
gency, which had been in effect since the Truman Administration, 
disability retirement coverage for those soldiers with less than eight 
years active service not injured as a "proximate resuit a i  performing 
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duty" was eliminated. For several years, there was doubt whether 
Congress would rectify the pmbiem and continue coverage. For a 
period of time, the Air Farce opted to deny coverage; however, the 
Army decided to continue as before.18 Ultimately, this awkward 
situation was resolved by statutory amendmentslg and a Presidential 
Executive Order.ao To eliminate the need far a declaration of a war 
or a national emergency, the law now permits coverage if "the 
disability was incurred in line of duty after September 14, 1978.''21 

IV. HOW THE ARMY DISABILITY 
SYSTEM WORKS 

The Army disability sytem is directed by Army Regulation 
638-40 Other relevant Army Regulations include Army Regula- 
tions 40-50lB8 and 40-3.24 With the Veterans' Schedule for Rating 
Disabihtm (VASRD),Z5 thwe regulations provide answers to most of 
the common questions associated with disability processing. 

A .  MEDICAL EVALUATION BOARDS 
Although soldiers may be referred for disability processing by any 

commander or by Headquarters, Department a i  the Army (HQDA),Za 
the mast common means by which disability processing is begun is by 
the treating physician to refer a member's case to a Medical Evaiua- 
tmn Board (MEBD). The regulation states: "Commanders of MTFs 
[Major Treatment Facilities] who are treating patients in an assigned, 
attached, or outpatient status may start action to evaluate a 
member's physical ability to perform the duties of his office, grade, 
rank, or rating.''2i 
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I)iiahilif? procrswq normally begins when the physician deter 
miiies that. du\pite medical mtervention. the soldier'i phbsical or 

refrrial to the Ph3sical Evaluation Board (PEE). In mo\l 1mtance5. 
the member does not appear before the medical board and iids no 
light to do 50 H o w e \ ~ r .  a dissatiified memher mal rebut the find 
1ng5 of th? board and request reconsideration If the YEBD agrees 
nilti the member. changes may be incorporated in an addendum tc 
the rmginal hoard'' findings 

Soldier3 and physmaw ihould m u r e  that a complete and accurst? 
description of all relevant physical and mental mpairments are m 
the narrative summary of the MEBD. A common problem with many 
medical board4 is that the physician writing th? narralive iummar) 
1s primarily concerned with describing medical problems I" hii or her 
medical apecialt) while overlooking or mlmmlzmg other relevant 
medical problems that a member may h a w  For example. a member 
may hare  an acute orthopedic problem, such as a crushed ankle In 
addition. the member may hare serious vision problems, resulting 
from the same accident Unless the member IS referwd to ophthal 
molog) for an additional e x a m i n a i m  there may be no m ention (of it 
in the MEED forwarded to the PEB Cnmequently. unless th? rnattw 
i i  called to the PEB'? attention, the board will not give a rerom- 
mended rating for an otherwise ratable condition 

The SIEBD mar not inform soldieri that the? are "onfit" for sen 
ICP  or they will br disrharged for physical ilisahilit), or approximate 

abh t )  srsrem. the crucial %age is the PER. The Army curwiitl! ha, 
four PEB5 They are at Walter Reed Arm) hledicai Center 
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Waslungton, D C.; Fort Gordon, Georgia; Fort Sam Houston, Texas: 
and the Presidio of San Francisco, San Francisco, California. The 
PEB at Walter Reed currently serves those c a e s  originating from 
Europe, .4fnca, the Middle East Area, Virginia, Maryland, the 
DLstrict of Columbia, and the northeastern United States. The PEB at 
Fort Gordon services the southeastern United States, part of the 
Midwest, Panama, South America, and the Canbbean Fort Sam 
Houston's PEB services the Midwest. The PEB at the Presidio pro- 
cesses cmes from the West Coast, Alaska, Hawaii, the Far East, and 
the Pacific, including Korea. 

The PEBs consider a soldier's case both informally and formally. 
The formal board 1s normally converned upon the request a i  the 
member being processed The PEB not only makes finding and 
recommendations to higher authorities of "fit" or "unfit," it also 
recommends a percentage of disability. mhether a soldier is to he d i s ~  
charged with no benefits, separated with severance pay. placed on 
the Temporary Disability Retired List, or permanently retired from 
the Army Because about Q6 per cent of the decisions of the four 
PEBs are approved by the v~rious appellate and review boards and 
the Secretar). of the Army, the importance of these findings and 
recommendations becomes q u e  clear.31 

2 PEB Proredures 

Once a case reaches the PEB, the file will include not only all the 
medical records but also the personnel records of the soldier. The 
allied papers will also contain a line of duty determination and a 
statemem of service. A line of duty "yes" determination LS a pre- 
requisite for militaw disabilisy benefits.3z Those saldien who are ah- 
sent without leave, have received B punitive discharge, are pending 
a possible punitive discharge, or may receive a discharge Under 
Other than Honorable Conditions are ineligible for disability process- 
ing The mwor recommendations and findings of the PEB include 
whether the soldier 1s fit or unfit for duty. whether the disahiiity is 
permanent, and the percentage of disability.34 

All cases are initially reviewed informally The informal board con- 
sists of a field grade medicai officer or a Department of the Army 
civilian (DAC) physician on duty with the United States Army 
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Physical Disability Agency (USAPDA), a president who LF a field 
grade line officer. and a field g a d e  personnel line officer 31 

After reviewing all relevant records, the PEB will annotate It, 
findings and recommendations on DA Form 1Q9.36 The member, who 
does not appear a t  the informal hearing, is informed of the results of 
the informal board through the Physical Evaluation Board Liaison 
Officer (PEBLO) who is usually a Depamment of the Army civilian 
working in the Patient Administration Division at each of the mqor 
hospitals. The member has three working days to decide whether to  
accept the findings and recornmendations of the PEB or to demand a 
formal hearing The election LS indicated on the DA Form 199, which 
is returned to the PEB.37 

When members disagree with the findings and recommendations 
of the informal board, they are encouraged to indicate the reasons 
for their disagreement This may be accomplished by wnting a letter 
to the PEB or contacting the military counsel a t  the PEB. Fre- 
quently, the reasons for disagreement can be resolved without the 
necessity of a formal hearing. The member, or counsel for the 
member, may request reconsideration of the informal board's find 
ings and If the disagreement cannot be resolved 
Informally, then a formal hearing at the PEB 1s the next step. Con 
gress is sensitive to the heanng rights of disabled service members. A 
specific statutory provmon guarantees that members receive a fair 
hearing before being separated for disability "No member of the 
armed forces may be retired or separated for physical disability 
without a full and fair hearing if he demands It This language is 
similar to language contained in the original Civil War statute 40 This 
hearing right is given to soidiers at the PEB stage of their disability 
processing. At this formal hearing, a member may call witnesses, 
present evidence and argue for a favorable result. 

The nghts of soldiers at the formal PEB hearing include the nght to 
a legal counsel for advice and representation In almost all cases, the 
member IS represented by either ciriimn or miiitary counsel or by 
counsel for a veterans' group. such as the Disabled American 
Veterans Each of the four Army PEBs ha re  a member of the Judg? 
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Advocate General's Corps available and colocated with the PEB. 
Although the miiitaq disability system is non-adversarial, the 
primary advantage of these military attorneys is that they have 
ready access to all the  relevant records af the soldier and the PEB 
members. They represent soldiers and present the soidier's c a e  in 
the most favorable light. Representation by military counsel begins 
when a member elects to h a w  his case considered by a formal 
board Because they understand the intracacies of the system by 
practicing daily before the PEB, military counsel at the PEB are well 
situated to determine what is relevant or case-determinative 

If soldiers feel uncomfortable with military counsel, they have the 
light to be represented by civilian counsel. This, of course, IS at their 
own expense.42 Unlike VA disabihty hearings, civilian attorneys are 
not limited to  ten dollars attorneys' fees.4a Some members opt in- 
stead to be represented by counselors ("an-attorneys) from various 

veterans' groups. 

The formal board normally consists of the Same individuals who 
took part in the informal PEB with the addition of a recorder, a court 
reporter who makes a detailed but not verbatim record of the hear- 
ing, the member, and counsel." Unlike most administrative hearings 
in the Army, the recorder has a passive role and does not question or 
cross-examine witnesses. If a reserve officer is pending disability 
processing, a reserve officer will sit on the PEB for that case.4s 

In addamn: 

. . The member may testify as a witness, under oath, in 
his own behalf, in which case he may be cross-examined 
as any other witness. 
. . . The member or his counsel may introduce witnesses, 
depositions, documents, or other evidence in his own 
behalf, and cross-examine witnesses who have been ex- 
amined by the PEB. 
. . The member or his counsel may make unsworn state- 
ments, orally or in writing or both, without being subject 
to cross-examination. 
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The member may remain nlent. HE choice not to 
make a statement or answer questions 1s nut to be can- 
sidered adverse to his meres t s  

The member mag decline making an) statement 
touching on the origin or aggravation of any disease or in- 
jury he may have. He may not be questioned on the matter 
unless he. or his coun~e l ,  opens up such matters during his 
direct testimony before the PEB or such mformatmn is a 
matter of record in the MEBD or contained elsewhere in 
his medical records l 6  

The latter two provisions probably had as their origin the statutory 
provision against requiring a member "to sign a statement relatmg to 
the origin. occurrence. or aggraratlon of a disease or ~ q u r y  that he 
has. Any such itatement against his Interests. signed by a member. 1s 
invalid ' ' w  

A valuable right at  the PEB IS the right to review all records that 
the PEB considers. The entire case file IS available at  the PEB for the 
member and counsel t o  review As these records are lengthy, ~t 
behoove5 counsel and the member to review t h e n  for B C C I I ~ I C S  and 
completeness well before the hearing Many ca5eb are ultimatelg 
determined by medical or personnel records not onginali) in the 
PER file. Most often, such documents include medical evaluations 
and treatment accomplished after the original MEBD has been for- 
uarded to the PER Only by thomughi) reviewing these wcords ma) 
counsel be assured that the PEB has been presented with ail the re- 
quisite facts In those cases u h e r e  missing records are deteimina 
tive, a formal hearing can be araided by requesting a reconsidera 
tion of the file inciudmg the new relevant information 

The formal hearings are usually brief, as most of the issues would 
have been resolved by the findings af the informal PEB The 
recorder will make a parr of the record all the medical and personnel 
records considered by th? informal board Counsel for the member 
usually presents additional medical and personnel documentation 
not previously considered by the board Occasmnaliy. affidavits or 
letters from appropriate supervisors attesting to their personal 
observance on a member's phyaicai condition and performance of 
duty are also include-d The member teqtifies in most formai boards 
at  the PEE. thereby providing the board members an opportunity to 
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observe a member's physical problems first hand. The member may 
expiain matters that are not a part of the record and the PEB has an 
opportunity to ask questions. In this process, the PEB considers the 
member's credibility and demeanor 

The decision whether to have a formal board IS made by the soldier 
being considered for disability processing. In most cases, a soldier 
has nothing to lose by requesting a formal board However, If the 
evidence presented to the PEB ac a formal board is damanng to a 
soldier's case, the PEB may recommend a lower percentage of 
disability or make other negative findings.48 Thus, counsel may best 
advise a member in appropriate cases not to request a formal board. 

Alternanveiy. the soldier 1s given the Opportunity to have a formal 
board without personally appeanng.60 Usually this is requested for 
perianal reasons such as the desire to avoid embamassment Same 
soldiers simply do not wish to display their injuries or sickness Co 
others. However, there also Tactical reasons to not appear personally 
before the PEB. If the informal PEB recommendations are for the 
most part favorable LO the member and the member desires to con- 
test only part of the informal findings without risking loss of what 
has already been gamed, a formal board with nonpenonal appear- 
ance may achieve that goal. For example, were the PEB to  recom- 
mend permanent retirement at 30 percent disability, the member 
would not in most cases wish to risk contesting that recommenda- 
tion. However, the member might want the PEB to recommend a 
higher disability rating. If the disability raring for that condition 
ranges from 20 to  40 percent, then there is the real possibility that If  
che individual appears in person, the PEB, upon seeing the Individ- 
ual, may determine that the disability is only worth 20 percent. In 
that unhappy event, the individual not only has had the disability 
rating reduced, but would also lose the critically important recom- 
mendation of permanent retirement. By law. an  individual may only 
receive permanent disability retirement if the disability rating IS 30 
percent or higher and the condition is permanemsl 

To avoid this risk and at the ame time present evidence that may 
tend to increase the award, not appearing personally at the formal 
board may be the proper election for the member Counsel, even in 
the absence of the member, may present evidence, usually signed 
statements or further medical proof, and argue for an increase I" 

disability 
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In addition to announcing the decisions in an open session of the 
formal PEB. the findings and recommendations are given to the 
member on a DA Form 1SQ These decisions, based on the facts 
presented to the PEB, are almost without exception fair to both the 
government and the member In mast cases, the PEBs actively 
search for means. consmmt with law and regulations, to make 
recommendations favorable to members 

Although verbatim records are nor required for the formal hear- 
ings, the transcripts are complete, including all relevant testimony 
and arguments of counsel. These transcripts become a part of the 
records of the case, and copies are furnished to counsel and members 
concerned 

After the member receives a copy of the transcript, he has three 
days to submit a rebuttal Usually, the rebuttal consists of additional 
medical evidence that was not previously presented to  the PEB The 
PEB president will reply to the  rebuttal and state that the rebuttal 
was considered, and, if not favorably received. the reasons 
therefor.s2 After the PEB completes processing, the case file IS for- 
warded t o  the United States Army Physical Disability Agency 
(USAPDA). 

V. ARMY ADMINSITRATIVE REVIEW 
OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Once the case IS forwarded t o  the USAPDA, the first ievei of 
review is the Disability Review Council (DRC). The DRC will make 
certain that 

(1) The person evaluated received a full and fair heanng. 

(2) Proceedings of the medical board and the PEB were 
according to gowrning regulations. 

(3) Findings and recommendations of the MEBD and the  
PEB werejust, equitable, consistent with the facts, and in 
keeping with the provisions of law and regulations 

(4) Due consideration was given the facts and requests 
contained in any rebuttal to the PEB findings and recom- 
mendations submitted by, or for, che individual bemg 
evaluated. 

“AR 638-10 pars 101 r(3) 
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(a) Records of the case are accurate and 

The DRC performs the function of eliminating the problem of in- 
consistent findings between the PEBs that had existed before 1949. 
Ratings and factual determinations among the vanous PEBs are tm 
day essentially consistent. The DRC review of ail PEB findings and 
recommendations insures that procedural and factual problems are 
disposed of before final action. Approved cases are sent to MILPER- 
CEN, which issues finai discharge a rden .  

The DRC changes cases by issuing letters of modification to the 
PEB and the member. However, the DRC approves about 95 percent 
of the PEB findings and recommendations. The DRC will not revise 
PEB findings unless: "(1) the evidence in the record is so clear and 
compelling as to require revision. (2) Accepted medical principles 
prevent a reasonable possibility of the PEB findings and recommen- 
dations being correct.' 's4 

The USAPDA may direct that the PEB reconsider or further in- 
vestigate any s p e c t  of a case. Additionally, if it is in the best in- 
terests of the member or the government, a new formal hearing may 
be ordered. Far example, if the USAPDA learns of possible fraud 
before the discharge of a member, a new hearing may be directed.l6 
The USAPDA refers ail cases involving general officers and medical 
corps officers to the Office of Secretary of Defense, Health Affairs, 
for review before final action." 

An additional appeal within the Army for those still on active duty 
is to the Army Physical Disability Appeals Board (APDAB). For the 
most part, this board considers cases referred to it by the Corn 
manding General, USAPDA. This board may also consider rebuttals 
to USAPDA modifications. The decisions of this board. after can- 
sidering rebutais, are 

After an  individual retires for physical disability from the Army, 
he may apply to the Army Disability Rating Review Board (ADRRB). 
Appeals to the ADRRB usually contest the percentage of disability 
awarded by the Army or whether an individual should be on the 
Temporary Disability Retired List (TDRL) or on the Permanent 
Retired List.$' This bosrd has the power to modify a fully executed 
retirement order if 

"Id para 4-21 
i'ld para 3-Bc 

para 4-22a(2) 
I2 S C 5 1216 119821, AR 631-40. para. 4-22al6) 

I'4R 638-40, paras 4 22a(41. 4 22b. 4 22e 4 2 5 e .  4-25d 4-25e 
jdSre in f ro  text accompanying notea 81-87 
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(1) The original order was based on fraud or mirtakr of 
law 

(2) The member was not granted a full and fam hearmg 
when the member had made timely demand for iurh a 
hearing. 

(3) Substantial new evidence e m t s  which. hy due 
diligence. could not have been presented before dispo- 
sition and the evidence xr-ould have warranted as?igning a 
higher percentage of disability if presented before d i s ~  

The petition to the ADRRB must be made a i th in  five years of the 
"diiposition complaint ''Bo 

Individuals, including rhose persons eligible to appeal to the 
ADRRB. may a180 apply after discharge or separation to the Arm) 
Board for the Correction of Military Records (.kBCMR).61 Ordinarii\ 
members must apply to the ABCHR within three years of learning of 
the error or q u s t i c e  82 Often. appeals are filed there before in 

itiating action in the federal courts 

In summary. disability processing within the Army E thorough and 
complete Cases are considered at three levels: initially. at  the !JEBD 
where medical impairments are derailed and potential disability 
cases are screened far possible referral to the PEE,  at  the PEB 
where findings and recommendations as to disability dmcharges and 
percentages of disability are made. The PEB first revieuvs a benice 
member's case informally and, If the soldier makes a request. rhe 
case 1s considered in a "full and f a r "  hearing at the formal PEB. At 
the third level, findings and recommendations of the PEBs are sent 
to the  USAPDA where the2 are renewed by the DRC and other ap- 
propriate review boards. 

pOSltlO".s~ 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS OF PEBs 
The PEBs make several importanr findings and recommendarioni 

that may affect  soldiers for their entire lives These critical findings 
and recommendations deserve more than mere mention and are dls- 
cussed in detail. 

nara 4-17 
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A .  FIT OR UNFIT FOR DUTY 
The first crucial recommendation made by the PEB is whether a 

member is fit or unfit for duty. In the entire disability process, this 
concept i s  the most crucial and confusing to potential disability 
retirees. It had in the past meant whether a member IS physically fit 
to perform the duties of his office. grade, or rating. With the recent 
interim change to the regulation. the definition has been signifi- 
cantly altered and restricted. The new definition has added the 
words " ~ n  such a way as to reasonably fulfiil the purpose of his em- 
ployment on active duty Army-wide under field conditions . . ."63  

The probable effect of this change is discussed below. 

In order for a member to be discharged or retired from the Army 
for physical disability, there must be a determination that the soldier 
1s physically unfit This 1s so even if the member has senous 
physical impairments ratable by the VA or has a physical condition 
listed as a physical fitness retention standard under Chapter 3 of AR 
40-501.85 A member may fail to meet the retention standards of AR 
40-501 and have ratable disabilities of 100 percent disability from 
the VASRD,06 and still be found fit for duty and not receive any 
disability from the military. 

This unusual result comes about because of the definition of fit- 
ness and the presumption of fitness rule." Basically, the rule may be 
stated as follows. if an mdwidual, despite physical disability, con- 
tinues to work up until the time he i s  processed for normal separa- 
tion from the service, then that individual will be presumed to be fit 
and denied ail military disability benefits. However, that individual 
would remain eligible to receive disability pay from the VA, which 
does not have a presumption of fitness rule. 

Many of the hearings at the PEB focus on this issue For example. a 
member may have serious medical problems yet return to duty as 
part of the normal rehabilitation process Notwithstanding his dis- 
ability, he may appear to be moderately successful and receive 
favorable evaluation reports. In the meantime, no one, including the 
treating physician, has explained the presumption of fitness rule to  
the member As IS often the case, this soldier may be totally unaware 
of any potential disability benefits. 
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For many inldiers who return to  duty after an ~ w u r ?  or illness. 
[here is a Pals? perception that. when they s a a r a t e  or retire. the 
Arm) will rake care of them by providing disability pay for the in- 
j u r i ~ s  and diseases they incurred on active duly This perception 1% 

rauwd in part b) the misunderqtandmg o f  the relatimihip of V.4 and 
milltar? d s a b h t ?  benefits Additionall> physicians are properlg 
more concerned with cure and treatment than with the possihiiit? of 
diiahihty pay for iheir patienrs Many physicians do not tak? rhr 
time to fully mmprehend the  compl?xitieS of the disability i ? \ t ~ m  
E ~ e n  if the physicians do understand the agatem. 
a d \ w  their patients because the? feel that it IS not 
time later, obuali) when the soldlei 1s being retired 
issue of diiahiiir) compensation is considewd for rhe first Tim? 

sumption of fitnesi rule The additional requiremenr in the defini- 
tion that the wldier he physicall? f x  or able 10 per fo r r  duties 
"worldwide under field conditions." w2-111 make it somewhat easier 
for d soldier with long-standing ph?wal  impairments t o  COIIVIIICP a 
PEB thar he wab mproperl) retained in the Army e ien  w t h  the 
''clear and roniincmg" arandard af proof If the individual ha5 
seriou5 impairmentb that require medicman and conrinuing in- 
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patient or out-patient hospital care. then even by a clear and con- 
vincing evidence standard he 1s not fit for duty under field candi- 
tiom in a worldwide environment 

Another classification 1s also affected by the presumption of 
fitness rule. Under the oid definition of fitness, young soldiers who 
eluded the screening process of the entrance physical could some- 
times remain on active duty despite a failure to meet the entrance or 
retention standards of AR 40-501. Many of thew cases involved con- 
genital deformities or other physical conditions that existed prior to 
service, were not readily apparent. and did not interfere with their 
regularly assigned duties. Although they might be processed for 
disability separation. such members could argue that, despite the 
fact they might require some continuing medical treatment or that 
they could not take part in physical training because of their profile. 
they ihouid be found fit for duty because they performed all the 
routine duties that the Army required of them. These Individuals. 
however. presented problems for personnel managers because they 
could not be reassigned to hardship t aws  owmeas due to their  pro^ 

file iimitatmns. The interim change requiring soldiers to be physi- 
cally fit for worldwide duty under field conditions makes it more dif- 
ficult far these soldiers to successfully argue that they are fit 

B. ADDITIONAL FINDINGS 
Once a member surv~ves the initial hurdle by being found physi- 

cally unfit, the PEE makes additional findings and recommenda- 
tions Under the law prior to the Career Compensation Act, once an 
officer was found unfit, he was retired at 7C percent disability 
regardless of the degree of impairment.'o The PEB 1s required now to 
make findings concerning medical impairments existing prior to 
service (EPTS) and reduce the amount of disability far those  impair^ 
ments by an EPTS factor If the EPTS Impairment was the only one 
for which a member was being found unfit, then the member would 
be discharged but would not be entitled to  disability from the Army 
An exampie would be a cancer that takes more than four months to 
incubate. If the member s h o w  ngns of the cancer when in basic 
training and if, by accepted medical pnnciples, it can be established 
that the disease originated before the soldier came on active duty. 
the the condition 1s EPTS Assuming that the Army has done nothing 
to worsen the condition, the soldier will be discharged without 
miiirary diiabiiity benefits." 
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In those cases, the PEB must determine both when the i n p r y  or 
disease occurred and whether service aggravation had occurred I f  
the member proves that his impairment was made worse by a c t n e  
duty. then the member may be compensated far the amount of s e w  
ice aggravation. For example, a member may have had a bad knee 
from high school foatball. which was aggravated by unsuccessful 
surgery by the Army. The member would be entitled to a disability 
rating far service aggravation of his EPTS condition and would h r  
entitled to the difference in disability rating between the EPTS and 
the aggravated condition 72 

C. PERMANENT MILITARY RETIREMENT 
For most members who are being required to leave active duty for 

physical disability, the most desired benefit of disability processing 
LE permanent disability retirement from the service. Disability retire 
ment does not necessarily depend upon the length of active service 
but may also depend upon the amount of physical disability, less 
EPTS, incurred or aggravated by active duty sernce. For example. a 
soldier with two years service who 1s severely injured, resulting m 
various impairments totaling 00 percent, could be permanentl) re- 
tired at 75 percent of hm base pay The maximum disability retired 
pay IS the same as the maximum longevitr retirement, 76 percent '$ 

Military disability compensation, unlike the VA disabiiiry compen- 
sation, 1s determined in whichever of two ways 1s to the adtamage 
of the soldier The first way IS to multiply the base pa) of the 
member by the percentage of disability For example, a soldier with 
a 30 percent disabdity rating would retire at  30 percent of his base 
pay The second method of computing retired pay applies to those 
members who have at  least a 30 percent disability and IS computed 
by multiplying the active years of service by 2'h to reach the retired 
pay. If a soldier has 16 years service and a 30 percent disability 
rating, he would be retired at  40 percent retirement. with 30 of that 
40 percent being for disability." 

Under the military disability system, an individual of higher rank 
or years of service T ~ C B I Y S  a greater amount of military disability pay 
for the identical impairment For example, a sergeant (E-5) with four 
years of active service and a lieutenant colonel (0-6) with sixteen 
5 ears of active senice,  both of whom are injured in combat and both 
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of whom ha re  all the toes of one of their feet amputated. would. in 
January 1984, hare been entitled to 30 percent disability The 
sergeant would receive from the .4rmy as retired pay $282.60 per 
month (30 percent times base pay of $942) for the rest af his life. 
with cost of living mcreases The lieutenant colonel would receive 
$1,206 06 (2% times 16 years of active service times a base pay of 
53012.60 out of which $903.78 is military disability retired pay). 
Because the $301.26 of the 0 - 5 ' s  pay is not for disability. that por- 
tion of the monthly check would be Because different 
laws apply to cost of living increases to regular retirement than to 
disability retirement. the amount of incre;iies could, over time uar) 
significantly Congress, sympathetic to disabled veterans, has been 
prone to grant fuii C"6t of ilvlng increases 1' 

There are many benefits apart from compensation that render 
military disability permanent retirement highly desirable fur those 
who have become disabled. Those benefits include ail the normal 
benefits of having a retired military identification card'8 and, for 
their dependents. a dependent identification card l e  With those 
identification cards. military retirees and their dependents may use 
the post exchange, commissary other instaliation services available 
to retirees, and instailation medical facilities 

D. TEMPORARY DISABILITY RETIRED 
LIST (TDRL) 

Often, the degree of permanent disability to a soldier is unknown 
during the period immediately following the injury. In addition, each 
person responds differently to treatment and some impairments 
worsen mer time Rather than permanently retire evergone at a set 
percentage determined at an early stage in the treatment process. 
Congress has directed that individuals with unstable physical or 
mental conditions and with at least a 30 percent initial disability be 
placed on the Temporary Disability Retired List (TDRL) 
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Bring on the TDRL offers hoth advantages and disadvantages. 
Ahen on the TDRL. the memb?r e w o y  all the prir.ileg?s and 
hmefita of permanent rerirement By law. the maximum period a 
memher can remain on the TDRL IS five years The statute alsrl TP- 

quires periodic medical examinations. at least e\ery 18 months afipr 
which a PEB ieriews the memher's rase 10 determine if final diiposi 

While on the TDRL. a member's condition may nnprovr. remain 
the bamr or de te rmate  If the physical mpairrnent 1mprove4 as a 
result of treatment or the passage of rime. and if the condition ha, 
stabilized. the membei may then. i f  he meetathe retention standards 
of AR 10-5111 he found f i t  for duty Thii determination ends milltar? 
reliremem and benefits The m m b e r  if  lip 50 desrea. ma) re r im to 
active dut? hi 

If the p h > w a l  condition has stahillzed and the membpr continue5 
t i l  hare at iea i r  a 30 percent disability and the five-year IImitdtiou 
ha\ nor lapred, the member will i n  mod case5 be permanentl? 
rrtired \Vhen on rhe TDRL, the memher r e r e n e i  a m m m o m  of 60 
pelcent of hls r e rmd  pa? .b4 

For a member whoie candirian has deteriorated and when the Lm 
panment  remains unstable, the PEB nil1 normall? recommend that 
he be continued on the TDRL. if the five years has not run The dis 
ahilit? rating iiill continue to be the Sam? a i  w h m  he a a i  first 
pldced on the TDRL However. when that perron 1% finally remu\& 
frum the TDRL. the PEB ma? recommend d higher rihabht). percent- 
age rating for permanent retirement "; 

The membei has no right to a formal hearing if the PEB i m t i n u e i  
him on th? TDRL However. if at an informal hoard. the PEB recom- 
mends any other dispoiitmn. such a permanent retirement f i t  for 
duty, or discharge uirh ieverance pa? then the member has a right 
to a formal hearing *b 

After a time on the TDRL. many ioldiers are discharged r n h  dL5- 

~verance pa? Tlua occurrence is moit frequenr wirh m e m ~  
her5 whore condition ha5 Imoroved t o  the mint  that their Imoair- 

tlon 15 apprOprlate 8 2  

menr i i  ratable at less than 30 percent and they have l e s  than 211 
>ear\ of active servjre 8. 
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E. SEVERANCE PAY 
Those who are found unfit by the PEB and are not permanently 

retired or placed on the TDRL because their disability rating LS less 
than 30 percent will normally be separated from the service with 
disabiiity severance pay.ss Disability severance pay is computed by 
multiplying twice a soldier's monthis base pay by each year of active 
service, up to a maximum of 12 years.8g A major (0-4) wnh 16 years 
of active years for both pay and retirement would, m January 1984, 
have been entitled to a lump sum payment of $66,333.60 (monthly 
base pay of $2,763 90 multiplied by double the base pay for 12 years 
of sewice). As can be seen, disability severance pay can be 
significantly greater than other types of military Severance pay 
There is no statutory limit on disability severance pay other than the 
12 year limitation Additionally, disability severance pay, unlike 
other severance pay, is available to enlisted personnel A sergeant 
first class (E-7) with 12 years of active service for pay and retirement 
would receive in January 1984 a lump sum payment of 133,076.80 
(monthly base pal of $1,378.20 multiplied by doubie the base pay for 
12 years of service) 

F. DISABILITY FOR RESERVISTS 
Certain classifications of reservists are also entitied to military 

disability benefits. Reservists are covered if  they were injured as a 
proximate cause af performing 

(I) Active Duty (AD) or active duty for training (ADT) 
under a call or order that specifies a period of 30 days or 
less, to include full time training duty (FTTD) under Title- 
32 U.S.C. (602f, 603, 604, m). 
(2) Inactive duty training (IDT) [weekend dniis] (But not 
while en route to or from IDT) 

(3) ADT under authority of section 270(b) of titie 10 
United States Code. This authority  permit^ ordering a 
member to active duty for training for 45 days or l e s ~  to 
satisfy Ready Reserve training requirementa.g" 

If the disability incurred IS as a result of a disease, the reservist will 
normally not be entitled to military disability However. I f  the d i s ~  
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eaie IS a complicatian of an i qu ry ,  then the reservist ma?- be 
covered, but Lt must b e  shown that rhe disease resulted from an in- 
jury Assuming that a resewut satisfies these requirements, he E 
eligible for disability procersing and consideration by the PEB.02 

VII. MILITARY DISABILITY RATINGS 
4 common question asked by soldiers concerns the amount of 

disability compensation that they wiil receive. This section will 
discuss Lome of the mare important principles in ascertaining d i s ~  
ability pa? 

Instead of creating a new disability rating scheme far the military. 
Congresa direcred the militar) to use the VA standard schedule of 
rating the Veterans' Administration Schedule for 
Rating Disabilities (VASRD).S4 The VASRD ints disahilit)  percent^ 
ages for i arious physical and mental impairments, ranging from 0 t o  
LOO percent. depending upon the nature and sererity of the Impair- 
ment. The PEE, using the VASRD. derermmea the disability rating 
for  a particular impairment. Once the percentage of disabilitg recom- 
mended ~i known.q5 a member may calculate his military disabiiity 
by multiplying that rate b) his monthly base pay Howmer, for 
those members entering actwe duty after September 7 ,  1980. the 
miinthly habe pay is averaged over any 36 months of active d u b  n- 

If the rate LS leis than 30 percent. the member uill receive a one 
time, lump-wm severance pay The VA. which ha i  an independent 
disabiiit? s p t e m .  pays a flar monthly rate. regardleis of base pa? 
rank. or ?ears of service 

Although, the military bases the disability ratings on the VASRD. LI 
does not accept all VA policies for dererrnmng ratings qq Frequentl? 
~)ar t~cuIorI)  in TDRL hearings before the PEB evidence is presented 
that the VA. which also uses the YASRD, has given a higher rating 
for  the same physical impairment Although the PEB must consider 
that eridenre I I  IS not bound h: any determination o f  the  V A  1'''' 
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In determining disability ratings, both the VA and the military ap- 
ply the "whole man" concept. This means that, if an individual has 
several impairments, each injury must be considered separately. For 
example, a soldier, whose foot has been amputated, 1s determined, 
upon evaluation to also suffer from moderate diabetes, hyperten- 
sion, and hearing loss. The amputation is ratable at 40 percent,1o1 the 
diabetes at 20 percent (although if serious, it could be rated as high 
as 100 percent),lo2 and the hearing loss at 10 percent.'03 It would ap- 
pear that this equates to 70 percent However, under the "whale 
man" concept, the individual would have a total disability rating of 
56.8 percent, which is rounded to the nearest ten percent, and in 
this case IS 60 percent This IS computed as follows: 

1. Loner leg amputation equals 40 percent (leaving 60 

2. Diabetes equals 20 percent (times the remaining 60 

3. Hearing loss equals 10 percent (times the remaining 48 

These subtotals are then added and rounded to the nearest 10 per- 
cent.'"' 

The pyramiding rule and the amputation rule are other rules to 
prevent exeess~ve ratings. The pyramiding rule prevents duplication 
of r a t inp  for the same impairment. Same injuries can be rated in 
more than one way. The prohibition against pyramiding prevents 
combining these ratings to  increase disability pay. Additionally, 
pyramiding prevents using manifestations of an EPTS condition to  
increase an overall ratmg.l05 The amputation rule works in a similar 
fashion by prowdmg that the total rating for an injured limb cannot 
exceed the rating for the amputation of the portion of the limb af- 
fected.'06 

A major provision used by the VA to increme compensation that 
does not apply to the military is the bilateral factor. The bilateral 
factor adds 10 percent to the total rating when two of the same 

percent of the "whole man" remaining). 

percent equals 12 percent). 

percent equals 4.8 percent). 

""38 C F R $5 4 7la 5166 (1983) 
" ' Id 55 1120  7813 
"3ilrl $ 9  4 87a 6295 
"'Til facilitate the CornputatLon the \ A  u3e5 the combined ratl lgs table contained 

""J8 C F R g 4 14 11983). AR 635 40 ~ p p  8 ,  para B 5 
"'"18 C F R 5 4 68 (1983) AR 635 40 app B para B-18 

I" id at  5 4 28 %e nBn AR 636-40. 8pp B, para 8-12 
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organs or extremities are Impaired. i e . ,  both handc. both rari. cor 
bath feet.'"'By declining to apply this rule. the milltar) has f o u r t h u  
limited disability compensation 

VIII. PRESUMPTION OF FITNESS RULE 
Farmany years, the statutory changes to the 1949 milltar) di5ahili- 

ty system proved effective and noncontroversial However over a 
period of time. abuses of the system became apparent. It was noted 
that,  by the early 1970s. a higher percentage of general officer\ and 
medical officers were being retired with a disability than members of 
the general military population A study commissioned by the 
Department of Defense. entitled Disability Retirement Trend5 
[DRT),108 demonstrate that ,  in 1972. 52  6 percent of ail general or  
flag officers were being retired with a disability This was in stark 
contrait to the 18 percent of all DOD officers being retired with a 
disability That same study Lllustrated that 38 percent of all retiring 
medical officers in DOD retired with disability in 1972.1u8 

A significant part of this discrepancy in disability retirement r a t e  
may be that general and flag officers and medical officers frequentlb 
retire at  an older age than most other officers, general and flag of- 
ficers. for example, usually retire from a c t h e  duty after approx- 
imately 30 years of active senwe Medical officers usually start ac- 
t n e  duty later than the average officer because of their extensiie 
cn ihan  training As this population ages. it would be reasonable ti, 
assume that physical disabilities will increase. These factor\. 
hoxever. failed to  explain the abnormal disability rates for Medical 
Service Corps personnel and nurses. The DRT study hypothesized 
that the high rate of disability for officers in the medical field may 
have been due to the exposure of those personnel to greater health 
risks, their increased age. or because they h a i e  a greater under- 
>landing of the diqabllity system 

At this point. an understanding of the possible motivation to ob- 
tain military disability retirement IS relevant The chief motivation 1s 

fmancial. Military retired disability pay can be up to a maximum of 
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75  percent of a service member's has? pay On the other hand. the 
VA pays a statutorg rate. ranging. in 1984. from $63 00 to $1213.00 
per month. regardless of active durv rank. for d i sab i lm based on 
degree of impairment 

411 service members must elect to take their military disabiiitg 
compensation from either the  VA or the miiitary I 1 3  The importance 
of the  election for officers and senior enlisted service members is in 
the difference in the amount  of disability pay Officers and senior 
noncommissioned officers receive a greater disability pension from 
the military than from the  VA because the  statutory VA amounts of 
disability pay are substantially less than military disability pay 111 

For example. in January 1984, a sergeant first c i a 3  (E-7) with mer 
14 years of serrice far pay and retirement purposes, with a 60 per- 
cent di%bility. would hare  received monthly either $352 00 from 
the V.4 or S720 30 from the  Army. Additionally, there are tax 
considerations. Normal longevity retired pay IS subject to federal ~ n -  
come taxes Veterans' Administration disability compensation has 
always been exempt from federal income tax 'I5 

The advantage to a soldier of receiving military disability  retire^ 
ment will become more apparent in the followmg example Under 
the law an individual could receive up to 7 5  percent as a disability 
retirement based on the degree of Impairment. An officer, w-ho 
would normally receive 60 percent of base pay upon retirement with 
20 rears of active service. would. if he had the requisite disabhty. 
retire at 75 percent, tax-free For a 47-year-old lieutenant colonel 
(0.51, who IS ~n the 40 percent tax bracket. with a life expectancy to 
age 72, the difference m retired. after-tax retirement income \tould 
be approximately 6443,100.00 The 5443.110.00 IS computed in the 
following manner' Nondisability retired pay for a 0-5 with 20 years 
of service 1s $1,641.00 per month, less taxes m the  40 percent 
bracket. leaving $984.00. Tax-free maximum disabilitg retired pay is 
7 5  percent of base pay or  S2.461 per month The difference betueen 
disability and nondmability retired pay is thus $1,477 00 per month, 
$17,724.00 per year, and $443 100.00 lifetime The temptation to 
abuse the sy5tem would wem enormous 

The situation came to a head in October 1972. u h e n  the I b u .  Yorh 
Tzmes disclosed that General John D Lavelle, USAF. retired at a 70 
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percent disabilit) and shortly thereafter passed a Federal .4viat10n 
Administration flight physical."6 Congressional interest was piqued 
and hearings were held concerning military disabilit) retired pa) 
Those hearings revealed thaK the problem of dispropart onate 
numbers of general officers being retired for disability was both 
widespread and longstanding.la' 

Apparently, LO avoid unwanted congressional intenention. DOD 
took step5 to resolre the problem by Implementing what 1s now 
known as the "presumption of fitness rule" in a DOD memorandum 
authored by Deputy Secretary of Defense Kenneth Rush on Januarr 
29, 1975 The Rush Memorandum provided guideiines that over 
the years hare  proven effecrive yet frequently harsh The key pro- 
VlSlO" 1s 

\Then a member is being processed for separation for 
reasons other than physical disability. his continued per- 
formance of duty until he is scheduled far separation for 
other purposes cwates n prerumprion that the  member L P  

f i t  tor d u t y  

The Rush Memorandum allowed for two ways KO o ~ e r m m e  this 

a The member in fact. was physically unable to ade- 
quately perform the duties of his office rank, grade, or 
raring even though he was improperly retained in that of- 
fice. rank. grade, or rating for a period of time 

b Acute, grave illness or iwury or other detenoration of 
physical condition That occurred immediately prior to or  
coincidentally with the member's separation for reasons 
other than physical disability, rendered him unfit for fur- 
ther duty. 

When the member's referral for physical evaluation 1s 
related to physical examinations given as a part of non-  
disability retirement processing. evidence must be clear 
and conrinctng to overcome the presumption of fitness. 
In other cases, The presumption of firness may be  over^ 

come by aprrponderance of the ewdence  

presumption 
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The provismns of the Rush Memorandum were implemented in sei- 
\ice regulations Iz1 The effectiveness of the Rush Memorandum was 
borne out by a study that demonstrated that disability retirements 
for general and flag officers has decreased from 52.6 percent in 1072 
to 3.1 percent in 1079.122Additionally, disability retirement rates for 
medical officers, excluding dentists, nurses, and Medical Senice 
Corps officers, dropped from 38 percent in 1072 to about 0 percent 
in 1979.123 These figures were essentially marched in an Air Force 
study conducted several years later. 

Although the congressional intent was to correct abuses by general 
and flag and medicai officers, the additional effect has been to cur- 
tail disability benefits for thousands of officers and enlisted person- 
nel who might otherwise have bee awarded military disability bene- 
fits. Since 1972.  disability retirements for those other than general 
and flag and medical officers were reduced by approximately 60 per- 
cent 125 

Because of the presumption of fitness rule, any soldier appraach- 
ing an estimated time of separation, forced separation or retirement 
1s presumed 10 be fit for duty and ineligible for mjiitary disability 
retirement, notwithstanding disabling conditions that would ather- 
wise qualify an individual for military disability retirement or  dis- 
ability severance pay Of course, the VA will still compensate in- 
dividuals for injuries or illnesses that have been determined by the 
VA to be incident to service. Hawever. the VA compensation is aften 
less than that provided by the military Additionally. because of the 
presumption of fitness rule, many thousands of s en ice  members 
who are not eligible for longevity retirement hare lost all other 
military benefits, such as commissary or post exchange privileges. 
that they would otherwise have been entitled to with at least a 30 
percent military disability retirement 

To insure that the Lareile situation would not recur, Congress 
enacted the following measure 

The Secretary concerned may not, with respect to any 
member who IS in pay grade 0-7 or higher or is a Medical 
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Corpro fb~ero rmed ica lo f f i ce ro t  the A i r F o r ~ e b e i n g p r o ~  
wsaed f o r  retirement under any p ro~ i smn  of thii title b! 
rca.-m (of  age or length of iervice- 

(1) i m r e  w i h  member under section 1201 of this title 

A .  CONTINUATION ON ACTIVE DUTY 
One solution to th? harih effrcts of the presumprian of fitness rule 

was promulgated in Chapter G of AR 635.40 The- regulation provides 
that a mpmher. who may be found unfit. may apply to be continued 
on a r t i w  durr despite hi i  disability. However. the member must he 
able to function normally. without undue lois of rime from duty, in 
his milltar! duties without medical risk to himielf or others and b? 
able to perform useful militar? senwe  A member would be pr r )~  
cased through the Army Physical Disability Evaluation System and. 
I f  hii dl%hility remainpd rhe same or mrreaied, then in all likelihood 
h? would rereire an appropriate deabilng diicharge or disability 
retiremmt when hf separated from the  service However. as the 
PEB may find the member fit if the condition mproves. the mwnber 
takes the rirk of lasing disability benefits upon final seiiararion Th? 
percei\ed ad\antage of continuance on active duly (COAD) for The 
member is to avoid the presumption of fitnpsa rule The hoped for  
ad\antage tci the Army was to identify thow member5 w f f m n g  
from mpairments by encouraging them to be processed for possible 
medical separation or retirement and b i  giving those members who 
could prowd? valuable iervices to the Army a reasonable oppor- 
iunitv to ~ t a y  on active duty Unfortuntely. COAD has not worked in 
this faahion. Oniy a small percentage of COAD repucsts have been 
approved as can be ieen h) the following statistic5 taken from 
USAPDA hriefing mteriak 
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Fiscal Year COAD Cases .Vumber Approved 

FY 80 
FY 81 
FY 82 
FY 83 

1 R9 .-. 
313 
369 
648 

22 
14 
10 
15128 

Because of the low approval rate, those members with many years of 
active service, but who are not retirement eligible and have marginal 
disabilities, may be best advised to avoid the military disability 
system altogether. Their hope would be to remain on active duty un- 
til they qualify for normal longevity retirement. 

B. MODIFICATION OF 
THE PRESUMPTION OF FITNESS RULE 

The presumption of fitness rule has recently been modified by the 
Army. In an interim change to AR 635-40, the words, ' 'aving due 
consideration to his availability for worldwide deployment under 
field conditions," were added to modify the definition of "fit ' ' 130  

The reason @ r e  for the changes was "to prevent possible adverse 
judicial rulings against the Army."13' 

The effect of the above change wiii be twofold. First, it will be dtf- 
ficuit to retain on active duty those soldiers who do not meet the 
retention standards of Chapter 3 of AR 40-501. This would affect 
thme individual9 who ace able to perform their duties with a medical 
profile but cannor serve under field conditions because of their dis- 
ability For example, a soldier with extremely high blood pressure 
who needs constant medication and to be close to a medical facility 
would not be permitted to stay on active duty under a Strict interpre- 
tation of the changes Under the old rule, if the member could physi- 
cally perform his duties. he could sometimes successfully argue that 
his disability did not interfere with his duties and remain on active 
duty. 

The second mqor effect of the change will be to relax Some of the 
problems associated with the presumption of fitness rule. If a 
soldier, because of a profile, Cannot be reassigned to a remote field 
location. then it will be less of a burden for that individual to prove 
that he was improperly retained in the service, and may more easily 
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qualify for disability retirement or separation Additionally thi, 
change will provide an opportunity to separate from the w n ~ e  
those individuals who do not meet the physical requirements of their 
Jobs. 

As the presumption of fitness rule has proven overbroad in achiev- 
ing Its objective of curtailing abuses by senior officers. eliminating 11 
now may be a sensible and equitable solution to the problem of arb)- 
tranly denying military disability benefits to those who were not 
properly advised of their opcmns when they sustained their quuriei 
or illness The rule is especially inequitable when the brunt of the 
rule's harsh effect falls on J U I I ~ O ~  officers and enlisted members 
Desenlng semior officers are also hurt by the rule herduse the) 
must go to extraordinary lengths to receive the military diwbilit) 
compensation that Congress intended for them in the Career Com- 
pensation Act of 1'349.132 The presumption of fitness rule is not man- 
dated by statute and can easily be rescinded by the Department of 
Defense. The statutory requirement that all disability retirement 
cases of general and medical officers be reviewed by the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense, Health Affairs1a3 LS sufficient to prevent 
future abuses by those groups. 

An alternative to ehmmating the rule would be to apply it solely to 
thoe indiriduals who are eligible far retirement. This would preient 
individuals who otherwise qualified for disability retirement or 
separation from losing all statutory benefits because of the presump- 
tl"n of fitness rule 

IX. VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION 
DISABILITY BENEFITS 

The VA administers a disability compensation s>stem independent 
of The mditary. Although the VA requires certain military medical 
and personnel records to establish eligibility and the military is re 
quired by statute to use rhe VASRD to determine proper dlsablity 
racings, for the  most part the two disability systems function inde- 
pendently 

To avoid the problem of members failing to take advantage of V A  
benefits, Congress directed 
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(a) A member of an armed force ma: not he discharged 
or  released from active duty because of physical disability 
until he- 

(1) has made a claim for compensation, pension, or hos 
pitahzatmon. to he filed with the  veteran^' Admmistratlon. 
or has refused to make such a claim; or 

(2) has signed a statement that his right to make such a 
claim has been explained to him. or has refused to sign 
such a staiement . . ,dl  

The Physml  Evaluation Board Liaison Officer usually accom~ 
plishes this statuiory mandate as part of the overall disability pro- 
cessing.l35 This ,& accomplished by referring the member to a VA 
representative to begin processing Until the \'A reaches irs awn de- 
terminarion, the VA will sometimes begin compensating members 
after rheir discharge or retirement from service at the rating deter 
mmed by the PEB 

The VA monthly compensation for disability ab of January 1, 1984 
was 

10 percent $ 62 
20 percent S 114 
30 percent S 173 
40 percent s 249 
50 percent 5 352 
60 percent $ 443 
70 percent $ 560 
80 percent $ 648 

Total or  100 percent si213136 
90 percent $ 722 

The V.4 provides additional compensation for severe impairments 
and total compensation for impairments can amount of $5461 00 per 
month.'Ja Additionally. if the memher has at  least a 30 percent dis- 
ability. the VA provides supplemental compensation for dependents. 
A member with a spouse and no chddren in 1984 would have been 
entitled to $74.00 in additional compensation Wirh a SDOUSC and one 
child, the  member would have received an addltmnal 5124 00 each 
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month For each additional chdd. the veteran could have received 
S40 (10 1 3 6  If they are un?mplayahle. veterans w h o  have at  least one 
diiahility laring of 60 percent or two ratings of which one is at least 
10 percent and the two totaling 70 percent may qualify far  a total 
disability rating of 100 perrent ley In addition to  a dramatic inclease 
in disahiln) pa). these veterans also qualify for qperial educatii nal 
programs for their spouse5 and children that are onl) a\allahle to 
totally disable-d veterans 

An extremel) ~ a l u a h l e  henefit 15 the Vocational Rehahilitation 
Program 111 addition to diiabilit) cornpensatmi. a ~ e t e r a n  enrolled 
in a qualified program in 1984 mith two dependenti may also r e c ~ i r ?  
S l l l  00 p ~ r  month for a maximum of 48 months 11" Another popular 
lirn?fit for riivahlrd veterans with college age dependents is the bur  
i i io r , '  and Dependents' Educational As5iatance program Thp 
qmube4 and ihiidren of xeterans who arr totall? disabled including 
thriie who ha\? the 100 penent rating becauw of unemployah~lity 
d w  entit led 10 a maximum of 1 5  month\ of educational benefit\. 

may r e ~ e i i e  rnanthl> checks until the 

One confusing rule 15 that. i f  d ieteran 1s entitled to cornpeniation 
I n m  hnrh the militar) and the V.4. h? ma) not collect an amount 
greater than the larger of the two pmalan\ I*? Thir doe\ not medii 
that he mu'it elect betw?en penwns  The veteran IS entitled to take 
part of his compensation from ea 
exceed the larger of the two pen 

agr of 23  for i<,llege < 

n 15 rax free there are tax advantages to electing to take the 
~ ~ m p e n u t m n .  4 \ereran u h o  LI entitled tc hotli p e n a m \  may 
10 hare h i i  total compensation paid b) the VA The effect 

hill be to receiie the YA portion tax free, with the remainder tar-  
a h k  I f  ~t does not o t h e w m  qualifr as tax free income 

Members who are discharged from the military w 
reterance pay must pay hack the amount of the disabil 
pay hefore rerei i~ng a Y A  peniion Mort reterans I" 
mmediatel) apply for YA benefits and do not receive any Y.4 corn 
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pensstion until an amount equal to the disability severance pay has 
been exceeded. For example, d a veteran has received $6,200 00 
from the Army as a lump sum disability severance pay, it would be 
100 months before the veteran would start to receive a YA disabiht) 
pension. There are also limitations on receiving back benefits. Con- 
sequentiy, it 1s almost always to a veteran's advantage to apply for 
disability compensation benefits as soon as possible.145 

X. CIVIL SERVICE BENEFITS 
Other benefits that accrue to disabled veterans include employ- 

ment advantages with the federal government. Disabled veterans 
are entitled to a l0-pomt veterans' preference on a v d  service ex- 
am mat ion^^^^ and, if their disability was a direct result of combat. 
they are also exempt from the dual compensation pramsmns of civil 
ServlCe iaw.147 

The 10-point veterans' preference 1s also available to the spouse of 
a disabled veteran if the disabled veteran cannot perform in a job 
"along the general lines of his or her usual o c ~ u p a t i o n . " l ~ ~  Addi- 
tionally, under cerrain circumstances, the mother of a totally dis- 
abled veteran may qualify for a ten point veterans' preference 
The Federal Personnel Manual (FPM) defines a disabled ~ e t e r a n  as 
follows: 

"Disabled veteran" means a person who was separated 
under honorable conditions from active duty in the armed 
forces performed a t  any time and who has established the 
present existence of a service-connected disabhty or IS 
receiving compensation. disability retirement benefits, or  
pension because of a public statute administered by the 
Veterans' Admmstratmn 01 a military department.15o 

Those veterans who a 30 percent or greater disabiiity receive addi- 
tional civil serv~ce seniority consideration over those disabled 
veterans u i th  less than a thirty percent dm.bility.'61 
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XI. SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY 
BENEFITS 

Disabilit) compenbatlon may also be sought from an OfKen-orer- 
looked source. the Social Security Admimstration. These benefiti 
are paid in addition to military or V.4 disability lrenef 
single person. these benefiti aleraged in 1983 $442.00 
fur  a disabled worker with a family social iecurny benefits a i  wage 
5851 00 per month.lS3 There are three qoalifi<ationr t o  iecene 
Social Security Disability pa>ments 

Disability LS defined in Title I1 of  the Act . One the 
claimanl must suffer from a medicall) der?rminahle 
phycical or  mental impairment Two the impairment must 
ha\e laited or  be shon n to last at lea% for t w d \  e month, 
or resull in death The impairment must pretent rhe clai 
mant from engaging in any subatanrlal gamful e m p l o ? ~  
m m t  for  the same period. . . The claimant has the 
b u r d m  m th? firit Instance. of evablirhmg his disabilit) 
statu,. and that his disability arose whi l e  he was in- 
sured h)  the Act 42 L1.S C Sec 4lb(i)f:i)(R) and 
4LS(r.)(1)(B).1~4 

T%%o recent changes affecting veteranc m u b t  he noted The first in 
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without reduction from, Army or VA disability compensation."166 
This ambiguity between agency interpretation has been resolved by 
Congress by statutory language that provides that "pnor to the 
month in which an individual attams the age of 65.  . ,I' all govern- 
ment compensation is included except veterans benefits l5' This 
would indicate that military disability pay 1s included in determining 
the 80 percent limitation and VA disability compensation IS not in- 
cluded. This would be another reason for senice members to apply 
and elect to take as much of their disability compensation from the 
VA as possible. 

Severely disabled soldiers and veterans may also be entitled to 
compensation from the Social Security Admmitration. However, 
there are limitations on the total amount of military disabilityretired 
pay and Social Security disability compensation. Those Imitations do 
not apply to VA compensation 

XII. TAX CONSEQUENCES 
Although Congress in recent years has curtailed some of the mJor 

tax benefits of military disability pay, considerable tax benefits re- 
main. For those soldiers on active duty or in the reserves before 
September 24,  1975, all military disability pay 1s excluded from 
federal income taxation Those soldien coming on active duty after 
September 24, 1975, may have their disability income excluded If  
they are eligible for VA disability benefits; or they have a combat- 
related iqu ry  or sickness including conditions simulating war; or 
they have injuries incurred as a direct result of violent attacks which 
the Secretap of State determines to be a terrorist attack when the 
soldier i s  performing duties outside the United States.liS 

Even when a member is on active duty. some pay may be excluded 
from federal income tax as a result of disability The Internal 
Revenue Code provides that B member may exclude miiitary pay for 
up to two sears if he or she is hospitalized after an i np ry  or disease 
incurred in a combat zone. That prov~smn allows officers to exclude 
up to S500.00 military pay ger month and enlisted personnel to ex- 
clude all of their military pay.Ls* 
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Beginning in 1984. the sick pay exclusion of up to S100.00 pay per 
week has been eliminated.1B0 In addition, up to one half of Social 
Security disability compensation which causes gross income IO ex- 
ceed $25,000 00 (nngle return) and $32,000.00 (joint return). 15 now 
taxabk.161 

Tar free compensation 1s a major benefit of military disability com- 
pensation for those who came on active duty before September 24.  
1876. Portions of active duty pay may also be exempt from taxation 
for those injured in a combat zone. Disability compensation from the 
VA is also tax free. Social Security disability compensation ex 
empt, provided that the gross income of the recipient does not ex-  
ceed certain dollar limitations 

XIII. JUDICIAL REVIEW OF MILITARY 
DISABILITY CASES 

One major difference between the military disability retirement 
System and the Veterans' Administration disability system concerns 
the provisions for judicial r e v ~ w .  Whereas military disability cases 
may be reviewed ~n the federal couTts, administrative decisions by 
the  VA concerning disability are not reviewable unless the Claimant 
can allege a constitutional wrong.'82 Because there IS no statutory 
prohibition far review, the courts hare  freely reviewed militam d w  

Although most cases are filed after the Army Board of Correctmns 
of Military Records (ABCMR) has acted, there is no requirement that 
the  ABCMR act first on a case. The final decision of the Secretary of 
the applicable service IS sufiment.lb4 

Until recently. a claimant could file suit in either the Court of 
Claimsloe or, if the claim for back pay was not greater than 
$10,000 00, in a United States district court With the  advent of 
the Federal Couns Improvement claims in excess of 

ablllty cases '63 
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$10.000.00 are now tned  in the  United States Claims Coun Claims 
that are not greater than $10,000 00 can be tried in either the United 
States Claims Court or in the  federal district court. Appealr of back 
pay actions from both the Claims Court and federal district courts 
are to the newly established Vmted States Court of .4ppeals for the 
Federal Circmt.lis 

Once before a federal court, the standard of review 1s whether the 
admmistratiw action by the military was "arbitrary, CBPIICIOUS, or 
in bad faith, or unsupported b) substantial evidence. or contrary t o  
law, regulation. or mandatory publiqhed procrdure of a substantive 
nature by which [ the  complainant] has been seriously 
iqured  . 

The statute of limitations for actions of this nature 13 six )ears 
An issue may arise, however, concernlng when the statute begins to 
run. Recently. a veteran asserring a claim from service m World U'ar 
I1 successfully argued that the statute did not begin to run until his 
claim had been denied by the  Army Board of Carrecrion of Mhtar?. 
Records (ABCMR). As the ABCMR can forgive an untimely filing 
when it LS in the interest afjustlce. the court applied the date of the 
ABCMR decision as the date to  begin the running of statute of ilmita- 
tians 

A .  PRIVACY ACT LITIGATION 
Another recent and novel approach to overcome the SIX year 

statute of limitations and obtain a de novo review in the federal 
courts IS to sue under the Privacy A c ~ . ~ ' ~  That act provides in part. 

(g)( l )Cwi l  mmrdaes.-Whenever any agency 

(A) makes a determination not to amend an i n d i v d  
"ai's record in accordance with his request, or fails to 
make such review 
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tmn relating to the qualifications character. rights or o p ~  
portunitie4 of or benefits to the individual that ma) he 

determination 1s made which is adierie  t o  the m d i w  - 

againit The agm- 
States \hall ha\e 

jurisdiction 

If the claimant "substantially prei?.ils," the Act alin allows the 
axard  of litigation costs and attorneys' fees .-- 

suggesr that nnl? factually erroneoui asserrmns shoold he 
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history, where there are clear indications that insidious 
rumors and unreliable subiective oninions ai well as s i m ~  
pie facrual misrepresentations fail within the ambit af the 
Act's strictures 

In Rosen is. W a l t e r ~ . " ~  another claimant, suing under the Privacy 
Act, attempted to attack indirectly the statutory prohibition against 
renewmg VA decisions.178 The Uinth Circuit held that the Privacy 
Act could not be used to surmount the statutory denial of judicial 
review However. the court stated that the section of the Privacy 
Act requiring the agency to amend records does applg to the VA 

As the military 1s not subject to a statutory preclusion of rev~ew, It 
appears that military adminisiratire determinations are reviewable 
under the Privacy Act to include. ~n appropnate cases, the awarding 
of damages and attorneys' fees The substantial advantage TO pian- 
tiffs is that. when The cases are reviewed in the federal courts under 
the Privacy Act, the rev~ew 1s d e  novo. Development of future 
military disability law in the federal courts may remit from veterans 
filing suit under the Privacy Act to amend their records 

B. MILITARY DISABILITY COMPENSATION 
AND THE FERES DOCTRINE 

Suits against the federal government by active duty semce 
members for t o m  ansmg out of activities incident to service were 
barred by the Supreme Court in Feres v Cniled States.'so However, 
military personnel could sue the government under the Federal Tort 
Claims Act16L if their claims bear no relarimship to military 
service.laZ A cornerstone of the "Feres doctrine" cited by the 
supreme Court was: 

This Court, in deciding claims for wrongs Incident to  
service under the Tort Claims Act, cannot escape attrtbut- 
ing some bearing upon it to enactments by Congress which 
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provide systems of szmple, certain, and m U o m  coinp~n 
sntion for t n j u n e . ~  or  dentic qf those in n n n e d  B P ~ , ~ C P S  

The compensation system. which normally re- 
quirea no litigation. is not negligible The r e ~ o v ~ r i e s  
compare favorably with those prmided by most work- 
men's compensation statutes la' 

Becauie of thr  Fwes doctrine, soldiers have had little B U C C ~ I S  in 
suing the government far medical malpractice or other negligence. If 
the malpractice IS by military doctors and the soldier 15 on active du 
ty, the claim will fail I S 4  In a recent case the parents of a soldier sued 
the government. alleging that the government improperly treated 
and released their son after diagnosing his condition as paranoid 
schizophrenic After being releaTed, the soldier committed wicide 
Even though he was home pending a medical discharge. the court 
determined that the alleged tort was incident to s e n r e  and barred 
by FWFF w Had the malpractice taken place after discharge from 
service in a \'A hospital. the claim would not have been barred by 
Fprra. The rationale for this result is that there 1s no threat t o  
military discipline by allowing suits for negligence against the V.4 

The Feres doctrine hmits soldiers, iwured as a result of medical 
malpractice in military hospitals. to disability compensation from the 
milltar? or VA. However. aiert plaintiffs may still sue third partlei. 
for example, under a products liablhty theory, for negligence ILi 

Although the miltiary disability and VA disabilit: systems are 
generous. they do not approach the anards  that may arise out of 
malpractice Imgation, for example, the disability systems of the 
military and the VA do not compensate soldiers for pain and suffer 
Ing or prowd? far punitire damages or attorneys fQeS 

XIV. CONCLUSION 
The military disability system has evolved and matured over the 

past 35 years. Government largesse 11. not unlimited. Benefits. par- 
ticularly federal income tax breaks, have been reduced However 
rhe the military disability system continues to be generous to those 
mho qualify 

x 
I 
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The military disability system, with Its multiple stages of review 
and " a  full and fair hearing requirement," amply protects the rights 
of disabled soldiers However, for the system to work effectively, 
those soldiers who have avoided the system and taken up cntical 
positions on the manning tables should be screened and processed 
through the disability system. In this way, scarce personnel re- 
sources can more effectively be utilized by retaining on active duty 
only those who are medically qualified for any geographic assign- 
ment 

Because of past abuses, the system has been subjected to adminis- 
trative limitations, such as the presumption of fitness rule, which 
significantly reduces military disability benefits for those who opt to 
remain on active duty after incurring a disabling condition. 
Although S U C C ~ S S U ~  in its original purpose, however, that rule has 
caused a disproportionate number of soldiers to lose all military dis- 
ability benefits Some of the monetary losses to veterans in disability 
compensation caused by the rule are offset by the VA. However, Im- 
portant and valuable "ID card" benefits continue to be denied for 
those who would otherwise be entitled A change to AR 636-40 ,  re- 
quiring soldiers to be fit under field conditions in a worldwide 
environment, may soften the impact of the rule on Army personnel. 
That change, in addition to facilitating the screening of all soldiers 
with serious profiles, may make it easier for soldiers to prove that 
they were, because of their physical disability, improperly retained 
on active duty and qualify under an exception to the presumption of 
fitness rule 

If the presumption of fitness rule is not eliminated. it ought only 
apply to those who are eligible for "an-disability retirement. This 
would end the current Iquustm of denying all military disability 
retirement benefits solely because of the presumption of fitness 
rule. The rule, if modified in this fashion, would still discourage 
abuses by denying disability retirement with its significant tax 
benefits to those soldiers eligible for retirement 

The major effect of the presumption of fitness has been to deny 
senior officers the increased tax benefits accruing from a military 
disability retirement Because most general and flag officers retire at 
3 0  or more years of active service. they are entitled to  the maximum 
disability and non-disability pensions 'Ba The difference between the 
two pensions IS the amount of retired pay that will be tax free. 
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As the rewew of all disability rerirementa of general. flag and 
Medical Carps Officers i s  already required by btatute. potential 
abuses by those groups can be closely monitored. Applying the broad 
scope of the presumption of fitness rule to all classificat~on~ (if 

soldiers 1s unnecessaq If the rule 1s not changed. all soidieri who 
have serious physical or mental Imparments should be advised earl) 
in their treatment process of the consequence- of the presumption of 
f,tness rule 

To avoid the issue of the burden of proof in judicial review, Imga 
tiun of military disability cases will increasingly be brought under 
the Privacy Act. The 'arbitran. and capricious" standard and the 
judirial deference to the factual determination3 of Army PEBs may 
no longer be adequate to withstand the potential onslaught of new 
cases Plaintiffs may now sue to  amend their records and obtain a de 
nouo hearing To protect Its interests, the government must m u r e  to 
an even greater degree that soldiers' medical records are accurate 
and complete 
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THE ISRAELI AERIAL RAID UPON 
THE IRAQI NUCLEAR REACTOR 

AND THE RIGHT OF SELF-DEFENSE 
Lieutenant Colonel U n  Shoham. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
On dune 7,  1981, Iraeli Air Force F-15 and €-I6 aircraft bombed 

and compietely destroyed an Iraqi nuclear reactor under construe- 
tion, 12 miles south of Baghdad > The reactor was of French design 
and French Technicians were supervising its installation A s  a result 
of the attack, one French technician was reported killed.2 

On June 8. 1081 the Prime hlinister of Irsael. Mlenachern Begin, 
dunng a press ~ o n f e r e n c e , ~  claimed that the installation had been a 
threat to the security of the state of Israel because Iraq had intended 
to use it to manufacture nuclear bombs for u5e against Israel Prime 
Minster Begin emphasized that all the peaceful diplomatic measure3 
had failed to stop th? Iraqis before developing the bomh Mr Begin 
maintained that the  attack could not be further delayed because the 
reactor was soon in h? made operational. an attack subsequent to 
that e \en t  * o d d  expose the residents of Baghdad to a radiation 
hazard 

In denying the Ivaeli argument that the attack was an exercise of 
a legitimate right of self-defense, Israel was condemned by the  
United States and other friendly governments, as well as by the 
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Arab Moslem and communist countries On June 19. 1964, rhe 
United Nations Security Council unanimously adopted a re~olution 
"strongly condemning the military attack by Israel 8s a clear violrion 
of  the charter of the Cnired Nations and the norm? of internalional 
conduct. 5 

The American press wai not  receptive to the Israeli arguments 
and. generall) speaking. most reports and dispatches wrrr rritiral of 
the Israeli operation.6 

LV T hlailison and Sally V. !dallison both international law 
scholars not only concluded that the Israeli aerial attack was an act 
of aggression. but furthw i ta ted '  "The Middle East and posably the 
world now lives under the potential of nuclear obliteration brought 
on by the action? of the Gmernment of Israei.' Thir article 
ihaliengei that cmclusion 

11. SELF-DEFENSE IN CUSTOMARY 
INTERNATIONAL LAW 

The right of self-defense i i  a fundamental right in even legal 
syitern. although it remains the goal of any community to restrict thr 
use of force b) individuals The concept of ieli-defmie was 
developed for cenruries by the international community and I -  
knonn ab an inherent right of any sovereign state The scope of 
lawful use of force by indiridual states in the internalional cornmu- 
nity, just as by an) orher individual. must be related to the legal 
machiner? for pacific settiements of di3potes 

The basic question concerns the conditions under which w r h  d 
right might be invoked. 

In their authoritative treatise. Professors YcDougal and Feliciano 
expresied The view "The pnnc~pal requirement which the 
customary law of self-defense makes prerequisite to the iawful 
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assertion of these claims are commonly summarized in terms of 
necessity and This approach, or vanations of it, is 
generally accepted by international legal scholars Io 

The degree of necessity IS the most important precondition to the 
use of force in the exercise of legitimate self-defense. In appraising 
the conditions of necessity, various factors, including the nature of 
coercmn applied by the opposing side, the relative size and power of 
the rivals, the nature of their objectives and the consequences I f  the  
objectives are achieved. the expectation of effective community in- 
tervention, and others." must be considered. Necessity must be 
"great and mrnediate."lz "direct and immediate,"'3 or "compelling 
and instant '"( 

This principle includes limitations on means and time. The means 
used must be confined to the removal of the danger and must be 
reasonably proportionate to the specific object. The action must not 
be continued after the danger has been elimmated.18 In other words, 
the rule of proportionality requires that the responding state's use of 

The other mdor requirement of self-defense is 
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force not exceed the mtensity and magnitude reasonably necessari 
to affect its self-defense 

The key for appraising the justificacmn of using coercion in alleged 
relf-defense is the concept of 'reasonableness " The requirements 
of necessity and proportionality "can ultimately be subjected onl) to  
that most comprehensive and fundamental test of all law.  reason^ 

ablenesa in particular context ' ' I B  Stated differently. "th? cenrral 
pmnr IS that a target state I S  authorized to act unilaterally ~n self- 
defense when it reusonahly expect5 that It must use the military in- 
*rrument of national pol~c) to preserve Its physical integrity and con- 
tinues exibtenw as an effective participant in the world community 

The initiai deriaiirn concerning the necesdty of using force in self- 
defense i s  made by the country claiming this right Given the tech- 
nology of modern conventional or nuclear warfare. any state m u i ~  
reapond very quickly t o  an unlawful attack or a threat against its ex 
istenre, Independence. or territorial mtegrit) In most C ~ S P S ,  a 
threatened nation will not be afforded the time to  seek the approval 
of the organized international cummunit) before acting in ielf- 

goal is to remove the dangei. because, ab Brierly 
eking1 authority to  act from any outside hody may 
Ne\-ertheless. ~t 1s generally acmpted that the 

claim of the right of self-defense must be appraised and eialuarpd hy 
the external t i d y  of the world community The 5tate.b drtermina 
tion concerning the legal justification for 11s action cannot he final.>' 
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although the consequences of delay and reliance on the interna- 
tional community must be a significant concern: 

The memtable time-lay between initiation of highly in- 
tense coercion and appropriate determination and m t h -  
orication by the general security organization, and the 
ever present possibility of the organization's failure to  
reach any determination a t  all, make such a recommenda- 
tion [to get pnor permission of the organized community] 
potentially disastrous for defending states 21 

11. THE RIGHT OF ANTICIPATORY 
SELF-DEFENSE IN CUSTOMARY 

INTERNATIONAL LAW 
It is generally accepted and assumed that cu8tomary law permits 

anticipatory use of coercion in a situation of imminent danger.23 In- 
ternational law does not require a state to wait until it is actually at- 
tacked before taking measures of self-defense. "A state may defend 
itself by preventive means, if in Its conscientious judgment [such 
means are] necessary against attack by anather state, threat of at- 
tack, or preparation or other conduct from which an intention to at- 
tack may reasonably be apprehended."l' 

In appraising whether pre-emptive measures constitute legitimate 
seif-defense, the capability of weapons Involved, the reaction time, 
and the strategic situation should be appraised. However, the same 
requirements of necessity, proportionality and reasonableness of ac- 
tmn, as in the case of self-defense against actual armed attack, apply 
to anticipatory self-defense, as weii. In the case of pre-emptive 
violence. moreover, there LS "a customaly requirement that the ex- 
pected attack exhibit so high a degree of imminence t o  preclude ef- 

"McDaugal & Feliciana x ~ p m  note 0 at 218 
Wee Brownlie nipra note 16, a( 267 MeDougal& Fellciano. m,wa note 0, at  231 
'~Werflake supra note 12 81 288 
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fective reson by the intended victim to nowiolent modalme\ of  

One of the hest illustrations of the customary law a.ndardi fo r  d n ~  
ticipatory self-defense is the case of 7he Caroline In 1887 during 
the Canadian insurrection, the steamer Caroline tramported men 
and materials for the rebels from American territory into Canada 
across the Niagara River. The American government had appeared 
unable or unwilling to prevent this use of the vessel. On Decemher 
29, 1887, a British force from Canada crossed the Niagara. seized the 
steamer in the state of New York, set the vessel afire. and let i t  drift 
over Niagara Falls. During the skirmish. t w o  American citizen, were 
killed lCThis incident became important mainly because of the letter 
from Secretary of State Daniel U'ehster to the British Ambassador 
responding to the British argument that the action wasjustified ar an 
act of self-defense In his letter. Secretary Webster stated the rondi- 
tions for the exercise of self-defense. "[njecessity of self-defense, in- 
stant overwhelmmg, leaving no choice of means and no moment for  
deliberation 

responsp ' ' 2 5  

Those principles were generally accepted and were approved hy 
the  lnternationai Military Tribunal a t  h r e m b e r g  However. those 
requirements may be too restrictive far modern times It has been 

II will hr tor  I +  LO 5hou alia that the local authorities of Canada e j e n  

14 81 332 33 
' It  must be remembered that ~ve \enr ire  action in foreign 

lerr l tnr i  13 justified onl) tn case of an in~tant and oremhelming nererrili lor ;elf 
defense leailng 110 choice of means and no moment far deliberation (The Caroline 
Larel ' 41 A J 206 (19171 

"The Tribunal ,rated 
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nhaerwd Ihat "the Ttandard of required necessity has been hahLt- 
rially cast in language so abstractly restrictive as almost. If  read 
literally. to impo*e paralysis 

Even Mailison, critical of the Israeli attack, has disapproved of 
Webster's formula. "The formulation was probably unrealistically 
restrictive when stated in 1H41. In the contemporary era of nuclear 
and thermonuclear weapons and rapid mm11e delivery techniques, 
Secretary Wehster's formulation could resuit in national suicide if it 
[was] actually applied instead of merely repeated."3" 

.4pplicatlon of thi? formula to the actual practice of nations we 
likely find that virtually every use of force would have to be con- 
sidered unlawful coercion rather than the exercise of a legitimate 
right of ielf-defense J L  

IV. THE RIGHT OF SELF-DEFENSE UNDER 
THE CHARTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
The h a m  provisions of the United Nations Charter concerning 

resort to farce by individual states in thew international relations are 
found in Article? 2 and 61 Article 2(3)  demands that the partiea to 
any international dispute seek a settlement by peaceful means 
Peaceful mean*, discussed in Article 33 of the Charter, include nego- 
tiation. inquiry. mediation, conciliation. arbitration, andjudicial set- 
tlement. If those means fail,  the  parties are bound under Article S i  
to suhmit the case to the Security Council. 

Article 2(4) IS considered the ''comerstone of the peace in the 
Charter ''iz This provision includes general prohibition of use of any 
kind of force or threat to  use force against "the territorial integrity 
or political independence of any state. . . ." Article 2(4) does not 
prohibit, however. measures which do not involve armed force. such 
a b  economic measures of retortion or other unfriendly measures.31 
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Article 51 of the United Nations Chartel go! erns the use of force in 
~ d f ~ d e f e n s e . ~ ~  The right of self-defense ~b recognized as one of the 
major exceptions to the pronsioni  of Article 2(4) Howe~er. Article 
51 LS a source of confuiion and ambiguity because the phras- ' I f  an 
armed attack occurs ' qualifies the entitlement of nations to iwrcise  
"the inherenr right of individual or  collecn~e self~defense " 

Certain international law commentators and scholars hare  ndiw 
cated the limited and literal interpretation of the right of *elf- 
defense under Article 31.31 it hile orhers hare insisted that Article 51 
does not intend to limit the right of self-defense under ~ i i ~ t o m a r y  
Ian or to limit acts of pre\entire defense 

The second view which consider5 the nght of wlf-defence undpr  
customary law to he still aiailahle t o  members of the  United Nations 
seems to be much more caniincing and persuasive -4lthoiigh the 
jus t i fmuon for this approach may differ from one coinmentator to 
another. thelr common conclusion in mterprermg Article 5 1  i i  the 
only logical and realistic one in the era of nuclear weapons 10 one 
could senousl~ contend that any nation in the world should commit 
suicide hy failing to prevent an imminmt armed attack h y  its 
enemies The report of the committee which drafted Articie 51 
noted signifirantl?' "The ,me of arm3 ~n legitimate self-defense re- 
mains admitted and unimpa~red."~' 
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Many scholars agree. In Professor Bowett's opinion, there 1s no 
contradiction between the broader mterpretation of Article 51 and 
Article Z(4) .  because any action of self-defense "cannot by defini- 
tion involve a threat or use of force 'against the territorial integrity 
or political independence' of any other state ' ' 38  Bowell concludes 
that Article 51 does not restrict the tradxional right of self-defense 
and does not exclude preventive measures against imminent 
danger.aa 

Professor Waldock believes that "[ilt would be a misreading of the 
whole intention of Article 51 to interpret Lt by mere implication as 
forbidding forcible self-defense in resistance to  an illegal use of force 
not constituting an 'armed attack."'40 The effect of the opposite in- 
terpretation would be, in Waldock's view, that "an imminent threat 
IS no longer sufficient to create an immediate right to resort t o  force 
in self-defense."" Waldock further stated: "It would be a travesty 
of the purposes of the Charter to compel a defending state to aiiow 
its assailant to deliver the first and perhaps the fatal blow. . . To 
read Article 51 otherwise IS to protect the aggressor's right to the 
first 

Professors MlcDougal and Feliciano are of the opinion that ''[,It is 
of common record in the preparatory work on the Charter that Arti- 
cle 51 was not drafted for the purpose of deliberately narrowing the 
customary law permission of self-defense against a current or immi- 
nent unlawful attack by raising the required degree of necessity.''43 

."Boaerr mpra note 2 5 .  sf 186.86 Barettfurtherderermined that the obligation 
a*sumed under Article 2(4) IP m no wa) inc~nsistent with the r&t of self-defense 
recognized in infernafi~nal law ' id 81 186 
aB1d at 101 ( It is "01 believed therefore that  A r t  51 ie~trlcIs the traditional right 

of self-defense 80 a8 to exclude action taken against m imminent danger bur &fore 
an armed attack O C C U I B ' .  In OYI view such a iestricfmn IS both unnecesiar~ and in- 

c ~ n w l e n t  with .4rf 2(31 which forbid3 not onli forre but the threat of force. and fur- 
Ihermore it liaieatiictlon which bears no relation ta therealifierof a~ltuaflon ~ h i r h  
may arise i l i i o r  to an actual atrack and call for self-defense immediarelv If if is 10 be of 

r e s o d  iy'temr from the frustration of vetoes cart m t h e  Serurlh 
Council 

Id at 2% 4ffer dircuislng the preparatory r o r k  and the draften Infcnlmn?. 
McDougal and Fellciano determined ' The second m q a r  diffaolty Kith a n a r r o ~  
reading nl Article 51 IS thmf II requires a *enous underestimation of the pur~nlish~irx 
hnlh of the n e ~ e r  milltar) weapons rys tem~ and a i  the rontempomcy I r chnqoe*  af 
".i"mlhrar, roeic,nn ' Id BL 238 
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Arrlcle.; L(4) and 31 ma) compatibly b e  read together.  In Article 
3 4 )  of the L- N. Charter the members  of the United  Nation\ rommit- 
red t h e m i e l v e s  nor only to refrain from rhe use of force but alio to  
refrain from Lhe threat to use forre againsr another c o u n t r ~  Ry in- 
rerprering Article ii a b  including self-defense against an imminent 
threat to ube force ,  a sanction IS raised against a violation of the ohli- 

4(4) to refrain from threat to use forre I4 Conse- 
i e l f - d e f e n s e "  under Article 51 

\hould include rpaaonabie antiripatmy d e f e n s e .  This is the mi! 55.1) 

tc interpret thir Article If it IS t o  h a v e  any rneamng m an age of 
nuclear weapons and missiles. Thir interpretation is fully con4itent 
Nith thr  ohjectivra and t h e  pwpmei of t h e  Unitpd K m o n s  Charter 
t i )  maintain interndtional peace and iecunty"6 i  and at thp same 
tim? providei an e f f e c t i v e  mean; of national s e l f - d e f e n s e  4 h  

herent right of . 

V. THE CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS AND THE 
RIGHT OF SELF-DEFENSE 

Most commentators  on the iegaiity of United  Stares' activities dur- 
ing t h e  Cuban Missile C n r a  have sought  to just i fy  t h e  naval quaran- 
t ine  based upon t h e  right of self-defense." At the same t ime.  sur- 
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prising as it is, the official position of the United States was not to in- 
voke Article 61 of the U.B. Charter and the right of self-defense but 
to rely upon the "collective [security] measures" permitted by Ani- 
cle W 1 )  of the Cha~ter.'B Despite the officialjustifiCatiOn offered by 
the United States, the relation between the Cuban Missile Crisis and 
the right of self-defense has particular relevance to the Israeli oper- 
ation. 

In his address LO the nation on October 22, 1962, President Ken- 
nedy stated that the United States armed forces were ordered to in- 
terdict the delivery of offensive weapons and associated material to 
Cuba The implementation of this order involved "extensive 
deployment of military forces in the Caribbean, boarding and search- 
ing of vessels bound for Cuba, and intenswe penetration of Cuban 
air space by reconnaissance Moreover, the President 
made dear that "should these offensive militarv oreoarations con- " .  . 
tinue, chus increasing the threat to the hemisphere, further action 
will be 

In soire of the successful conclusion of the Cuban c n s ~ s . ~ ~  some 

*sSerCampbell 7 W m  note 47 at 166-66 ArbramChayer. then the Legal Adwsrrof 
the State Department staled ' The prerldent m h a  speech did "at invoke Article 51 
or the right of self-defense And The 0 A 5 acted not under Article 3 [of the Ria Tcea- 
LYI  coi  ering cases of armed attack, hut  under A m c k  6 .  c o ~ e n n g  threats 10 the peace 
other than armed Bffmk " Chakes. The Leg01 Care for C S Acrrm m Cuho 47 Dep'f 
Slate Bull 763 761 (1963) See ol io Chayei, Lau ond the Oiiorantine of Cub0 41 
Foreign Affairs 560 (1863) 

The actions of the President of 
the United States referred te m section I ~ ~ n s i i t ~ t e  unequnocal i n v o ~ a t i ~ n  of the 

0 national ,elf-defenie Mallison (Cuba). mprn note 21. ~t 363 Howeiei 8 

gh reading of the Presidential addrerr a1 OrIober 22, 1962 and the Presidential 
atian of Ocroher 23 1962 does not support this view Preildenf Kennedy 

mentioned "elfher the rlghf of self defense nor Artcle I of the U K Charter In con- 

In spite of this clear evidence. Vallrson inillled 

whare\erfarce 19 requlred'-e\en slnkm--sould De used topreient~h~p?from I rs  
m y  Lo run the blockade ' S Y Times U o i  3. 1902 st A i  

.' Un October IS. 1862 the SOWPLI decided to remoie the offenswe mmiiei from 
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A .  THETHREAT 
The presence of missile sites or nuclear weapon I" Cuba did not p e r  

se constitute a threat aganst the United States and the Western 
Hemisphere. Their presence, only when considered rogether with 
other factors, created a real threat The most important factor to 
consider 1s the purpose behind the introduction of the missiles and 
the Soviet intention for subsequent use 

Professor Quincy U'nght has suggested that Cuba had legitimate 
reasons to fear armed attack by the United States against her He 
continues "No satisfactory evidence has been presented to  indicate 
that Khruschev's purpose in sending the missiles was other than to 
deter attack on Cuba, and his willingness to withdraw them when 
the L'mted States made the conditional pledge not LO invade Cuba 
would support this defensive intent on his part ' l s s  

Conversely, however, 11 can be argued that the aggressive m e n -  
tions of the Soviet Union and Cuba were clear. Those who share thi, 
view base their o~ in ion  on the Dast record of the Soviet Union. as 
well 8s on the totalitarian nature of the regimes in both the Soviet 
Union and Cuba O6 

Khruscheb and Carrro claimed that the m i s s i l ~ ~  %ere ihmDed Lo. and 
lnitalled in Cuba onli fnr rha l  purpose Ifhe defenre of Cubaj-Khrusrhev 
hadpromisedrhathewouldassistmrhpdefenieofCubaandIfran hard 
1, be doubted. in l i e n  af the Bar of Pies affair the Presidents 
iameKhat ambiguour statement after the- incident the economic 
lneasurei taken h i  the Lnned Slates t o  embarrair  the C81tro regime. 
and public demands for invasion of Cuba b i  many .American poliflciani 
particularly during the elect ion campaign of 1062 that Castro wmju111. 
fled m heliexmg he needed B I I I I I ~ C ~  in defense Furtheirnore. he ma> 
well hare  consdiered that the deterrent lnflumce of medium-range 
ml$sile, fhrealening American cities. i a s  the only feasible defense 
againit che nuerwhelmmg naval mdlfary air and mis3ile pnuer u h i i h  
the United Starer was capable of launching against Cuba 

' - I d  a t  363 
"rFenwick mi?rn not? 47 at 580-SO obrerred 

The record of the Soviet llnion 8n Hungari and Earl Berlin and the ef 
ferflonare embrace of Xaixlil-LenmSt doctrine by Prime Mini i te l  Casrro 
pmnted dearl) ~n that driecfion E i e n  d not used the mere presence of 
the mii i i le base? irauld ha\* g n e  the Government of Cuba the OPPO> 
runit) for blackmall. and ~t would ha \e  altered the balance offerror 
heauil\ m fa\or of Russia 
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B. IMMINENCE OF THE DANGER 
IilcDougal and Feliciano stated, concerning the degree of Lm- 

minence of danger that can precede a valid exercise of the right of 
self-defense. 

There 1s a whole continuum of degrees of imminence or 
remoteness in future time. from the most imminent to the 
most remote, which. in the expectation of the claimant of 
seif~defense,  may characterize an ezpecfed at tack .  Deci- 
sion makers sought to limit lawful anticipatory defense by 
projecting a customary requirement that the ezppected af- 
tack  exhibit so high a degree of imminence as to preclude 
effective resort by the intended victim to "on-violent 
modalities of response /' 

Was the danger to the territorial integrity or polirical indepen- 
dence of the  Llmted States mminent? The answer would be affirma~ 
tive if the mere deployment of nuclear missiles in Cuba was con- 
iidered as "the danger" to the United States. In fact. the  missile sites 
~n Cuba had almost been completed and Soviet ships carrying the 
missiles and thew components were on their way to Cuba. As was 
mentioned by .\lcDougai. 'Even a few days' delay by the United 
States in taking appropriate measures would have meant that the 
missiles would h? in place and the situation irrevenible"6s 

However, if "the danger" is seen as a threat to start an actual 
armed attack, the answer must be that the danger was not immi- 
nent. No one could say when, if at  ail. those missiles would have 
been used against the United States or against other countries: 
"Dangerous a i  they are, custornaly international law did not con- 
sider such 'displays of force' illegal so long as they remained on the 
high seas or on the state 's  own territory, unless there was ev idence  of 
an immedznte intention to use tkem,for 

It Seems to be mere speculation to assert that the Soviet Union or 
Cuba would have used the missiles to threaten the independence 
and territorial integnty of other nations. 

Perhaps the difficulty in answering this question IS due to the use 
of the  term "expected attack "o0 However, it IS impossible to deal 
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with this question without considering some other factors The past 
conduct of the participants and the conduct of the alleged aggressor 
are particularly relevant The danger of attack would he more i rnmi~ 
nent if an irresponsible and totalitarian regime a i t h  a record of uag- 
mg aggressire wars in the past UWP Involved. 

Further. the natiir? of the weapons involved and the capahilit) of 
the opponent to use them effectively are significant factors 
Generally ?peaking. It can he argued that. if  there is enough 
e\idence to ahnw that the other side is planing an attack using 
weapons of mass destruction, the right of self-defense may be in- 
roked even though thp exact date of the expected attack 1s un- 
known *l However. it IS clear that the use of coercion must he a laFt 
resort after Pxhausting all peaceful means 

VI. THE ISRAELI ATTACK ON THE IRAQI 
NUCLEAR REACTOR 

Fiam a military point of v i e w  the Israeli operation against the 
Iraqi reactor was a great . IUPC~SS The planes flew over more than 
1.000 miles, through hostile Arab airspace. accomplished their mis- 
sion. and returned safely to their hale The 1os5 in life was minimal 
and 110 damage wac reported other than the complete destruction of 
the nuclear reactor. Thia article further contends that doubts about 
the legalit> of the attack must also be r e d i e d  in Israel's favor. The 
Criteria developed h? Professors McDougal and FelicianoR' to 
evaluate a claimed ?elf-defense situation lead to thii U O ~ C ~ U S ~ O ~  

A .  THE ATTITUDE OF THE IRAQI 
REGIME TO WARDS ISRAEL 

The first cntenon used by hlcDougal and Feliciano involies a 
itudy of the 'charactermtics of the p a r t i c ~ p a n t s . " ~ ~  z e . ,  a factual 
description of the rountne\  iniolved thc Conflict 
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Iraq, for over than 33 years, has been led by one of the most ex- 
treme regimes Ln the Middle East. It has been committed since 1948 
to the destruction of Israel Iraq has caiied for the ehminatmn of the 
"Zionist entity"64 even though the two countries share no common 
border In an intewiew with a Lebanese weekiy, Iraqi Foreign 
Minister Hamadi stated "Iraq cannot agree to the exiscence of Zion- 
Ism-neither as a movement nor as a state. . . . The Arab nation can- 
not agree to the amputation of any part from its body . because 
the land of Palestine is an Arab land and we cannot conceive giving 
it up. . The struggle against Zionism LS for us a struggle in which 
there can be no compromise."B5 

Iraq has categorically refused to recognize Israel's right to exist 
and is uncanditianaiiy apposed to any negotiations with I t  Iraqi 
President Saddam Hussein has declared: "Naturally, as you know, 
the Zionist entity is not included because the Zionist entity is not 
considered a state, but a deformed entity occupying an Arab ter- 
ritory ' ' 6 8  
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Iraq participated in every war between the Arab countries and 
Israel and still maintains a state of war with Israel 6' After Israel's 
War of Independence, Iraq refused to conduct any armistice nega- 
tiations with Israel.6s Iraq also refused to agree to a ceasefire dunng 
the Six Day War and has consistently rejected the key Security Coun- 
cil Resolutions 242 and 338 concermng the legal b m s  far peaceful 
Setclement in the Middie East. Iraq has totally rejected rhe peace 
agreement between Egypt and Israel.Bg 

Iraq is known for its support of terrorism. The United States 
governmenc had long identified Iraq as one of the mqor sponsors of 
international terrorism, particularly terrorism against Israel 'O1ra.q 1s 
a major supporter and financier of the terrorist actkit)  of the 
Palestine Liberarian Organization It conaders icself as the leader of 
the Arab countries in the fight for the "liberation of Palestine ' "1 
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On September 9,  1980, the Iraqi Forces invaded Iran While one 
Army crossed the border near Baghdad, a second Army advanced 
across the Shatt ai Arab waterway into Khugmtan, Iran's oil-rich 
province There 1s no doubt that the Iraqi invasion of Iran was an act 
of aggression, without legal justification.l2 

Based on the available evidence. It LS apparent that the Iraqi 
regime is one of the countries most hostile towards Israel. Its purpose 
to destroy and eliminate Israel as a state is clear; Its p a t  canduct and 
the statements of its rulers allow of no other c a n c l ~ s i o n . ~ ~  

B. THE THREAT-THE IRAQI 
NUCLEAR REACTOR 

Iraqi nuclear activities began in 1957 with an agreement with the 
Soviet Union under the terms of which the Soviets built a nuclear 
center in Baghdad. The Soviets also built laboratories far research 
and production of radioisotopes. This nuclear reactor began Its 
operation in 1969 with a capacity of two Megawatts thermal I4 

In 1976, Iraq signed a nuclear cooperation agreement with France. 
Iraq chose a very advanced Osiris type research reactor Of all avail- 
able research reactom, the Osiris type 1s among the most suitable for 
the production of weapons-grade plutonium in significant quanti- 

The Iraqi choice of an Osiiis-type reactor i s  but one indication 
of the Iraqi intention to produce nuclear bombs. 

There are two ways of producing fissionable macenal necessary for 
a nuclear explosive; the f i r s  1s the  plutonium option and the other LE 

the uranium option The Iraqis could use their nuclear reactor for 
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both the plutonium and the uranium options ' 6  Speaking about the 
plutonium option, Roger Richter, a former inspector for the Middle 
East Region of the International Atomic Energy Agency (MEA),  
stated 

As an inspector you have became aware that as much as 
17 to 24 kilograms of plutonium cauid be produced each 
gear with the  Osirak reactor. Even If only one third of t h n  
amount was produced in the first few years of operatinn 
of The ractor. Iraq could acquire a stockpile of piu- 
tonium sufficient to make several atomic bombs 

There mas no question about the capability of Iraq to manufacture 
nuclear weapons in the near future, the next issue involves whether 
che iraquis intended to actually produce nuclear weapons 

In August 1980, iraqui President Saddam Hussein discussed a pro- 
posal to boycott any nation maintaming an embassy In Jerusalem. 
Husaein said' "Some people ask if  this [boycott] decision 1s the best 
that can be taken. No, a beter decision would be t o  destroy Tel Ariv 
with bombs. But we have to use the weapons available Unt i l  it is ac- 
tually possible to respond to the enemy with bombs " m  

OnOctober4, 1980, ~nanewspaperpublished bythe  Iraqilnforma- 
tion Ministry appeared 

We ask Khomeini and his gang who IS going to beneflt 
from destroying the Iraqi nuclear reactor-1s it Iran or the 
Zlonlst entity') This reactor does not constitute danger to 
Iran because Iraq looks at  Iranian people with a brotherlr 
look . me o m  who fears the Iragr niiclenr reactor is 
the Zionist 
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Iraqi intentions had evidenced themselves se\eral years earlier 
Kaim Haddad, a member of Iraq's ruling Revoiutmnarg Command 
Council, said in 1977. "The Arabs m w t  get a [nuclear bornhl ' At 
the beginning of negotiations with France in 1974. Saddam Hussem 
wai quoted by a Lebanese newspaper a6 saying That the nuclear pra- 
gram would be "the first Arab attempt tmrard nuclear arming. 
although the official declared purpose of construction of The reactor 

In addition to these statements, there were oth?r clear indications 
of an Iraqi intention to develop an atomic bomb One of these was 
The refusal by the Iraqis to accede to the French suggestion to 
replace the high-enriched uranium with a lowenriched fuel known 
as camel which wouid have been witabie to operate the reactor but 
which would not have alioxed production of neapons-grade 
mteriai.8z Another indication was the massire acquisition by the Ira- 
qis of tons of natural uramum. the only explanation for which was 
an intention to develop nuclear weapons. At the Senate hearings in- 
to the Israeli attack. Roger Richter noted 

[IJf you look at  the evidence that exists, If  you look a t  the 
kind of program that they have underway, if you look at  
the  200.000 pounds of yeiiowcake which they bought for 
God only knows what reawn, you become very 
swpect . There II an old expression if it walks like a 
duck. wimsi ikeaduck ,  flieslikeaduckandquackaiikea 
duck. well, then. It's a duck 

1s ""t nuclear m-eapons "81 

Moreover, the Iraqis purchased a 70 megawatt reactor, much 
larger than one would expect that a country like Iraq would need for 
research.*' 

On severai occasions, United States officials and members of Con- 
gress expressed their concern about the Iraqi nuclear program. On 
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March 17, 1981, Senator Alan Cranston warned m a speech on the 
Senate floor that "Iraq could develop a nuclear weapon by the end 
of [1981]."85 Secretary of State Alexander  Haig noted that the 
Reagan adrnmmstration was "concerned about manifestatior,s I" 
Iraq" and "very sensitire to the spread of nuclear capabilities 

Even top level French nuclear rrperrs expreaced concern mer  Ihe 
reactor supplied hy France tn Iraq and 11% possible use 10 ma nu far^ 

Thus. there can he no doubt about the Iraqi inrention to develop 
nuclear weapon, and to use them against Israel The a d )  qoebtion 
that remaim IS how boon Iraq could hare  produced the first nuclear 
homb. Some experts were of the opinion that Iraq could habe 
detelilppd a nuclear homh by thr e n d  of 1181, while som? other cx- 
perti eitirnated I t  to takp between two and ten year5 a* 

ture ,Illclear aeapons *i 

C. THE EXISTING SAFEGUARDS 
FOR THE IRAQIREACTOR 

The existing safeguards for the Iraqi reactor were Ineffectlv?. and 
Iraq could hate produced weapons-grade material m a manner u n ~  
ubservahle by the IAEA inspector- Mr. RichteraD testified that from 
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1976 onward, inspections were performed in Iraq by Soviet and 
Hungarian nationals.eo He added that "recently. a French national 
was granted approval by Iraq to be an inspector, but he has not, as of 
yet. been to Iraq to make an inspection."g' 

Before an? inspection, several ueeks notice is given to the in- 
spected country, in the case of Iraq, the inspector must further ob- 
tain a visa.81 Mr. Richter mentioned that not all the Iraqi nuclear in- 
stallations are under safeguards. Some major facihties, such as the 
"hot cell" provided by Italy,83 the radiochemmtq laboratory, and 
others. are not included in any safeguard ~ y t e m . ' ~  Mr Richter added 
that the role of the inspector WBS limited to verifying materials de- 
clared for inspection by Iraq or France "The lAEA does not look for 
clandestine This fact LS very disturbing because Iraq 
could have produced plutonium in the unsafeguarded "hot cells."86 

Under the agreement between the IAEA and Iraq, there were only 
three inspections allowed per year. far from enough to insure com- 
pliance with agency guidelines No use of telewsmn or photo- 
graphic surveillance was to be made.gs Between inspections, the 
amount of matenai removed and the nature of the matelial could not 
have been ascertained. Thus, reports to the IAEA after inspections 

"'Id at l i lB  
" ' M  The concerned countries hai e the right IO refuse to accept specific ~nspecfori 

d right which the) regularli erercrse' Id 

priiductlon ' Id 
"'Id I n  the C P ~  of the Iraqi reactor, the inspector can w r y  earllp reahze that 11)U 

fun? of uianlurn in the form of yellowcake is nnl on fhe Ikst for tm~peclion alrhough 
Portugal reported the shipment of rhir material to the I I E I  'The 2iU) 000 pound? of 
jellowcake 15 not subject Lo safeguard? Id 

" l r  RichLer emphailied that the Italian equipment \ested m Iraq the capabilifi tn 
C D ~ \ P T ~  in a rather rimpie fashion. the yellaapake to UO, (uranrum dioxide-gen- 
eialli used for nuclear fuel fabrication) or preferahl) Lo uranium ineta1 Thir 
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might ha \ e  disclosed no discrepancies between the operator's 
recorda and those of the agency Moreover. even an accurate assess- 
ment would have been misleading.88 Because MEA safeguards are 
focurfd on nuclear fuel and not facilities "under the present  inter^ 
national rules, nations can possess [both] nuclear explosive materials 
[and facilities] without violating . . the NPT-IAEA saffguards.":"" 
Indeed, even in one c a ~ c  m which ~nspecrion was allowed. it was 
reportedly conducted in darkness L"l 

In Kinvrmber 1981). Iraq notified the IAEA thal. d w  to che war 
with Iran. I t  would be unahle to accept IAEA inspertori Furrhri 
more the Fwnrh nuclear technmanr working on the reactor weir 
i l e n i ~ d  IUCPIS to the fari l i tw I"/ This uniiateial actmn on the part of 
Iraq could h a t e  heen wpratrd 111 the future >\hen even larger 
quantitie, of weapon5~grade material might h a i e  been in the p ,,,," of the Iraq25 

In addition to the inadpquacy of safeguard5 it should he remem- 
hrred that Iraq could h a w  withdrawn from the Nuclear Non-Pro- 
Iif?ratmn Treaty after giving thre? months notice Furthermor?. Iraq 
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enforcement powers The immediate halt of nuclear fuel supplies 
can only serve as a limited measure because Iraq might have already 
had at its disposal sufficient quantities of material for LtS nuclear 
weapons program. 

Thus. it is clear that the international system of Inspections and 
safeguards to stop Iraq from acquiring nuclear weapons WBS in- 
capable of revealing violations of the Treaty and the clandestine 
development of nuclear weapons 

D. THE DIPLOMATIC EFFORT 
Beginning in 1976, Israel conducted diplomacy with vanaus 

governments and international bodies to  stop the dangerous progress 
towards fabncation of nuclear weapons by one o i  the most radical 
countnes in the region. Those efforts failed, and the Iraqi nuclear 
program remained in continuous development without any dis- 
turbance The use of coercion in this case was clearly the last resort 
under any objectwe test. 

Perhaps the best evidence of the thoroughness of the diplomatic 
effort 1s supplied by the Iraqis themselves. On October 4, 1980, an of- 
ficial Iraqi newspaper, noting that "the one who fears the Iraqi 
nuclear reactors is the Zionist entity," concluded, "7'hi.s entity has 
raised heaven and hell against Iraqi attempts to acquire nuclear 
technology and it has threatened that it will not stand with hand tied 
towards that '''Os 

The diplomatic efforts included numerous meetings with senior of- 
ficials of the French government including Its president, pnme 

'"'The Malllion. argued that the safegurad, were adequate Yallaon & Mallson 
"LPm note 2 The ueskneir of fheu argument IP m thelr reliance on 
French. I f P I I m  and IAEA sources In fact France. Italy. and the IAEA are not obec 
f i i e  bodies 1x1 this case aince the) have lojurtlfy their polici in dealing with the Iraqi 
nucleal program It aould be ludicrous to expect them Io admit that the lraqlr uere 
looking lor nuclear weapons and that the> had no efferfwe mean8 to stop them Pro- 
fesior Uorfon Moore rlghrls stared '1 bellere the French decslon m ageelng La bullt 
Oslrak Ellen the mrtabilif\ of the Middle East and the ambiguity surrounding Iraqi 
long term inrenfianr w.ai arerpanable m the extreme and sharer rubrtannal blame 
for the Orirak incident ' Hearing3 ~iiprn note 66. at 248 I t  seems that the same can 
be raid abuuf the l l a l l ~ n  ~overnmenf 

a l  438-38 

"~ l l - Jumhur l i  ah-Baghdad (emphanr added) 
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minister, and foreign min~ster.1a8Afteralmost two years of intensive 
discussions with the French government, Israel expanded diplomatic 
effo2ts to the United States during the f in t  half of 1976 Israel asked 
the United States government to take ail posslble steps to prevent 
the implementation of the French-Iraqi agreement The United 
States, shanng the same concern about the Iraqi nuclear program. 
approached che government of France far clarification.107 

On March 30 and 31, 1977, during the visit of the French foreign 
minister to Israel, the Israeli fareign minister, Yigai Allon. again ex-  
pressed Israel's alarm at the supply to Iraq alone of 93%-enriched 
weapons-grade In January 1979 the lsraeii fareign 
minister, the late Noshe Dayan, visited Pans and discussed Iraiei'r 
growing concerns with Mr Raymond Barre, then prime minister of 
France log 

In the summer and fail of 1080, high level contacts were rnam 
tained again between the governments of Israel and the United 
States concerning Iraq's nuclear capability and intentions 'lo In 

' T n  Aprrl 1876, during a \1511 to Paris of the Israeli Depur) Prime M i n h t e r  and 
Foreign Minister the late Yigal Allan the threat to lirael a3 a resul t  of the French 

arding ID the Sunday Time, of London 0 ~ 1  2b 1880 the French 
Barre, mer uirh l iaqi leaders to COII%IOCP them lo accept carme 

ote 82 Iraq adamanlli refuied ankthnng bur the 8 3 "  enriched YI 
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March 1980, It was reported that administration officials were "most 
concerned" about an Italian decision to permit Iraq to purchase a 
sensitwe nuclear facility called a "hot cell," which would enable 
Iraq to  extract plutonium from other nuclear substances.'11 

In July 1980, other contacts with French officials were made 
without any change in the French position 112 In the summer of 
1980, dunng a visit to Rome, Israeli foreign minister Yitzhak Shamir 
expressed Israel's deepest concern that Iraq had been given a 
massive capability. On September 26, 1980, a few days after Iraq in- 
vaded Iran, Mr Shamir met his Italian counterpart in New York and 
raised again the problem of nuclear cooperation between Italy and 
Iraq 'lS On the same day, Yr. Shamir also met the French foreign 
minister and argued that the evacuation of French technicians from 
the Iraqi reactor proved that France could not effectively control 
and supervise Iraq's nuclear activities. On October 4, 1980, Yr. 
Shamir discussed the issue with President Giscard d '  Estaing of 
France, and, on January 15, 1981. Shimon Peres, the Israeli oppos~- 
tion leader, presented the same matter to the French president.ll4 

In its effons to use any peaceful means to stop the Iraqis from 
developing nuclear bombs. Israel tried to interest newspapers, maga- 
zines, and television networks in the issue.'1s 

Finally. it IS significant to mention President Reagan's report an 
this matter' "Iraq's nuclear program has been moving very rapidly, 
and both the speed and the breadth of the program as well as its in- 
clusmn of weapons-usable materials. has prompted concern now 
heightened by the Iran-Iraq war 
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There can be no doubt as to th? concerted diplomatic efforts and 
other peaceful activities w-hich Ivael undertook from 1978 onward 
to prexent the aid t o  the Iraqi milltar\ nudedr program. Onl? after 
thoroughly but uniucceiifoll? exhausting those diplomatic ihannelr 
did Israel resort t o  military force a g a m t  the Iraqi reactor Ili 
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E. THE ISRAELI RAID AND THE RIGHT 
OF SELF-DEFENSE 

The Israeli action was not a result of an arbmary decision. but in- 
stead was reasonable under the particular circumstances and was 
legal under the current rules of self-defense m international law 
The Israeli action fulfilled the requirements of necessity and propor- 
tionality as well 

1. CharacteriStics of the Partxipants 

The nature and history of the Iraqi regime has been discussed in 
detail. The commitment of lraq to the destruction af the Israel has 
been fully explained. Yet to be discussed is the effect of the lraqi 
refusal to sign any armistice 01 cease-fire agreement with 
which Some have argued had justified a r u m  against lraqi military 
targets,11g although o then  have characterized that factor as irrele- 
vant.120Neither of these views is entirely correct. Although the con- 
tinuous slate of war between lraq and Israel cannot alone justify 
armed attack against lraq, the Iraqi proclamations nevertheless 
point out the real character and intention of the lraqi regirne.lz1 As 
was explained by Professor John Norton Moore, not only were the 

n k l a  
alrnrd 
harrer 
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threats to eliminate Israel in violation of the United Nations Charter, 
but also: ''Iraqi support far  terrorist actions against Israel are In 
riolation of international law.''1zz 

The other participant in the conflict was Israel, a small country 
wi th  a population of 4 million. which includes 600.000 citizens who 
ai? not Jews The Jewish community m Palestine accepted the 
United h'ationi Resolution of November 29. 1917, which partitioned 
Palestine into Jewiih and Arab states Thir resolucmn has been total- 
l i  rejected 17) the Arab ~ o u n t r i e b .  After the proclamallon of the state 
of l a r a d  the neighboring Arab countries. including Iraq. invaded 
l i r a 4  with one purpose 1" mind, the annihilation of the Jewish state 
Ivae landl raq  sharenocommon border, and Iraqhas never claimed 
that I>rael threatens Its Independence, terrimrial integrit?, or Its 
\cry exirtenre The Iraqi armed forces were not designed to defend 
Iraq against Israeli attack hut  to participate in "the liberation of 
Palestine " l L 3  Israel has con~istently declared its willingness to solre 
Ihp Ivarli-Arab conflict by negotiation and other peaceful means 
Thr [>race agreement with Egypt proves that Israel i i  ready t o  make 
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painful sacrifices towards this goal. The Israel Defense Forces exist 
for only one purpose-to defend and secure the very existence of the 
state.-4 

2. Objectwe of the Claimanfs 

As was noted above, the objective of the Israeli action was to 
eliminate the nuclear danger to Israel and to  defend its physical ex- 
istence Indirectly, the Israeli raid alerted the international com- 
munity to the danger of supplying advanced nuclear equipment to 
unstable and irresponsible countries. Furthermore. the impotence of 
the IAEA safeguards was revealed and the prospect loomed of 
changes in the system designed to  exercise 5 e a t e r  control over such 
countries as Iraq. 
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In contrast, the Iraqi objective was unlawful-secret acqiurition of 
nuclear weapons to be used against another sovereign independent 
state. Iraq's objective was directed against world order and included 
grave violations af the U N. Charter and the international law The 
Iraqi objective was far from "asserting its own right to national 
security-mciuding freedom from aggression and coerc~on.''~~~ In de- 
scribing the Iraqi violations of internatronai law. Professor Moore 
rightly concluded that "[1]t would seem that Iraq shares substantial 
responsibility for the overall climate that produced it [the Israeli 
raid]. ' 'lzB 

3 Conditions and the Expectation ofSecesszty  

The conditions under which Israel claimed the right of self-defense 
were discussed while dealing with the threat of the Iraqi nuclear 
reactor The degree of necessity to react forcibly was very high. con- 
sidering the aggressive chracter of the Iraqi regime, its commitment 
to the destruction of Israel, its clear intention to develop nuclear 
weapons in the near future, and the expectation that the mema- 
tional community would not or could not stop Iraq before It acquired 
the bomb 

One of the mmt important conaderatmns in appraising the degree 
of necessity 1s not only the threat itself but the imminence of the 
danger One may argue that the threat to Israel was not imminent 
since Iraq could develop nuclear weapons, if at all. ''over the next 
several years."l2' 

It would be correct t o  say that, even if Iraq could have produced 
plutonium 01 other weapons-grade materials by the end of 1981.328 
The Caroline requirements were not met. However. those r eqmre~  
ments-that the necessity far force be instant and overwhelming. 

""id at  430 If muqf be noted that the experti differed on how Ion$ it aauld ha1 e 
laken ro  produce plutonium from "pent uranium fuel m order to make a bornh Some 

~ C P  Monitor June 21. 1881 ac I 2  
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leaving nu choice of meanPg  and no moment for deliberation-are 
too restrictive in the nuclear era and are wholly unrealistic when ap- 
plied to nations. 

It can be argued. however, that the danger was not imminent 
under any other standard This argument would be persuasive. ex- 
cept in light of one additional factor, the date an which the reactor 
would become operational. Apparently, the Israeli decision was the 
First time in which any government found itself bound to act earlier 
in consideration of humanitarian factorr that would ha re  made a 
later attack, while perhaps more palatable to some critics, clearly in- 
humane and unlawful.130 According to "highly reliable sources," the 
israeli government understood that the reactor would have been in 
operation at the beginning of July or September 1981131 and that to 
destroj the reactor after that date would have resulted in the death 
and illjury of thousands of innocent people. Since the diplomatic 
avenues were completely exhausted and there were no means to 
eliminate the danger other than the military option, it was lawful to 
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art  a short time before the accitatian of che reactor. The government 
of Israel thus had considered not only Israeli defense needs hut also 
the terribie consequences to Iraqi cwIimts of an atrack on an opera- 
t lve reactor 

Professor Moore has noted that the effort to strike the r r ~ c r o r  
hefore it went critical must also be taken into consideration m d ,  
even I f  it were two to five years before the Iraqis could produce a 
homb' " 7 h m I l h i n k  tho1 thencfion might ir~ell be legnl "llsThe pre- 
condition for this significant determinacmn 1s "that there were no 
other effective international or diplomatic non-use of force options 
available to Israel in this period.'' As has been shown. there were no 
peaceful diplomatic means available to Israel Thus it may be con 
rluded that the requirement of ' ' n e ~ e s ~ ~ c y "  had been met ' 3 3  

4 7% R e y u i ~ m e , t L  of Proportionality 

The requirement of "proportmw.lity" IS like the requirement of 
"necessity, ' a prerequisite far characterizing coercion as lawful 
xlf-defense The quanrum of the responding coercmn musl  he 
reasonably related or comparable Lo the quantum of the initiating 
coercmn. In other words. it 1s "the requirement chat the use of force 
or  coercmn be limited in Intensity and magnitude to what is rea- 
ronabiy necessary promptly to secure the permissible objectives of 
seif-defense."134 

The danger in this case was the use of nuclear weapons against 
Israel in the near future. an act capable of causing a total destruction 
of the nation. As was indicated by Professor Moore "The small size 
and economic base of Israel mag make I t  particularly vulnerable to a 
nuclear first itrike even by a few crude weapons--lt IS not clear that 
a second strike deterrent is politically, eronamically or  mllitaril) 
feasible far  lirael ' ' 1 3 5  

After exhausting all peaceful means, the Israeli Air Force 
destroyed the nuclear reactor in a surgical raid This preemptive 
strike lasted two minutes Although the raid was certainiy a use of 
force. i t  was not directed against Iraq's terntorial integrity or 
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political Independence. While loss of hie, however minimal. IS 
always regrettable, Israel chose the date for the operation consider. 
Ing the absence of the French technicians from the reactor during 
the Chnstian day of rest, Sunday. This air strike was the least 
measure of coercion available under the circumstances. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
The Israeli raid against the Iraqi nuclear reactor near Baghdad was 

and stili is a controversial issue. It was the first use of military force 
against a nuclear installation. Although this case is unique  among 
cses in which states have invoked the right of self-defense, careful 
and thorough examination of the law which has developed from 
these cases applied to the facts of this extraordinary event demon- 
strates that the requirements for self-defense were met by Israel. 
The operation was necessary and proportionate to the threat and the 
raid was most reasonable under the circumstances. Israel relied on 
the traditional right of self-defense which is Stili available to all the 
nations in the world. Despite the seemingly restrictive wording of 
Article 51 of the United Xations Charter, customary international 
law secures to any country the right to use force to prevent immi- 
nent armed attack in the exercise of anticipatory self-defense. 

Unfortunately, the organized international community, and es- 
pecially the United Nations, lacks the means or the willingness to ad- 
dress palpable threats by one nation to use force against another. 
Iraq has declared openly and expressly for more than 33 yeam its in- 
tentions to eliminate the state of Israel. Yet, no nation or organiza- 
tion has imposed sanctions on Iraq or even condemned this violation 
of the spirit of the United Nations Charter. Given this state of af- 
fairs, Israel would have waited in vain if it had foreclosed military 
action in favor of obtaining help from the international community 

Perhaps one of the most important lessons of this case is that the 
utmost must be done to prevent the transport 01 sale of nuclear 
technology, which can be used to produce bombs, to unstable, 
radical, or totalitarian reames. Western governments which are 
ready, for commercial reasons, to ignore the dangers of technology 
transfers of this nature must consider the instability that they in- 
troduce into world order by Suppling the means to develop nuclear 
weapons to countries like Iraq. All nuclear nations, regardless of 
political and other concerns, ohauld understand that nations facing a 
nuclear threat can act under international law to remove such 
threats to national survival. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
ADMINISTRATIVE RULEMAKING and F E D E R A L  

AGENCY RULEMAKING- 

James T O'Reilly, Administrative Rulemaking: St-turinq, Op- 
postnq, and Dqfendinq Federal Agency Regulatmm. Colorado 
Springs, Colorado. Shepard'sIMcGraw-HIi1 (Regulatory Manual 
Sews) ,  1983. Pages: xv, 480. Introduction, Appendices, Tables, In- 
dex. Price: $70.00. Publisher's address: Shepard'sIMcGraw-Hill, P.O. 
Box 1236, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901. 

Office of the Chairman: Administrative Conference of the United 
States, A Outde to Federal Agency Rulnnakinq Washington, D C. 
United States Government Printing Office, 1983 Pages xi", 300. 
Foreword, Preface. Appendices. Price: $6.50. Publisher's address: 
Superintendent of Documents, United States Government Printing 
OfBce, W a s h q t o n ,  D.C. 20402. 

Reviewed by Majojor Michael P. Cor" 

In 1946, the Congress, by a unanimous vote of both houses. 
enacted the federal Administrative Procedure Act (APA) ' Since Its 
enactment. the APA's rule-making section has not been amended, 
notwithstanding, ruie~making by federal agencies has waived sub- 
stantially in the past four decades. The growth of administrative 
agencies 8s a significant "legislator" at the federal level cannot be 
denied and should not be overlooked. One need only scan the pages 
of the Code qfFedera1 Regulatiom to confirm the nature and per- 
vas~veness of rules promulgated by federal administrative agencies. 
As a consequence of this increase in government by regulation, one 
can only marvel at  the lack of specialized texts devoted solely to the 
subject of agency rule making. Few, if any. exhaustive materials 
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have been published in this area; rather, rule-making has been 
generally treated only as one of the many facets of the larger p r t u r e  
of admmstratwe law a 

Two books, each exclusively devoted to issues surrounding federal 
agency rule-making, have been published within the past several 
yean One is wLitten by a person weii-farniliar with the "ins-and- 
outs' '  of practicing before administrative a g e n ~ i e s . ~  The other was 
produced by the staff4 of the major federal agency created by the 
Congress to study "the efficiency, adequacy, and fairness of the ad- 
ministrative procedure used by sdminitrative agencies" so as to be 
able to "make recommendations to administrative agencies, . . the  
President, Congress, or the Judicial Conference of the United 
States.? The former was prepared principally for practitioners' and 
the latter for use by federal agencies.' One author is James T. O'Reii- 
1); the other 1s the staff of the Administrative Conference of teh 
United States (ACUS).B The importance of these books, however, 
transcends their avowed audiences Each volume should he on the 
shelves of all pemons-practicing attorney or bureaucrat-who find 
themselves involved with federal administrative law. Access to the 
volumes 1s especially important for penons who deal regularly with 
agency rule making. 

The books share a number of common features. 
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A .  ORGANIZATION 
O'Reilly and ACUS are generally organized in a time-line order; 

that is, each progresses through the rule-makmg process from the 
idea stage, to notice requirements, to the comment period, to the 
final rule, and, finally, to judicial review of rules. Other topics, such 
ss the  rule-making record, ''ex parte" communicatmns, public inter- 
vention and participation, regulatory flexibility and analysis, and 
the like, are inserted and discussed as appropriate within this con- 
ceptual framework. Although the arrangement is logical and should 
be easy to follow for most readers, a person without a basic knowl- 
edge of the adminsitrative rule-making process might be initially 
overwhelmed by the material. What would have been quite helpful 
is inclusion at the beginning of each volume of B one or two page 
summary of the rule-making process, either in text or in B diagram 
Each reader, whether an administrative law expert of B person new 
to the area, would have then been able to visualize at the outset 
"How Rules Are Made" and in what order the material LS presented. 
In this regard, O'Reiliy does contain B detailed Index (10 pages), as 
well as a Table of Cases and a Table of Statutes, none of which are in 
ACES, which permit the reader to identify quickly at  what page(s) 
discussion of indexed topics, particular cases, and specific Statutes 
are located. A user of ACUS must depend solely upon the Table of 
Contents far access to the book's information 

B. APPENDICES 
The Appendices af both volumes contain matenal that is predict- 

able and appropriate. For example, not only are relevant 8ections of 
the APAB presented, but also recent statutoryLo and executive re- 
quirements" relating to regulatory flexibility and analysis are 
Setout. Each book, however, presents useful information not found 
in the other. ACUS has an extensive rule-making bibliography of ar- 
ticles, books, cmes, and miscellaneous O'Reilly, on the 
other hand, hss included the text of the Paperwork Reduction Actla 
and a copy of the Senate-passed (March 1082) Regulatory Reform 

"0 Reilly, unlike 4CCS, probider full text of sll ' Admrnistralive Procedure ' 81 
well a9 ' ludaial Reulew.' iectmni of the Act ( 6  C S C 55561 568 55701-iO6) See 
0 Reill\ wpra note 6 81 App I. ACCS. mpro  nore 7 ,  at App B 

"TheRegulator~FlexibililiAct. 5L S C  55601 612(1882) SreO'Redly ruprnnofe 
b at App 111. ACCS wpra note 7, at App B 

"Exec OiderNo 12 281 (Feb 17 18811 1 C F R  6127 S~sO.Reilly.supro note 6 .  
nt App I V .  ACLS. %pro note i at App C 

.,r,irn note fi at  ADP I1 

''IV ' Selecled Bibliography " ACUS. supra note 7 ai .4pp A 
"Paprruork Reduction Act 44 I 5 C 5#3501-3618 (10821 rwnnki in 0 Rel l l i  
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Act.'4 The Appendices. taken together, provide persons dealing with 
agency rule making most of the basic source material which 1s de- 
sirable However both ha \e  omitted one relevant and important 
reference tool. The Attonteg  general'.^ Manual on the Admmis- 
tratiw Procedure Act (1974), a detailed summary of the 4PA's legis- 
lative historg prepared by the Justice Department at the direction of 
Attorney General Tom Clark.15 Although inclusion of all 139 pages of 
the Manual would not have been feasible, reproduction of the few 
sections relating directly to rule-making would have provided rele- 
vant legislative background important to interpretation of the 
APA.16 

C. VISUAL AIDS 
Mr O'Reillg and the staff of the ACLS have developed a number of 

diagrams or ' flow charts,'' which assist one in following roncep t~  
uall) v a r i o u ~  aspects of the rule~making procesa The folloaing are 
Illustrative' from O'Reill), "Rulemakmg Stages Idea Conception ro 
the Comment Srage" (Rgure 4~1)  and "Pattern of Judmai Revle\r 
(Rhere No Special Statutory Procedure Exiqts)" (Rgure 14-1). and 

"Rulemaking under Executive Order No 12.291 and 
of the APA" (4ppendix E)  and "Rulemaking suhject to 

or8 Reduction Act and Section 53 of the APA" (Appen- 
dix Fl Because the authors ha le  taken time to thmk through theap. 
dh wel l  a5 other," rule-making 1smes and hare recorded rheir 
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thoughts in this graphic manner. the reader, especially one not well 
versed in the intricacies of administratwe process, IS saved Im- 
measurable time and, most likely, frustration. 

Although the books are similar m man) wags. a significant dif- 
ference exists. a difference best expiained by designating O'Re.11) as 
a practical treatise on the subject of agency rule-making and identi- 
fbmg ACUS as a "Nutshell"-type of publicatmn.l8 Assignment of 
these labeii LS not intended to be a comment on the quality or use- 
fulness of either book; rather. for those persons who have studied 
l a w  in the United States. the designations are meaningful Persons 
writing treatises have the  luxury of being able to be more expansive 
in their discussion. a "Nutshell" volume presents more 'black- 
letter' law with little opportunity for extensive explanation. AS a 
conbequence. O'Reilly generally goes into greater depth on the issues 
dircurbed and contains more detail on the  information presented 
than does ACUS. The former can be used, therefore, both by persons 
well-verqed in administrative law. as well as by those seeking an  in^ 
troductian into the area or assistance with a particular issue. The i a t ~  
ter r o u l d  seem more appropriate far persons, in this instance with 
some working knowledge of agency rule making who might be look- 
m g  for detailed informatian or  guidance with regard to a speafic 
question. ACUS. howe\er, because of the nature of its author. h e . ,  
the staff of the Admmistratite Conference of the  United Stater, does 
contain many uieful insights into federal administrative rule making 
that are quite instructive to both the expert and the  not so~expert .  

With the publication of these two volumes, both the practicing  at^ 
tarney and the bureaucrat have at  hand resource information of the 
higheit quality Together. O'Reillg and ACUS present both sides of 
agency rule-making. the prnate-sector point of n e w .  as well as the 
concerns of the rule~makers Yo attempt will be made to recommend 
one over the other Each commends itself in its own way. but one 
observation should be made Neither should be consdiered as a sub- 
stitute for the other. Both should be on the bookshelf of any person 
who confronti agency-made rules on a regular basis, either as an op- 
ponent or  as a proponent. 

"The VeU Pubhihing Cornpan,. St  Paul Mmnerata. pubbrhP5 a rerier of peper- 
back books called the Wesf huf*hell Series Nufihelli ' ale ured h y  man) person? 
I o  Yfudi for  eXamLnafLonr (IBR school itafe bar or atheruse) becaure each hook I? a 
concl3e iummary of a ~artlculai area of  the I R w  P Y E Gellhnrn & B Bo)er. .Ad 
mlnl,frariieI.awand ProcessinaUurihell(Zded 19811 Thebookrmthe WerrKur- 
?hell Sene9 ' are a130 utilized ai quick reference? for  bawc P C ~ C I P I P I  of la- 
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PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED 
AND BRIEFLY NOTED 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Various books, pamphlets, and periodicals, solicited and un- 

sohcited, are received from time to  time a t  the editorial offices of the 
Military Lmw Review. With volume 80, the Reuiew began adding 
short descriptive comments to the standard bibliographic infor- 
mation published in previous volumes. These comments are 
prepared by the editor after examination of the publications dis- 
cussed. The number of items received makes formal review of the 
great majority of them impossible. 

The comments in these notes are not intended to be interpreted as 
recommendations for or aganst the books and ocher wntings de- 
scribed. These comments serve only as information for the guidance 
of our readers who may want to obtain and examine one or more of 
the publications further on their own initiative. However, descrip. 
tion of an item in this section does not preclude amultaneaus or 
subsequent review in the Milt iary Law Reuim.  

Notes are set forth in Seetian IV, below, are arranged in aipha- 
beticai order by name of the first author or editor listed in the 
publication, and are numbered accordingly. In Section 11, Authors or 
Editors of Publications Noted, and, in Section 111, Tities Noted, the 
number in parenthesis following each entry is the number of the eor- 
responding note in Section IV. For books having more than one prin- 
cipal author or editor, all authors and editors are listed in Section 11. 

The opinions and conclusions expressed in the notes in Section IV 
are those of the editor of the .Wilitary La%, R ~ ~ E w .  They do not 
necessarily reflect the views of The Judge Advocate General's 
School, the Department of the Army, or any other governmental 
agency. 

11. AUTHORS OR EDITORS 
OF PUBLICATIONS NOTED 

Blackby, Frank, Jozef Gaidbiat and Sverre Lodgaard, editom. ,'io 

Broida, Peter B., A Guide to Merit Systems Protection Board Lao, 
F h t  Use (No 1) 

and Practice (No 2 ) .  
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Ervin Sam J., Jr , Presen'ing the Constitution' 77zeAufoh?oymphi/ 
0 1  Srmiior Sam Eruin (No 3) 

General Service% Administration Office of the Federal Register and 
National Archives and Records Service, h e  L'nitpd.Ftntw Gowm- 
iwu! .Ilnoaal 1984 85 (No 5 )  

Goldhlar. .Jozef, Frank Blackby and Sverre Lodgaard, editors, .Yo 
Fzrs! CSF (No. 1) 

.Johnson. James Turner, Can .Modem War Be Just? (No. 4) 
Lodgaard, Sverre, Frank Blackhy and Jozef Goldhlat. editors, S o  

Fyrsl C$P (No 1). 
McDougall, Walter A. and Paul Seahum, editors. 1 7 L ~  Grrnndn 

Pcp~r.5 (No 8) .  
National Archives and Records Service, Office of the Federal Reg- 

ister and General Services Admmistration. The 1 nited States &,, - 
rrxrnmt .Monas/ 1984185 [No. 3). 

Office of the Federal Register, National Archhes and Records Serv- 
ice and General Services Administration. The Cnited Sfiilrs &JL- 

PTIImrllt .M<,nu"l lY84 85 (KO 6) 
Poimar. Sorman, TheShLpr anddircrrtft of t h ?  L-S Fled (13th ed.1 

( S o  6 )  
Schuck Peter H Siring G o i ' p m m m t  Cit imz  Rrmedws for Offzctni 

I m , r y , s  (No. 7) 
Seahury. Paul and Walter A McDougall, editors, me Grenada 

P w m  (NO SI 
Sinclalr. Ian. The V,enna Conupnlion on the Lai r 'o f  TrPatirs (2d ed ) 

NO 9) 
C ! L C ( I I  Guide tu Docurnent Aathentimtion 
!zed nnd Cerhfieil Documents (No 101 

111. TITLES NOTED 
Can Yridern War be Just'. ht, James Turner Johmison (No. 4) 
Grenada Papers, The, rrlite-d h q  Paul Swchury a n d  W-Xter  .4 

Guide to hlent Systems Protection Board Law and Practice. A. h y  

No First Use. edzted hy Frank Blockhy, Jotrf  &,ldb/ol and Suerre 

.M<Douunil (210 81 

Prrrr B Bmida ( N O  21 

Lodg<mrrl (No. I ) .  
Practical Guide to Dorumelit Authentication Legalization of Nota- 

Preserving the Cnmtltution The Autobiography of Senator Sam 

Shipsand Airrialt of t heU S Fleet. The. hySonnn,LPoirna,'(Nia 6) 
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Suing Government: Citizen Remedies for Official Wrongs, by Peter 
H. Schuek (No. 7). 

United States Government Manual 1984184, The, by the Ojftce o j  
the Federal Register, National Archiues and Recovd~ S m z c e  and 
General Services Administration. (No. 5 ) .  

V m n a  Convention on the Law of Treaties, The, (2d ed ), byIanSin-  
clam (No. 9). 
1. Biackby, Frank, Josef Goldblat, and Sverre Lodgaard (eds.), No 

First Use. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Taylor & Francis Inc., 1984 
Pages. ix, 151. Appendices, Index. Publisher's address: Taylor & 
Francis Inc , 242 Cherry Street. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106- 
1906 

The subject of nuclear arms control LS seldom distant from the 
front page of any daily tabloid Efforts to curb, or eventually elimi- 
nate, these weapons of unprecedented destructive apae i ty  from the 
face of the earth have cantmued, with various degrees of sincerity 
and enthusiasm, since the years of Presidents Eisenhower and Ken- 
nedy. Among the more recent proposals in the area af aims controi 
negotiation has been the concept of a pledge of "no first use'' of 
nuclear weapons, i e ,  that the pledging nation would not be the first 
to resort to nuclear arms an an  otherwise conventional confron- 
tation. This policy of no first use is anathema to the three-decade-old 
strategy of the liorth Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) that of- 
fered a "flexible response" to Warsaw Pact aggression in Europe, a 
reipone that would permit, should conventional means fad,  the use 
of nuclear weapons in self-defense. 

Among the superpowers, the Soviet Union, in 1982, and the Peo- 
ple's Republic of China, even before acquisition of nuclear weapons, 
have made a pledge of no first use. In deference to the over- 
whelming Warsaw Pact conventional superiority in Europe, how- 
ever. the United States had not and was not seriously prompted to 
make such a pledge until 1982. in that year, in addition to the Soviet 
pledge, an article was authored by four prominent former American 
cabinet officers and statesmen-Robert McNamara, McGeorge Bun- 
dy, George F. Kennan, and Gerard Smith-which advocated a no 
first use pledge by the United States 

In A0 First Use, severai papers compiled under the Buspieces of 
the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute use% the 
Y ~ ~ O U S  advantages, disadvantages, and practical difficulties with 
such a pledge by the United States. The McKamara, Bundy, Kennan, 
and Smith article IS repnnted and Several other perspectives from 
both supporters and opponents of no first use are provided Among 
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the alternatives proposed and defended (or attacked) are a pure 
pledge af no first use, a continued first use option, a no f i r% w e  
pledge together with a stronger conventional defense or additional 
confidence building measures or both, a "on-early use of nuilear 
weapons pledge. perhaps accompanied by a "nuclear free zone" ~n 
potential forward battle areas, or no first use m connection with 
conventional arms control measures. S o  F m t  L'se provides a 
valuable insight to the reader and highlights that the issue is not a i  
simplistic as either the peace activists or no first use opponent? 
would have the public believe 

2. Broida, Peter B , A Guide to  Merit Systems Protection Board 
L a u  and Practice Washington, D C ' Dewey Publications. Inc 
1984. Pages 485. Price. $62.00 (paperbound). 

There are very few. I f  any. comprehensive works on anything 
anymore. If. however, you are looking for something close t o  it. read 
this work on Merit Systems Protection Board practice. It 1s an ex- 
ceptional study of the history. the jurisdiction, and a subject-b,- 
subject analysis of personnel lau and practice It 1s comprehensive, 
clear, COIICISB and ever so easy to read--an anomaly ~n the law. Cer- 
tainly, there are some shortcomings m it, but they are not so sermus 
as to mar its usefulness. 

For the lawyer, the book 1s flawed by the absence of a topical in- 
dex and a table of cases. In MSPB practice. however. there are so 
few really notable cases that this roid is not as serious 8s it seems at 
first. What IS notable IS the technique used by the author Lo bring the 
lawyer and management employee relations professional along He 
uses the words of the Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB)pdges 
to  paint Its le@slatwe histor). and to include or exclude persons or 
subjects at  will These "Judges" tell the a story of how this neu 
statutory creature was born on Friday the 13th of October 1078 and 
has grown into a respected adult institution virtually on Its own 
since its effective date of 11 January 1970. Indeed. the Court of Ap- 
peals for the  Federal Circuit has affirmed the Board's view- of itself 
time and again and the author demonstrates this in his final chapter 
by making clear the limited scope of that court's review. Indeed. he 
shows that the standards for decision making are very narrow and 
accord considerable deference to the administrative determinations 
of the MSPB That court has only revened when the MSPB findings 
have been "totally unwarranted." "so ~ X C ~ S S I Y ~ , ' '  '30 harsh,'' or 
"SO eminently out of accord with applicable law" as to require it. In 
the main, teh author parnts a convincing picture of a good body of 
emerging case law standing unrerened. 
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The beat chapters are those that the author devotes to evidence, 
adverse actions. nexus. and mitigation, the substantive offenses 
chapter IS so well-done as to be ranked with them The performance 
cd'ie, are well-researched and carefully compared to the misconduct 
cases This IS followed by an exceptional treatment of discrimination 
IS.IU~S and how to handle mixed cases: harmful error 1s right up there 
n i th  them 

Lawyers, of course, are always interested in the issue of attorneys' 
fees and what is required for the agency to award them. Reason- 
ableness is a significant part of this equation if the parties have ad- 
dressed the ISSUBS of "prevailing party" and "interest of justice." 
The "how to collect," by knowing where to file what papen, is one 
of the easiest to follow formats in print-even emer to assemble 
than a Christmas toy. 

The book would be improved if the author added a table of cases 
and a subject matter index. These two ,terns would encourage far 
greater use of this work than it will without them Apart from these 
deficiencies, however, the practice wiii probably flourish with this 
new basic resource. The case law id this area of the practice IS I"- 
creasing at a phenommal rate Because of it, the author promises to 
republish each year, rather than add pocket parts as others do. 
Whatever he does, though, he deserves a great vote of thanks for ad- 
vancing the state-of-the-art It is a fine contribution to the existing 
literature and the practitioners will welcome it. 

3 .  Ervin.  Sam J , Jr  .Preseroing fhe C o m t i f u f i o n :  The 
Aicfohir,,qraphy qfSenator Sam h i n .  Chariottesmlle, Virginia The 
Michie Company, 1084. Pages. xi", 436 Appendices. Name Index, 
Sub,ject Index. Price S10.95. Publisher's address. The Michie Com- 
pany, 1 Town Hall Square, Chariattesville, Virginia 22901. 

Even a decade after his retirement from the Senate, the mention 
of the name of Senator Sam Ervin will provoke a response from 
students of the i060s and 1070s To Students of the 10603, hewas  an 
opponent of the major decisions of the Warren Court respecting the 
rights of minorities and the accused. To students of the 1070s, he 
was the "country lawyer'' who chaired the Senate Watergate Com- 
mittee's mvwtigation of the Watergate break-in and the related mis- 
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deeds of the Nxon Administration As goes the phrme "what h a t e  
you done for me recently," the historical picture of Sam Ervm will 
likely focus upon his chairmanship of that Committee during the 
spring, summer, and autumn months of 1973. 

HIS autobiography is one that most peapi? might like to write. 
Titled Prmmi.i?iy ithe Consitrtution, Senator Ervin broaches more 
topics than constitutional juriaprudence He [elis us about himself. 
hir family. his military, judicial, and congressional exploits. and, far 
the hulk of the book. about his views concerning topics from the 
proper role of the  Judlclary. to srhooi prayer, to. not surpnsmgly. 
the Watergate affair 

Some of the material contained herein may upset the students of 
history who remember Senator E n i n  only as the Watergate Com- 
mittee Chairman who seemed devoted to safeguarding individual 
liberties against an overreaching Executive Branch of government 
Indeed. many of the Supreme Court decisions that hare  been seen by 
those same students of history as performing a similar role are iam- 
basted by Senator Ervin as "Judlciai abberations" and are discussed 
in a chapter of that name. For example, among the judicial abber- 
ations listed are Miranda u. Arizona. Roe u Wade, P u m n n  i.. 
Georgin. and virtually every major Supreme Court interpretation of 
B r o m  li Board o f E d m o t t o n .  Indeed, Senator Ervin spends several 
pages in an apologia concerning his ~nitial strong criticism of Broir n 
and his subsequent convenmn to Its wisdom 

The Watergate chapter of the book IS mercifully short. with the 
author explicitly limiting himself to the crucial periods and events in 
question: Senator Ervin has already written a detailed book on the 
Watergate affairs. Rather. the thrust of this book is to reveal rhe 
phiiosophy of Sam Ervin on the Constitution and to demonscrate 
how he would, or had, applied that philosophy to concrete mues 
that arose m Congress and the courts. While one may not always 
agree with Senator Ervin, this book provides a detailed argument for 
each position he has espoused. 

4 Johnson, James Turner, Can Modern WarBe Just? New Haven. 
Connecticut. Yale University Press, 1984 Pages. xi. 216 Notes. 
Select Bibliography, Index Price. $17.96. Publisher's address Pale 
University Press, Q2A Yale Station, New Haven, Connecticut 06520 

The concept of jus in bello, that there are limits to how a war mag 
be waged. traces Its roots to the teachings of St Augustine TO 
Augustine, a party or state attacked may r e m i  to whatever means 
are proportionate to the attack in asserting self-defense. Escalation 
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becomes the responsibility of the attacker, not the victim. Since 
Augustine's time, the concept of restraint in war has became secu- 
larized and today finds itself deeply imbedded in the doctnnes of 
necessity and proportionality. 

In Can M o d e n  War Be Just?, James Turner Johnson, a Professor 
in the Department of Religion and the Graduate Department of 
Political Science at Rutgen University, discusses whether the con- 
cept of jus in bello, as well as the traditional respect for the rights of 
noncombatants, can effectively function in a world of nuclear 
weapons. Studying the concepts from the points of YEW of the 
nature of contemporary confrontations-superpower nuclear con- 
flict, conflicts involving tactical nuclear weapons, conventional war- 
fare, insurgency, and terrorism-and of the weaponry that may 
potentially be used on the modern battlefield, Professor Johnson 
renders some tentative judgments concerning the utility of the ' l u s t  
war" doctrine today. hnally,  modern tactics, strategic planning, in- 
divtdual decisions on the morality of war, and the issue of whether 
unlimited means of warfare should ever be allowed are examined in 
the closing chaptern 

Professor Johnson's thoughts are sure to provoke discussion con- 
cermng the morai permissibility of the various types of modern war- 
fare. 

5 .  Office of the Federal Register, National Archives and Records 
Service, & General Services Administration, The Urzifed States 
Goaernnwzt Manual 1984/85. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government 
Pnnting Office, 1984. Pages: vii, 913. Name Index, SubjectlAgency 
Index, Recent Changes. Price: 812.00 (paperbound) Publisher's ad- 
dress: Supenntendent of Documents, United States Government 
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. 

Larger than its immediate predecessor, The Uaited States Gouem- 
rnentManw~l1984/85is avaluabie tool with which to find one's way 
through the seemingly impenetrable maze of the federal gavern- 
ment. Organized by branch of government, this book provides a 
directory, by name, address, and function of each governmental 
agency. 

The branch of government with which the average citizen would 
most likely come in cantact, the executive, is dissected for ease of 
research. Each component agency is described and its mission 
analyzed to  inform the reader of the identity of the persons perhaps 
responsible for regulation of their lives or businesses. A special 
feature is each agency's "Sources of Information" section, which 
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provides addresses and telephone numbers for locating specific in- 
formation about employment, government contracts, and publica- 
tions, films, and services available to the general public. 

A useful tool with whtch to attain access to the federal govern- 
ment, the Manual 1s a valuable asset to the library of any govern 
ment attorney. 

6 Poimar Norman, TheShips andAirwqft of the (IS. Fleet (13th 
ed.). Annapolis, Maryland: The Naval Institute Press, 1984 Pages: 
xi, 559. Ship Name and Class Index, Ship Designation Index. Adden- 
da. Price $29.95. Publisher's address The Naval Institute Press, An- 
napolis, Maryland 21402 

The SUCC~SSOI issue of a series begun in 1939, this informative and 
comprehensive review of the United States naval forces describes 
the state af the sea and air fleet a t  a time of an unprecedented peace- 
time naval expansion. In this volume, Norman Poimar, an author 
who specializes in United States and Soviet naval issues discusses 
several new classes of ships, as well as the state of the Rapid Depioy- 
ment Joint Task Force. Surveying the current state and pace of 
naval expansion, Mr. Polmar predicts that the projected 600 ship 
Navy will in fact grow in excess of a 700 ship Navy by the end of the 
decade. The ability of the government to man and maintain a fleet of 
this size, however, is closely questioned 

Butressed by over 800 photographs and line drawings, this volume 
is an indispensibie key to an  understanding of American naval sea 
and air capabilities. 

7. Schuck, PeterH ,Suing G o u e r n m a t .  CitizenRemediesfor OF 
/ictal Wrongs New Haven Connecticut: Yale University Press, 
1983. Pages: xxi, 262. Appendices, Notes. Index. Price. $25.00 
(paperbound). Pubhsher's address Yale University Press, 92A Yale 
Station, New Haven, Connecticut 06520. 

As noted in the Introduction to the book, Justice Louis Brandeis 
once wrote: "Crime 1s contagious. If the government becomes a iaw- 
breaker, it breeds contempt for law, it invites every man to become a 
law unto himself; it invites anarchy." Official wrongdoing, whether 
invidiously intentional or guidelessis negligent, takes piace at the 
myriad levels of the federal government today. The very complexity 
of the government and the investiture of "street-level bureaucrat" 
with the authanty to  profoundly impact upon the lives of individuals 
are developments that themselves tend to promote at least the 
resentment m the "wronged" individual that may later result in a 
lawsuit against the federal government 
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In Suiw the Oovemmnt: Citizen Remedies for Offtcial Wrongs, 
Peter H. Schuck, Professor of Law at Yale University, examines the 
causes af misconduct on the part of the "street-level bureaucrat" 
and evaluates the various modes for redress available to the indiuid- 
"ai. Focusing on civil remedies under federal law, thereby excluding 
all state find federal criminal avenues of redress, the author studies 
the range of damage remedies against the government and concludes 
that an expansion of those remedies is necessary. The practical prob- 
lem of mobihzmg the bureaucracy to accept such reforms IS ad- 
dressed and the role of the C O U ~ S  in t h k  process is specifically high- 
lighted. In the Appendices. figures concerning the volume of litiga- 
tion against public officials are presented and thumbnail sketches of 
the existing state of federal and state immunity for officials is pro- 
vided. 

In The Orenado Papers, however. much of the skepticism about 
what the government had put forward will be dispelled. Documents 
captured by the occupying forces and recently released reveal a 
complex web of alliances and treaties between the Marxist govern- 
ment of Grenada and the Soviet Union, Cuba, Bulgaria, East Ger- 
many, Czechoslovakia, and North Korea. The documents provide the 
first rnodern-day glipmse behind the operational facade of a Marxist 
government and provide the additional benefit of seeing the original 
documents in the English language, free of potential dialectic "aria- 
tion by an interpreter. 

Several documents are immensely instructive. Following the most 
recent doctrinal example of the t r a n m o n  from the moderate t o  
radical transformation of the Sandinma regime in Nicaragua, Gre- 
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